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ABSTRACT 

The United Verde orebody, a Proterozoic 

volcanogenic massive sulfide deposit, is hosted by the 

Cleopatra Formation. The Cleopatra Formation is 

subdivided into two distinct members, the Upper and Lower, 

on the basis of alteration facies, whole rock geochemistry 

and the chemistry of alteration minerals. 

The Lower member was deposited prior to ore 

deposition and consists of five major alteration facies. 

Facies Bl, the most distant from the orebody represents 

the recharge area for the ore-forming fluid. Facies B2 

surrounds the major discharge area or the chlorite pipe. 

These three facies contain chlorite and quartz as 

alteration minerals in variable amounts. Two facies, 81 

and S2, contain quartz and sericite as alteration 

minerals. Mass balance calculations show progressive 

removal of Na and Ca, and addition of MgO and FeO* from 

the area of recharge (facies Bl) to facies B2 to the 

chlorite pipe. Whole rock 018 0 values are high relative 

to least altered Cleopatra Formation in the recharge area 

and low in the discharge zone. 

Mineralogy and geochemistry of samples from the 

Upper member indicate that it was deposited following ore 
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deposition and interacted with fluids rich in silica and 

iron. 

The hydrothermal fluid, which is interpreted to 

have been seawater, evolved to a high temperature slightly 

acidic, reduced fluid during water-rock interaction(log 

a02 = -33 to -41; log aU2S = -2.6 to -5.0). The fluid 

018 0 and 013Cc02 values increased. Calculated 013Cc02 and 

018 0 fluid values, and sphalerite and chlorite chemistry 

imply that mixing of the hydrothermal fluid with seawater 

occurred in 

the orebody. 

the upper 

The 

levels of the chlorite pipe and in 

limited range in 034 5 values of 

sulfides is consistent with the derivation of the ore

forming fluids from the reduced basal layer of a 

stratified basin. 

The study area represents only a small part of the 

United Verde circulation cell. Increased 51 °0 values of 

the fluid, and the need for a source of Mg, Fe and other 

metals suggest that the fluids may have circulated into 

the Shea Basalt. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Location 

The study area is located in the Verde mining 

district of Yavapai County, central Arizona (Figure 1). 

The Verde mining district (Figure 2) is perched on the 

northeast slope of the Black Hills. The Black Hills are 

the northern extension of the Bradshaw Mountains and lie 

within the transition zone between the Colorado Plateau 

and Basin and Range tectonic provinces (Figure 1). 

The area covers roughly 2.5 km2 of the northern 

portion of the Verde district (Figure 2). It is located at 

the northern juncture of the Hickey Mountain and 

Cottonwood 7-1/2 minute sheets. 

The study area includes the largest mine in the 

district, the United Verde, and is directly adjacent to 

the town of Jerome. The prominent Cleopatra Hill, which 

juts up behind the town of Jerome, is the footwall to ti.e 

massive sulfide orebody, and is included in the study area 

which extends into Hull Canyon (Figure 2). US route 89A, 

which passes through the southern part of the field area, 
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Figure 1. Location of the study area within the 
state of Arizona. Solid lines represent major roads and 
dashed lines geologic province boundaries. 
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Figure 2. General geology of the Verde mining 
district after Anderson and Creasey (1958). Once-active 
mines are denoted by x and representative initials (UV
United Verde mine, UVX-United Verde Extension miner VC
Verde Central mine, CC-Copper Chief mine and H-Haynes 
mine) . 



provides easy access to the area. 19 

The terrain is characterized by steep slopes and 

excellent outcrop exposure. The elevation ranges from 1432 

to 1834 meters (4700 to 6020 feet). 

Brief History of the United Verde mine 

The following summary of the development of the 

United Verde mine is abridged from Anderson and Creasey 

(1958) . The Jerome area has been a site of metal 

exploitation since the 1500's when Indians discovered and 

mined oxidized ore from outcrops of the United Verde 

deposit. Active exploration in the district began in 

1882. The first mining company to hold the United Verde 

property was the United Verde Copper Company. The company 

was started by F.A. Tritle who was at the time Govenor of 

Arizona. He and F.F. Thomas obtained the support of 

several eastern financial backers and the mine was opened 

in 1883. They mined the surficial oxidized ore for 

copper, silver and gold. In 1884 Senator William A. Clark 

bought the United Verde Copper Company and underground 

operations were begun in 1888. In 1917 open pit stripping 

was initiated to reach mine levels no longer accessible 

because of extensive mine fires. In 1922 open pit mining 

production overtook that from underground operations 

(DeWitt and Waegli, unpublished manuscript). 
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20 
The United Verde mine was closed in 1953 and now, 

along with much of the surrounding property, is held by 

Phelps Dodge Corporation under patented claims purchased 

in 1935. The Verde mining district is still an active 

site for exploration with the ore targets being 

exhalative gold deposits (e.g. White, 1986). 

Metal Production 

The United Verde mine and the United Verde 

Extension mine (Figure 2), which operated from 1915 to 

1938 (White, 1986), account for 99% of the total 

production from the Verde mining district. Production 

records from Phelps Dodge Ccrporation indicate that from 

1889 to 1974 the United Verde mine produced nearly 

32,480,315 metric tons (33,000,000 short tons) of ore that 

yielded over 1.15 x 109 kilograms (2.9 billion pounds) of 

copper, 21 x 106 kilograms (52.9 million pounds) of zinc, 

1.5 x 109 grams (49.3 million ounces) of silver and 41.9 x 

109 grams (1.35 million ounces) of gold (DeWitt and 

Waegli, unpublished manuscript) . Lindberg (1986) 

suggested that the entire United Verde massive sulfide 

orebody was in excess of 90.7 million metric tons (100 

million short tons). DeWitt and Waegli (unpublished 

manuscript) have estimated that 104 million metric tons 

_._ .. __ ._-------------""-----------------------------



21 
(115,000,000 tons) of low grade massive sulfide ore and 34 

million metric tons (38,000,000 tons) of mineralized 

"black schist" remain underground. 

The orebody is zoned with respect to metal 

distribution. The lower levels of the massive sulfide 

orebody and underlying chlorite schist are copper-rich, 

and the upper portion of the massive sulfide orebody is 

zinc-rich (Anderson and Creasey, 1958). Precious metals 

are enriched at the top of the massive sulfide orebody 

(DeWitt and Waegli, unpublished manuscript) . The copper-

rich ore zones have been the mining targets to date. 

These had an average grade of 4.79% copper, 0.043 

ounces/ton gold and 1.61 ounces/ton silver (Lindberg and 

Gustin, 1987). 

The United Verde Extension mine produced 

approximately 4 million tons of supergene enriched ore 

with an average grade of 10% copper, 1.7 ounces/ton Ag and 

0.039 ounces/ton Au (White, 1987). Smaller deposits which 

have been mined in the district include the Copper Chief, 

Haynes and Verde Central mines (Figure 2). Small 

prospects are scattered throughout the district. 

Previous Work 

The first published report on the Verde mining 
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district was by Blandy (1883). 
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Other early descriptive 

reports include those by Findlay (1918), Lindgren (1926), 

Reber (1922,1938), Ransome (1932) and Hansen (1930). 

Geologic reports written from 1883 to 1955 are chrono-

logically listed in Anderson and Creasey (1958, p. 7-8). 

Anderson and Creasey's (1958) U.S.G.S. 

Professional ~aper gave the first complete description of 

the geology of the district and the United Verde deposit. 

Their discussion was based on the premiss that the orebody 

was an epigenetic massive sulfide replacement deposit 

associated with a quartz porphyry intrusion, which they 

named the Cleopatra Quartz Porphyry. Kothavala (1963) 

recognized that the Cleopatra Quartz Porphyry was not an 

intrusive unit but a package of volcaniclastic rocks with 

intercalated lava flows. Norman (1977) argued for an 

intrusive origin for most of the Cleopatra Quartz Porphyry 

on the basis of field relationships. He attempted to 

define stratigraphy within the Cleopatra Quartz Porphyry 

by sUbdividing it into units that were "uniform" versus 

"nonuniform" (fragmental). His work lead to no coherent 

definition of the stratigraphy. 

Anderson and Nash (1972) reinterpreted the deposit 

as a syngenetic massive sulfide deposit associated with 

submarine pyroclastic quartz-phyric volcanic rocks. They 

_ ... _ .....•...• -------------------------------------
I 
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Cleopatra Quartz Porphyry (Anderson and 

Creasey, 1958) the Cleopatra member of the Deception 

Rhyolite. In field trip guides, Lindberg and Jacobson 

(1974), Lindberg (1986), and Lindberg and Gustin (1987) 

have described the stratigraphy, alteration and structure 

associated with the United Verde syngenetic massive 

sulfide. 

Scope of This Study 

The United Verde mine is one of the largest 

Proterozoic massive sulfide deposits in the United States. 

No integrated petrographic, geochemical and isotopic 

evaluation of the alteration associated with the orebody 

has been published. 

The major goals of this study are to: 1) 

delineate the extent of the alteration associated with the 

formation of the United Verde orebody, especially within 

the Cleopatra Formation, and map the distribution of 

alteration facies; 2) define these alteration facies 

interms of petrography and geochemistry; 3) examine 

quantitative~y the major element losses and gains 

associated with alteration; 4) evaluate the 

physicochemical conditions of hydrothermal alteration and 

ore deposition; and 5) constrain the source(s) of the 
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hydrothermal fluid. 

The initial stages of research entailed detailed 

field mapping and study of thin sections to provide a 

strong geologic framework for interpretation of 

geochemical data. A major outcome of this initial work 

was a redefinition of the lateral extension of the United 

Verde ore horizon and a revision of the stratigraphy for 

the Jerome area. Samples were then taken for major 

element and trace element analyses, microprobe analyses of 

alteration minerals and stable isotope analyses. These 

analyses provide the basis for a discussion of 

physicochemical conditions associated with the ore-forming 

hydrothermal system and a quantitative evaluation of the 

effects of hydrothermal alteration. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

The Cleopatra member of the Deception Rhyolite 

forms part of the Ash Creek Group of the Yavapai Series 

(Anderson et al., 1971). The Ash Creek Group is bounded 

by the Shylock Fault to the west, the Verde Fault to the 

east and by a quartz diorite intrusion to the south 

(Figure 3). The northern extent of the Ash Creek Group is 

obscured by a cover of Paleozoic rocks. The quartz 

diorite, which is approximately 11 km south of the United 

Verde mine, has been dated as 1760±15 MA and the Cleopatra 

member of the Deception Rhyolite as 1820±10 MA (Anderson 

et al., 1971). The Ash Creek Group constitutes the Jerome 

terrane which is one of five Proterozoic suspect terranes 

in the Transition Zone of Arizona (Mae Gustin, unpublished 

report) . The Jerome terrane is the oldest of the 

terranes. 

The Ash Creek Group consists of at least two 

mafic-to-felsic volcanic cycles, capped by a thick 

turbidite package. At the base of the first cycle is the 

Gaddes Basalt which is overlain by the Buzzard Rhyolite. 

The second cycle is represented by the Shea Basalt, the 

Brindle Pup Andesite, a porphyritic rhyodacite, the Burnt 
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Figure 3. General geology of the Ash Creek Group 
after Anderson et ale (1971) . 
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Canyon Dacite and the D~ception Rhyolite. The Deception 

Rhyolite, according to Anderson and Nash (1972) contains 

the Cleopatra member. The Grapevine Gulch 

Formation, a thick package of coarse- to fine-grained 

volcaniclastic sediments, cherts and some andesitic and 

dacitic lava flows, caps the volcanic package. Figure 4 

shows Anderson et al's~ (1971) stratigraphic subdivisions 

of the Ash Creek Group and the revisions of their 

stratigraphy that will be presented herein. 

Relict textures such as bedding, graded bedding, 

flow banding, pillows and the fragmental nature of 

outcrops are well preserved in the Ash Creek Group. 

Pillows, hematitic chert layers, sedimentary layering and 

turbidite units are evidence of deposition of this 

volcanic package within a submarine environment. The 

presence of what appear to be volcanic bombs in some mafic 

units may indicate subaerial exposure of particular areas 

for some time interval during volcanism. 

On the basis of the mineral assemblage chlorite, 

albite, quartz and sericite, rocks of the study area are 

interpeted to have been subjected to lower greenschist 

facies metamorphism. Vance and Condie (1987) suggested 

that lower amphibolite facies metamorphism may have 

occurred in the district based on the presence of 

hornblende in the Shea Basalt. However, there is no 

--_._---------------------------,------------
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Figure 4. Stratigraphic columns of the Ash Creek 
Group. Column A represents stratigraphic divisions of 
Anderson et al. (1971) and column B contains additions to 
their stratigraphic subdivisions made in this study. 
Abbreviations Lm, Urn and Qfp denote Lower member, Upper 
member and Quartz Feldspar Porphyry, respectively. 
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evidence for metamorphic grade higher than Qreenschist 

facies in the study area. 

All Proterozoic rocks of the Verde district, with 

the exception of the quartz diorite which intrudes the 

rocks to the south, are penetratively deformed into near-

isoclinal folds (Lindberg and Gustin, 1987). There is 

evidence of at least two periods of deformation. The 

rocks are most deformed where hydrothermal alteration 

rendered them phyllosilicate-rich in the area surrounding 

the United Verde mine. The massive sulfide orebody is on 

the nose of a small tight fold on the west limb of the 

Jerome anticline (Figure 2) (Lindberg and Jacobson, 1974). 

The axial surfaces of near-isoclinal folds (F1) strike 

north-northwest. Another set of more open folds (F2) 

crosscut F1 folds at nearly right angles (Lindberg and 

Gustin, 1987). 51 is the predominant foliation in the 

district and averages N40oW. A second weak foliation 

(S2?) averaging in strike croescuts the F1 

foliation. 

The quartz diorite to the south is one of several 

quartz-bearing intrusive granitoid rocks that compose the 

Bradshaw Granite batholith of central Arizona (Anderson 

and Creasey, 1958). Paul Lindberg (1987, personal 

communication) considered the quartz diorite to have been 

emplaced after the F1 event and to be synchronous with F2. 
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Andesite dikes are prevalent 
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in the area 

surrounding the orebody... They are foliated and crosscut 

alteration facies and therefore post-date ore deposition 

but pre-date either F1 or F2. A thick gabbro sill was 

intruded along the immediate hanging wall of the United 

Verde orebody after ore deposition. It is mildly foliated 

along its edges (Kothavala, 1963) and may have been 

intruded synchronous with or after Fl. 

There is no rock record in the area for the middle 

to late Proterozoic. Paleozoic rocks overlie Proterozoic 

sedimentary rocks at a marked angular unconformity. The 

basal Paleozoic formation is the Tapeats Sandstone of 

Cambrian age (Anderson and Creasey, 1958). This is 

overlain by the Devonian Martin Limestone, the 

Mississippian Redwall Limestone and the Pennsylvanian-
,--. _.~ ___ ., .. · ..... v··· 

Permian Supai Formation (Anderson and Creasey, 1958). 

These Paleozoic rocks were deposited as a platform cover 

across the trend of the trans-continental arch (Dickinson, 

1986). During the Triassic, Jurassic, Cretaceous and early 

Tertiary the Jerome area was subjected to uplift and 

erosion (Anderson and Creasey, 1958). During the Laramide 

orogeny the ancestral Verde Fault became active as a high-

angle reverse fault (Lindberg, 1986). In the late 

Miocene, 14.6 to 10.1 million years ago, the area was 

covered by "the Hickey Basalt which consists of at least 
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406 meters of basaltic lava flows (McKee and Anderson, 

1971). The top of the Hickey Basalt has been eroded away. 

Extensional deformation 

Basalt and produced the 

followed deposition of the Hickey 

Verde Graben (Lindberg, 1986). 

Normal movement on the Verde Fault at this time produced a 

permeable zone along which surface waters penetrated and 

enriched the United Verde Extension orebody (Lindberg, 

1986) . Calcareous lake bed sediments were deposited in 

the Verde Valley in the Pliocene. 
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CHAPTER 3, , 

VOLCANIC STRATIGRAPHY 

Introduction 

The .major focus in this work has been the 

Cleopatra Formation, which will be discussed in detail in 

Chapter 4. The following is a synthesis of data from 

other workers and this author's observations of the 

volcanic. stratigraphy in the Verde district. Quoted 

thicknesses of formations are map thicknesses of folded 

strata and therefore probably· do not represent true 

thickness. 

It should be noted that early workers (e.g., 

Anderson and Creasey, 1958) in the district grouped 

together lithologic units that were similar in hand 

sample. Volcanic facies and stratigraphy change rapidly 

within an active volcanic environment such as the one that 

once existed in the Verde district. Therefore, some 

stratigraphic correlations made by these workers and cited 

in this chapter may be incorrect. 

Gaddes Basalt 

The Gaddes Basalt is the oldest volcanic unit 

exposed in the district (Anderson, 1987; Anderson et al., 
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1971) . Rhyolitic lava flows are intercalated with basalt 

flows near the top of the unit. along with sediments that 

yeild facing directions which indicate that the Buzzard 

Rhyolite overlies the Gaddes Basalt (Anderson and Creasey, 

1958) • 

In southern areas of outcrop the Gaddes Basalt 

consists predominantly of weakly foliated pillows. The 

pillows are more strongly foliated in northern exposures. 

Interbedded pyroclastic units contain irregular lapilli-

and block-sized volcanic fragments some of which resemble 

bombs (Anderson and Creasey, 1958). Minor beds of 

carbonate and chert exhalites are found within the Gaddes 

Basalt (Carl Schnell, personal communication, 1986). Most 

of the pillow basalts have pilotaxitic texture formed by 

albite or albite-oligoclase microlites in a groundmass of 

amphiboles and/or chlorite. The northernmost exposures of 

the Gaddes Basalt, approximately 7 kilometers south of the 

United Verde mine (Figure 3), are silicified and contain 

chlorite along fractures parallel to the foliation 

(Anderson and Creasey, 1958). 

Buzzard Rhyolite 

The Buzzard Rhyolite is approximately 1060 meters 

thick. Based on stratigraphic relationships in 

sedimentary layers at its top, Anderson and Creasey (1958) 
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determined that the Buzzard Rhyolite is overlain by the 

Shea Basalt. The Buzzard Rhyolite consists of lava flows, 

coarse- to fine-grained sedimentary layers and 

volcaniclastic rocks. Contorted flow banding and vesicles 

are common. In general the rhyolite is porphyritic with 

0.5 to 1.0 millimeter quartz phenocrysts and 1-2 

millimeter feldspar phenocrysts. The groundmass is an 

aphanitic mass of quartz and alkali feldspar with some 

spherulites: Apatite and magnetite are common; and 

biotite, chlorite, sericite and epidote may be present 

(Anderson and Creasey, 1958). 

Shea Basalt and Associated units 

The Shea Basalt crops out approximately 2.4 km 

south of the United Verde mine. The Brindle Pup Andesite, 

the Burnt Canyon Dacite and a quartz feldspar porphyry all 

interfinger with the Shea Basalt (Anderson and Creasey, 

1958) and are described in this section. Anderson (1987) 

has divided this package of volcanic rocks into three 

formations: the Delmonte Formation, the Silver Spring 

Gulch Diabase, and the Shea Formation. He described the 

Delmonte Formation as containing a diabase complex that 

intrudes and significantly postdates the flows in the 

unit. The Delmonte Formation includes the area of quartz 

feldspar porphyry and Shea Basalt that immediately 
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underlies the Deception Rhyolite (Figure 2). 

Anderson and Creasey (l.958) estimated the 

thickness of the Shea Basalt to be 600 meters. It is made 

up of lava flows with some interbedded pyroclastic rocks. 

Kothavala (1963) stated that the basalt flows are commonly 

diabasic with Na-plagioclase micolites in a matrix of 

predominantly chlorite. Anderson and Creasey (1958) noted 

that tuffaceous sedimentary rocks intercalated with the 

basalt at the top are 6 to 12 meters in thickness and 0.6 

to 1.2 meters thick near the base. Near the contact with 

the Deception Rhyolite the Shea Basalt is very altered and 

contains quartz as discrete multicrystalline grains in a 

matrix of chlorite with some sericite, carbonate and 

clinozoisite (Kothavala, 1963). 

The Brindle Pup Andesite contains approximately 

700 meters of lava flows (Anderson and Creasey, 1958). 

The flows contain small plagioclase phenocrysts and 

hornblende replaced ferromagnesian phenocrysts in a 

pilotaxitic matrix 6f feldspar plus tiny quartz grains, 

hornblende, biotite and/or chlorite (Anderson and Creasey, 

1958) • 

The Burnt Canyon Dacite, which is approximately 

600 meters thick in its widest area of outcrop, consists 

of lava flows with 1-2 millimeter feldspar phenocrysts in 

a matrix of quartz and alkali feldspar with apatite and 
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magnetite as accessories (Anderson and Creasey, 1958). 

The quartz feldspar porphyry (Figure 2) was 

interpreted by Anderson and Creasey. (1958) to be an 

intrusion. It is very similar to the Cleopatra Formation 

and is the host of several syngenetic massive sulfide 

deposits (e.g. the Copper Chief and the Cliff). It 

contains lava flows and volcaniclastic rocks. 

Deception Rhyolite 

Rock Types 

The Deception Rhyolite is made up of lava flows, 

fine-grained and crystal lithic 1apil1i tuffs, and fine

to coarse-grained volcaniclastic rocks. At its base it 

contains volcaniclastic rocks some of which are well 

bedded and contain fragments of the Shea Basalt. What 

appear to be fine-grained lava flows are interbedded with 

volcaniclastic and vitroclastic rocks at the stratigraphic 

top of this unit. The Deception Rhyolite is approximately 

1200 meters thick (Anderson and Creasey, 1958). 

In the lava flows, quartz and feldspar phenocrysts 

when present make up less than 1% of the rock and are much 

smaller (0.5-0.75mm) than those of the Cleopatra 

Formation. Some quartz phenocrysts have secondary quartz 

overgrowths more· than twice their size. The groundmass 

is predominantly sericite and fine-grained quartz with 
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5-30% chlorite, and traces of fine limonite replaced 

pyrite. 

Shales, fine-grained sediments, chlorite schists, 

sericite schists and cherts are found at the top of the 

Deception Rhyolite. A shale bed less than one meter thick 

marks the top of the Deception Rhyolite in Mescal Gulch. 

In Hull Canyon the top is marked by chert veining and a 

0.3 meter thick hematitic chert layer. 

alteration and Mineralization 

Chloritic alteration occurs throughout the 

Deception Rhyolite. Anderson and Creasey (1958) called 

the unit a hydrothermally altered facies of rhyolite flows 

and fragmental rocks. They described a color change from 

a reddish hue near Jerome to a buff and cream color in 

Mescal Gulch. This change is caused by a decrease in the 

amount of chlorite to the south. 

During reconnaissance mapping numerous small 

prospects were found within the Deception Rhyolite. Most 

prospects are located on stratigraphic contacts. The Verde 

Central mine is located on or immediately below the 

Deception Rhyolite-Cleopatra Formation contact in Hull 

Canyon. Benedict (1923), and Fearing and Benedict (1925) 

obscurely described the location of the Verde Central 

mineralization in relation to volcanic stratigraphy. They 
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stated that the mineralized "black" or chlorite schist was 

located within "greenschist," which was their name for the 

Deception Rhyolit~. outcrops of recrystallized chert 

similar to the sulfide-bearing chert from the Verde 

Central mine dump are found along the Deception Rhyolite-

Cleopatra Formation contact from Hull Canyon to Mescal 

Gulch. This suggests that the recrystallized sulfide-

bearing chert that was mined at the Verde Central mine was 

most likely an exhalative unit. Thus, the chlorite schist 

may represent the feeder zone or discharge area within the 

Deception Rhyolite for the sulfide-bearing quartz-rich 

exhalite. 

Cleopatra Formation 

The lithogic unit of primary focus in this study 

is what has been called the Cleopatra member of the 

Deception Rhyolite (Anderson and Nash, 1972) and the 

Cleopatra Quartz Porphyry (Anderson and Creasey, 1958). 

This unit is the host of the United Verde orebody and is 

approximately 500 meters thick. The Cleopatra member of 

Anderson and Nash (1972) is bounded by the Upper Deception 

Rhyolite and the Grapevine Gulch Formation at the top, and 

the Deception Rhyolite at the bottom (Figure 2). The top 

of the Cleopatra member was previously interpreted to be 

the lateral extension of the United Verde ore horizon 
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(Anderson and Nash, 1972, Lindberg and Jacobson, 1976). 

It is proposed in this study that the Cleopatra 

member be designated a formation because of its unique 

lithologic character. The Cleopatra Formation is easily 

distinguished from the Deception Rhyolite by the presence 

of large quartz and feldspar phenocrysts, which average 2 

millimeters in size and constitute up to 30% of the rock. 

In this study 'the Cleopatra Formation is 

subdivided into two distinct members, the Upper member and 

Lower member. Subdivision of the formation into two 

members was done primarily on the basis of the type of 

alteration present, although lithologic and petrographic 

differences do exist (Figure 5). The contact between the 

two members is the lateral extension of the United Verde 

ore horizon. Sedimentary rocks crop out at the bas';.: ,)f 

hiatus in volcanic the Upper member and represent a 

activity. 

The lithologic types and 

with the Cleopatra Formation will be 

in Chapter 4. 

alteration associated 

discussed in detail 

Bullseye Rhyolite 

The only known area of outcrop of this unit is 

along U.S.89A between the top of the Upper member and the 

base of the Grapevine Gulch Formation(Figure 5). This 
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unit has been called the Upper "Deception Rhyolite 

(Anderson and Creasey, 1958) (Figure 2) and the Bullseye 

Rhyolite (Lindberg,1986). The latter name is incorporated 

here and it is proposed that this unit no longer be 

included within the Deception Rhyolite. 

The basal layer of the Bullseye Rhyolite, which 

varies from 0 to 6 meters in thickness, consists of graded 

volcaniclastic rock~. Stratigraphic relationships 

indicate that tops are to the northwest. Up to one meter 

blocks of porphyryitic rhyodacite similar to the Upper 

member of the Cleopatra Formation are found within the 

volcaniclastic package. These blocks, which occur in a 

matrix of finely laminated sediments, appear to have been 

dumped rapidly into an area where quiet sediment 

deposition had previously been taking place. 

The central portion of this unit is approximately 

90 meters thick and consists of dacite flows or high level 

intrusions. The dacite contains 5% 

plagioclase phenocrysts which are in some samples 

sericitized. Epidote and chlorite pseudomorph hornblende 

phenocrysts. The matrix contains quartz, feldspar, 

sericite, 2-10% hematite, and accessory epidote, carbonate 

and chlorite. The rock may contain up to 5% quartz 

veining. This dacite is interpreted to represent a lava 

dome. The dacite is overlain by a 1 to 5 meter thick unit 
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of volcaniclastic sediments and vitroclastic tuffs. 

The dacite contains secondary hematite and 

sericite. Hematite may be disseminated throughout the 

matrix or occur in chert veins. In some outcrops it is 

concentrated along groups of 

centimeters in diameter. 

concentric 

Hematitic 

rings up to 60 

chert veining 

crosscuts and/or rims the edges of some of the concentric 

rings. These rings prompted Lindberg (1986) to name the 

unit the Bullseye Rhyolite. Anderson and Creasey (1958) 

suggested that the rings were produqed by alteration 

controlled by joints. Lindberg (personal communication, 

1987) ascribed the rings to the concentration of hematite 

along cooling joints. He mentioned one unaltered flow in 

this unit with well developed polygonal jointing. The 

fact that hematitic chert veining crosscuts the rings 

implies that the hematite rings formed soon after rock 

deposition. This observation supports Lindberg's 

(personal communication, 1987) explanation for the 

concentric rings. It is possible that the hematite veins 

were the feeders for the thick deposit of hematitic chert 

which forms the base of the Grapevine Gulch Formation. 
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Grapevine Gulch Formation 

The Grapevine 

Hull Canyon (Figure 

Gulch Formation is well exposed in 

2). Anderson and Creasey (1958) 

distinguished six intercalated lithologic types in the 

formation: 1) coarse-grained lithic tuffaceous sedimentary 

rocks, 2) fine-grained tuffaceous sedimentary rocks, 

3)volcanic breccias, 4)jasper-magnetite beds, 5) dacitic 

lava flows and 6) andesites. In Hull Canyon the Grapevine 

Gulch Formation is dominantly tuffaceous sediment~ry rocks 

which are interpreted to represent turbidity current 

deposits. Dacitic and andesitic flows are not present in 

the Grapevine Gulch sediments in Deception Gulch. 

Intrusive Rocks 

The quartz diorite intrusion that truncates the 

base of the Ash Creek Group (Figure 3) consists of zoned 

andesine to labradorite phenocrysts in a matrix of 

hornblende, biotite, quartz and plagioclase with accessory 

magnetite, apatite and sphene (Anderson and Creasey,1958). 

Mafic intrusions spatially associated with the 

United Verde mine include a gabbro sill and numerous 

andesite dikes. The gabbro forms the hanging wall to the 

United Verde orebody (Figure 2). It is a medium-grained 

dark granular rock consisting of hornblende and 
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saussuritized plagioclase. The gabbro is in general 

concordant with bedding (Anderson and Creasey, 1958). 

Andesite dikes cut all other rock types in the mine area. 

Anderson and Creasey (1958) believed that these dikes were 

genetically related to the United Verde gabbro because 

they are not present in other parts of the Verde mining 

district. 

-------------------------------------------
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CLEOPATRA FORMATION 
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The Cleopatra Formation is subdivided into two 

members with characteristic alteration facies (Figure 5). 

Relatively Mg-rich chlorite, sericite and quartz are the 

principal alteration minerals of the Lower member, while 

hematite, quartz, Fe-rich chlorite (relative to Lower 

member chlorites), and calcite are the characteristic 

alteration minerals of ~he Upper member. The Lower member 

contains coarse-grained volcaniclastic rocks and lava 

flows in Hull Canyon. The Upper member consists of a few 

lava flows, a large component of medium- to coarse-grained 

volcaniclastic rocks, and fine-grained tuffaceous 

sedimentary rocks at the top (Figure 5). One to two 

millimeter quartz and albite phenocrysts are abundant (5-

30%) in both members .. 

Rock Types 

Lava flows 

Lower Member 

and/or shallow-level intrusions, 

coarse- to fine-grained volcaniclastic rocks, and 

_. __ .. ----------------------------------------
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vitroclastic tuffs are present in the Lower member. North 

of the Hull Fault the Lower member is massive with some 

vitric crystal lapilli tuffs near the top. The small 

tongue of the Lower member in Deception Rhyolite 

immediately south of Hull Fault (Figure 5) is a vitric 

crystal lapilli tuff. Vitroclasts are replaced by 

chlorite or sericite. South of Hull Fault the Lower 

member contains lava flows, medium- to coarse-grained 

volcaniclastic rocks and a few volcaniclastic sediment 

layers. The matrix and clasts in the volcaniclastic rocks 

are porphyritic rhyodacite. Abundant flow-banded lavas 

that grade into autobreccias constitute the Lower member 

in Mescal Gulch. 

The base of the Lower" member in Mescal Gulch is a 

poorly sorted breccia. Clasts, which may be up to 2.5 

meters in size, include porphyritic rhyodacite lavas, 

fine-grained volcaniclastic sediments, chlorite schist and 

hematitic cherts. Because clasts are angular and poorly 

sorted, the breccia may represent a slump breccia. 

Petrography 

North of the Hull Fault the dominant rock type 

contains 5% 1-5mm (average 2mm) resorbed quartz 

phenocrysts, and 20-30% subrounded to subangular grains of 

quartz (averaging 0.1-0.2mm) in a matrix of fine-grained 
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Nash (1972) quartz and phyllosilicates. - Anderson 

considered this unit to represent a crystal tuff with 

The subrounded- to 

polycrystalline with 

numerous angular quartz clasts. 

subangular quartz grains are 

irregular edges and they may be elongate parallel to 

foliation (Figure 6). Some contain cores of optically 

uniform quartz. The edges of these polycrystalline grains 

are replaced by phyllosilicates. This rock type is 

interpreted to represent lava flows or shallow level 

intrusions. The polycrystalline quartz grains are present 

not only in rocks interpreted to be lava flows but also in 

vitroclastic lapilli tuffs north of the Hull Fault and in 

volcaniclastic rocks of the Lower member south of the Hull 

Fault. Similar discrete multicrystalline blebs of quartz 

were described by Kothavala (1963) for samples taken from 

northern exposures of the Shea Basalt. 

The polycrystalline quartz grains are thought to 

be a product of hydrothermal alteration and subsequent 

deformation. During hydrothermal alteration silicification 

of the groundmass occurred and phyllosilicates were 

formed. Subsequent metamorphism and deformation caused the 

quartz and phyllosilicates to segregate into discrete 

domains. It is unlikely that this texture is a primary 

feature of the rock because: l)if caused by reworking the 

delicate resorbtion textures present on the quartz pheno-

-----.-.---------------~---------------. 
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Figure 6. Photomicrograph of a typical thin section of the 
Lower member. Sample is from the area of background alteration 
surrounding the chlorite pipe (facies B2). The quartz phenocryst has 
a quartz overgrowth and occurs within a matrix of recrystallized 
quarz and phyllosilicates. (Crossed-nicols, field 7mm.) 
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crysts would have been destroyed; 2)the bimodal grain size 

distribution of this rock is atypical of tuffs and 

reworked volcaniclastic rocks; and 3) this texture is 

present in both lava flows and volcaniclastic rocks. 

Lower member samples taken from north of the Hull 

Fault differ from those taken from south of the Hull Fault 

in that the units to the south contain both albite (Table 

1) and quartz phenocrysts, whereas those taken from north 

of the fault do not contain albite. In only one small 

area of outcrop north of Hull Fault is the presence of 

feldspars suggested by completely sericitized pseudomorphs 

(Figure 5). 

Vitroclasts in the Lower member consist of 

sericite, chlorite, and some quartz. They are usually 

elongated parallel to foliation. Some vitroclasts have 

wispy terminations and may represent pumice fragments. In 

several samples chlorite and/or sericite replaces what 

appear from their curved boundaries to have been glass 

shards. 

Alteration 

The Lower member contains no unaltered rocks. 

Although the least altered samples cont"ai"n minor amounts 

of chlorite and lack replacement. textures, they are 

enriched in MgO relative to unaltered dacites and least 
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altered Upper member samples (see Chapter 6). Albite from 

the Lower member is pure and more altered than samples 

from least altered Upper member. 

Figures 7 and 8 show the general distribution of 

alteration facies in the Lower member. There are six 

distinct alteration facies which are discussed in detail 

below. Two are designated as areas of hackground 

alteration (Bl and B2). These areas have not been 

subjected to the extreme mineralogical changes of other 

alteration facies in the Lower member, but they have 

nonetheless recorded hydrothermal activity. The other 

alteration facies include areas of silicification and 

sericitization (facies Sl and S2), the chlorite pipe, and 

several limited areas of hematitization. All alteration 

facies have gradational contacts with each other. 

Facies 81: Background alteration south of Hull 

Fault. Rocks of this alteration facies show variable 

amounts of chloritization and silicification. The 

presence of sericitized albite phenocrysts and calcite 

distinguish this alteration facies from the area of 

background alteration north of Hull Fault. Volcaniclastic 

rocks are usually mildly chloritized and have a patchy 

appearance in outcrop. 

The Lower member in Mescal Gulch IDay contain up to 

30% chlorite. In some chloritically altered samples 
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(DR) south of Hull Fault. 
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plagioclase phenocrysts have been destroyed or are 

pseudomorphed by aggregates of quartz. 

Facies B2: Background alteration north of Hull 

Fault. In this facies, which surrounds the chlorite 

pipe, all Lower member rocks have added quartz, chlorite 

and/or sericite (Figure 7). Feldspars have been altered 

beyond recognition or are pseudomorphed by aggregates of 

quartz (Figure 9). Secondary overgrowths of quartz with 

variable thicknesses are present on the quartz 

phenocrysts. The rock matrix is made up of 20-30% 

subrounded polycrystalline quartz grains, 10-35% chlorite, 

5-30% sericite, and the remainder, fine-grained quartz. 

Zircon, rutile and Fe-oxides are present in trace 

amounts. 

Secondary overgrowths on the quartz phenocrysts, 

edges of composite quartz grains and quartz pseudomorphs 

of feldspar. phenocrysts are replaced by chlorite and 

sericite. In some samples remnants of fine-grained 

chlorite are left in a sea of sericite. Some sericite 

veinlets crosscut areas that were initially chloritized. 

On the basis of the above textural relationships the 

sequence of alteration phenomena 

altered rocks is silicification 

followed by sericitization. 

for these moderately 

then chloritization 

Vein-like segregations of chlorite which have 



Figure 9. Photomicrograph of a feldspar phenocryst 
pseudomorphed by coarse-grained quartz. The sample is from 
alteration facies B2. (Crossed-nicols, field 7mm wide.) 

Figure 10. Photomicrograph of pervasively chloritized 
Lower member. Sample was taken from facies B2. The black areas 
are chlorite, and the grey and white areas, quartz. (Crossed
nicols, field 7mm wide.) 
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replaced the Lower member are found in this facies. 

Quartz phenocrysts and the subrounded quartz grains in 

these veins are evidence for hydrothermal replacement 

(Figure 10). Monazite is present in trace amount in these 

chlorite veins. 

In some outcrops the rock matrix consists only of 

chlorite and quartz. In these samples and those partially 

replaced by chlorite veins, quartz phenocrysts have larger 

secondary overgrowths of quartz than those rocks which are 

moderately altered. Matrix' quartz in these rocks is 

coarse-grained and sometimes tabular in shape, aligned 

parallel to foliation. Feldspars are also pseudomorphed 

by tabular quartz aligned parallel with the sides of the 

replaced 

planes. 

crystals, perhaps reflecting original twin 

Alteration associated with the Chlorite Pipe. On 

Figure 7 three distinct zones of chloritic alteration are 

shown underlying the orebody. These constitute the 

alteration facies designated as the chlorite pipe. This 

facies is interpreted to be the feeder zone or the main 

discharge area for the ore-forming hydrothermal fluids. 

The zones of chloritic alteration include: 1) the 

chlorite schist iorie in which the Lower member has been 

completely replaced by chlorite; 2) the main chlorite pipe 

which grades from complete replacement of the Lower member 

-------------------------------------------~-------------------------------
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by chlorite with abundant quartz-ankerite veins 

immediately beneath the chlorite schist zone to pervasive 

chloritization of the rock matrix and quartz veining at 

the base of the zone; and 3) the stockwork zone, which 

occurs on the east side of th~ main pipe and consists of 

ah~orite veins surrounding silicified and chloritized 

blocks of the Lower member. 

The chlorite schist zone underlies the massive 

sulfide orebody underground (Ander~on and Creasey, 1958). 

Rocks within this zone consist of chlorite and sulfides 

with minor quartz and 

rutile. Quartz occurs 

within a sea of chlorite. 

traces of monazite, zircon and 

as partially replaced islands 

The chlorite in the schist may 

be entirely fine-grained, nearly isotropic chlorite 

or it may be a mixture of the fine-grained chlorite and a 

coarse-grained, slightly more birefringent variety. These 

two types of chlorite are also found within the main 

pipe. 

Just below the chlorite schist zone in the main 

pipe the rocks are completely chloritized, and contain 

quartz and ankerite veins along with traces of monazite, 

zircon and rutile. Deeper in the pipe ankerite is no 

longer present. Chloritization diminishes with depth in 

the pipe and in the deepest 

pervasively chloritized 

exposures the rock matrix is 

and minor quartz veins are 
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present. 

Two generations of chlorite are pI'esent in the 

main pipe near its contact with the chlorite schist. A 

coarse-grained slightly birefringent variety veins and 

surrounds the 

which occurs 

finer-grained less 

in angular blocks 

granular monazite and rutile are 

generations of chlorite (Figure 

abundant in association with the 

and is in some cases concentrated 

small grains. 

birefringent variety 

(Figure 11a). Fine 

associated with both 

11b). Monazite is more 

coarse-grained variety 

in elongate trains of 

The quartz veins may consist of well developed 

euhedral crystals with secondary overgrowths of quartz 

(Figure 11a). Ankerite fills fractures in the quartz and 

replaces the quartz, producing scalloped edges. Ankerite 

lamellae are slightly deformed. In the main pipe quartz 

veining increases as the intensity of chloritization 

increases. The quartz and quartz-ankerite veins are 

contorted and broken, especially where the Lower member is 

completely replaced by chlorite. Angular fragments of the 

fine-grained chlorite along with pieces of the quartz

ankerite veins are cemented as well as partially replace~ 

by the coarse-grained variety of chlorite. 

The order of events considered to have formed 

these alteration minerals and textural relationships in 
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Figure lla. Photomicrograph of completely chloritized Lower 
member with a quartz-ankerite vein. Angular fine-grained dark chlorite 
fragments (f) occur in a coarse-grained chlorite matrix. Broken 
ankerite quartz veins are crosscut and replaced by the coarse-grained 
chlorite. Crossed-n 

tomicrograp showing monazite from the 
chlorite pipe. The matrix is chlorite and the high relief area to the 
left is quartz and carbonate. (Plane-polarized light, 7mm wide.) 
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the main ,p'ipe is: 1) replacement of the Lower member 

rhyodacite by the fine-grained chlorite and quartz veins; 

2) replacement of the quartz by ankerite; 3) brecciation; 

4) formation of the coarser chlorite which cemented the 

clasts and replaced them along their edges; and 5) 

shearing, which caused the elongate trains of monazite to 

form. Because brecciation is present only in the upper 

levels of the main pipe it is interpreted to be a result 

of hydrothermal activity rather than later deformation and 

metamorphism. 

The stockwork zone, which is directly adjacent to 

the main pipe, consists of chlorite veins surrounding 

chloritized and silicified blocks of the Lower member 

(Figure 12). Sulfides occur in both the chlorite veins 

and the altered blocks of the Lower member. Chlorite 

veins contain trace amounts of monazite and rutile. 

Facies S2: Silicified and sericitized zone 

surrounding the chlorite pipe. Silicified and sericitized 

outcrops in the immediate footwall to the orebody and 

adjacent to the chlorite pipe have been called "quartz 

porphyry ore" (e.g., Hansen, 1930; Anderson and Creasey, 

1958) (Figure 8). Five to ten percent of the rock is made 

up of quartz phenocrysts with well-developed secondary 

overgrowths, quartz pseudomorphs of feldspar phenocrysts 

and wispy sericitized vitroclasts. The matrix consists of 
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Figure 12. Photograph of the United Verde open pit. The 
contact between the Upp~r member and Lower member is denoted by the 
dashed line. Note the dark-green to black chlorite feeder zone 
surrounded by light-colored zones of silicic and sericitic alteration. 

----_.---------------------------------------------------------
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60 to 65% quartz, 20 to 35% sericite and up to 15% 

disseminated pyrite, chalcopyrite and sphalerite. 

Contorted ankerite-sulfide veins cut the matrix. The 

ankerite in the veins may occur as radial porphyroblasts 

(Figure 13). 

Facies Sl: Silicic and sericitic alteration at 

the top of the Lower member. Rocks of this facies occur 

at the top of the Lower member both north and south of the 

Hull Fault. Rocks of this facies typically contain 5-10% 

quartz phenocrysts and 30% subrounded polycrystalline 

quartz grains in a matrix of 55% sericite with up to 10% 

carbonate and chlorite. The carbonate is dolomite north 

of the null Fault and ~alcite south of the Fault (see 

Chapter 7). Carbonate 

shadows and in fractures 

when present occurs as pressure 

in the quartz phenocrysts, as 

disseminations in the matrix, and in elongate quartz

carbonate-chlorite pods and veins. The pods may represent 

replaced and deformed feldspar phenocrysts. Handverger 

(1975) described a similar rock, the "Josephine" quartz 

porphyry, on strike with the United Verde Extension 

orebody. 

The areas of Sl south of Hull Fault are identified 

by their bleached white color and resistance ~o erosion. 

One large area of outcrop intersects highway US 89a 

(Figure 5). The rock contains 5% quartz phenocrysts 
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Figure 13. Photomicrograph of an ankerite vein in a sample 
from alteration facies 82. Rock matrix is an assemblage of quartz 
and sericite. (Crosseci-nicols, field 7mm wide.) 

Figure 14. Photomicrograph of the dolomite-chlorite rock. 
Highly birefringent dolomite occurs in a matrix of dark chlorite. 
(Crossed-nicols, field 7mm wide.) 
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without secondary overgrowths, 5% wispy sericitic 

fragments and a matrix of 65% sericite and 35% quartz. 

The center of this outcrop area is a very silicic knob. 

The wispy sericite vitroclasts in this area and the rock 

matrix are very similar to S2 facies rocks. 

Hematitic alteration. Areas of hematitic 

alteration of the Lower member occur in the south face of 

the pit and j.t Hull Canyon. In both areas the alteration 

is just beneath the contact with ·the Upper member. 

Hematite and hematitic chert veins occur as replacements 

of the rock matrix and as open-space fillings . 

. 
Upper Member 

Introduction 

The Upper member differs from the Lower member in 

that it contains much less altered rocks, slightly calcic 

albite (Table 1) phenocrysts throughout and a much higher 

percentage of volcaniclastic rocks. Several lithologic 

types are characteristic of the Upper member: relatively 

unaltered porphyritic rhyodacite, mottled pink and green 

coarse-grained volcaniclastic rocks, pervasively 

hematitized porphyritic rhyodacite and purplish-green 

well-foliated quartz- and feldspar-bearing crystal tuffs. 

Sedimentary rocks occur at the base of the Upper 

member in the United Verde mine and in scattered outcrops 
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Table 1. Feldspar compositio~s: 
microprobe analyses from the Upper and Lower member. 

IDlER mmm uma MDtBIR 
SAJIFLI 1«). 157 75 127 205 U7 
1«). of ADalyses 3 3 2 4 4 
Weight percent of OId.des 
Na20 U.27 12.10 U.19 U.47 10.36 
Ita) 0.21 O.U 0.19 0.06 1.35 
cao 0~18 0.18 1.09 0.86 0.86 
Al3)3 19.64 19.51 20.19 . 19.90 20.49 
Si02 67.49 68.50 66.00 66.33 67.82 
total 98.79 100.40 98.66 98.62 100.88 
Structural fatDUla 
Na 3.83 4.09 3.82 3.95 3.51 
K 0.05 0.02 0.042 0.013 0.02 
ca 0.03 0.03 0.205 0.16 0.16 
Al 4.06 4.01 4.19 4.17 4.22 
Si U.96 U.~ U.78 U.79 . U.86 
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throughout the Upper member. Because of the significance 

of these sedimentary units they are described in detail 

below. 

Basal Sediments 

Sedimentary units include hematitic cherts, tuffs, 

fine- to medium-grained volcaniclastic rocks, a 

dolomite-chlorite lense and conglomeratic layers. 

Outcrops of sedimentary rocks are listed with their 

location coordinates on Figure 5 in Appendix A. 

Extending from the orebody east to the Verde Fault 

is a 50 to 100 meter thick package of sediments which 

consists mainly of reworked tuffs and siltstones. The 

package also includes 

cherts, sulfide-rich 

group of rocks has 

Gulch Formation by 

1958; Lindberg 1986). 

a dolomite-chlorite lense, bedded 

layers and a purple schist. This 

been correlated with the Grapevine 

others (e.g., Anderson and Creasey, 

In this study they are considered 

to belong to the basal portion of the Upper member. They 

may have been deposited at approximately the same time as 

the massive sulfide body. 

the presence of pyritic 

sediment package. 

This contention is supported by 

layers interbedded with this 

The dolomite-chlorite rock contains subrounded 

pods of dolomite in a matrix of chlorite (Figure 14). 
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There are two generations of dolomite: 

brown and cloudy and the other is clear 

one generation is 

and crystalline. 

rims on the cloudy Th~ clear dolomite ocours as thin 

generation (Figure 14). Microprobe analyses of several 

traverses through dolomite aggregates showed that they are 

chemically zoned. Mn content is highest in the clear 

dolomite rim (Table 11 in Chapter 6). The cloudy dolomite 

exhibits undulatory extinction and deformed lamellae. Two 

generations of chlorite: a coarsely crystalline, randomly 

oriented variety an~ a very fine-grained chlorite are also 

present. The coarsely crystalline chlorite veins the more 

abundant fine-grained chlorite and replaces both 

generations of dolomite. The coarse-grained chlorite and 

the clear dolomite may be a product of metamorphic 

recrystallization along grain boundaries with concurrent 

Mn migration from the chlorite to the dolomite rims. 

Sediments extending west of the open pit to the 

point where they are truncated by the Gabbro were also 

previously labeled Grapevine Gulch Formation (Anderson and 

Creasey, 1958; Lindberg, 1986). They consist of lithic 

lapilli tuffs, fine-grained tuffs and some interbedded 

cherts. These, too, are now recognized as marking the 

base of the Upper member (Figure 5). 

Sedimentary rocks overlie the massive sulfide 

deposit in the underground workings. Lithologies 
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described by previous workers include: a fine- to medium-

grained greyish-green layer with little silica (Hansen, 

1930); a coarse-grained conglomerate with well-rounded 

porphyritic rhyodacite fragments containing well-preserved 

feldspars (Reber, 1922); a highly foliated purple rock 

with large quartz crystals and elongated sericitic 

aggregates present in narrow, locally persistent bands 

(Anderson and Creasey, 1958); and green quartz-bearing 

crystal tuffs (Anderson and Nash, 1972). 

Hematitic cherts overlying the orebody contain 

hematite, quartz, calcite, ankerite, chlorite and pyrite. 

Variable concentrations of hematite cause the banding in 

the rock. Pyrite occurs in vein~which both cut and 

parallel the banding .. Pyrite also replaces a few hematite 

grains. Calcite occurs as rhombohedrons in the 

recrystallized quartz matrix. Quartz-chlorite-ferroan 

ankerite veins parallel bedding, and quartz-ferroan 

ankerite veins traverse it. 

There is much resemblance between the 

volcaniclastic sediments that are found underground and 

sediments that outcrop at the base of the Upper member. 

The hematitic tuff, which is visible on the west wall of 

the pit plunging parallel to the massive sulfide orebody, 

is similar to a rock describe by Kothavala (1963) as 

immediately overlying the orebody underground. This tuff 

-_._._._ .. - --- -------------------------------------------
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contains 3% angular fragments and subrounded phenocrysts 

of quartz, 5% elongate pods of ankerite and sericite which 

are replaced vitroclasts in a matrix of 25% sericite, 65% 

quartz, 5-10% hematite and 5% ankerite/dolomite. 

Several outcrops of conglomerate are found 

outcropping at the base of the Upper member that are 

similar to those describe as overlaying the orebody 

underground. Rounded porphyritic quartz feldspar 

rhyodacite fragments and some shale-like fragments along 

with one pink aplite fragment are found at the base of the 

Upper member in a conglomeratic unit south of the Hull 

Fault (Appendix A). 

outcrops and float of a fine-grained greenish 

calcite- and quartz-bearing tuff are found at the base of 

the Upper member in scattered outcrops from Hull Fault to 

Deception Gulch. This rock is similar to the greenish rock 

that Hansen (1930) t Anderson and Nash (1972) and Kothavala 

(1963) described as overlaying the orebody underground. 

This rock appears to be a winnowed crystal tuff because it 

is supported by a framework of predominantly sericitized 

fel~sDar phenocrysts with lesser amount of broken quartz 

grains in mutual contact. The winnowed tuff contains 50% 

feldspars which are completely sericitized and 10% angular 

quartz grains with interstitial chlorite (20-30%) and 

calcite (10-20%). This rock also contains 0.1 to 0.3mm 

--------_._----------------------------------------
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limonite pseudomorphs of pyrite. 

Dominant Rock Types 

The Upper member consists of volcaniclastic rocks with 

minor lava flows or high-level intrusions. Medium- to 

coarse-grained volcaniclastic rocks and the flows or 

intrusions are most abundant at the base and intermediate 

levels of the Upper member (Figure 5). These grade up 

into crystal tuffs 'and fine-grained volcaniclastic 

sediments. 

Relatively unaltered lava flows or intrusions 

contain 10-15% subhedral to euhedral albite and quartz 

phenocrysts. The albite phenocrysts have less than 5% 

sericite replacing them and the quartz phenocrysts are 

slightly resorbed by the matrix which consists of 25-30% 

sericite, 40-60% quartz, 2-5% calcite, up to 15% feldspar, 

and traces of rutile and epidote (Figure 15). The 

feldspars are albite with 1-2 weight percent CaO (Table 

1). Fissle well-foliated crystal tuffs are characterized 

by a purple-green color and abundant (30-50%) quartz and 

feldspar phenocrysts in a matrix containing fine-grained 

quartz, sericite, chlorite, calcite, hematite and 

epidote. 

Alteration 

The Upper member contains one alteration facies 
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Figure 15. Photomicrogr 
Upper member. Groundmass consists of quartz, feldspar and minor 
phyllosilicates. (Crossed-nicols, field 7mm wide.) 
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Figure 16. Photomicrograph of a hematite vein in a sample 
of the Upper member. Rock matrix is feldspar, quartz and sericitp.. 
(Plane-polarized light, field 7mm across.) 
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which varies according to the occurrence of hematite. 

Other alteration minerals characteristic of the Upper 

member include quartz, epidote, calcite, and Fe-rich 

chlorite. The matrix of some samples may contain up to 

70% quartz. 

Hematite occurs as hematite veins, hematitic chert 

veins, and as disseminations in the groundrnass. Samples 

that contain hematite disseminated throughout the 

groundmass are purple in color and have been called purple 

porphyries (e.g., Kothavala, 1963; Handverger, 1975). The 

protolith for rocks that have been pervasively hematitized 

was a massive flow or intrusion. 

Hematitic veining varies from fine-grained 

concentrations of hematite in the porphyritic rhyodacite 

matrix (Figure 16) to 0.1 to 5 centimeter thick hematitic' 

chert veins which occur as both open space fillings and 

replacements of the rock matrix. 

Hematite occurs in both the fragments and matrix 

of volcaniclastic rocks. Hematite veining in some 

fragments is truncated against the matrix. Rock fragments 

may be pervasively hematitized. The association of 

hematite with either the clasts or the matrix in some 

rocks suggests that hematitization was synchronous with 

rock formation and deposition. 

The mottled pink and green coarse-grained volcani-
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clastic rock (herein called mottled rock), which is 

characteristic of the Upper member, consists of irregu

larly shaped pink fragments in a greenish matrix (Figure 

17). The boundaries between the fragments and matrix are 

diffuse and irregular in both hand specimen and thin 

section. Coarse-grained pink fragments contain 35% 

sericite, 35% quartz, 10-15% chlorite, 5-10% hematite, 0-

5% epidote and 0-5% carbonate, with some small 

«O.lmm)lenses of plagioclase and subhedral quartz and 

feldspar phenocrysts. Other fragment types ·include 

pervasively hematitized porphyritic rhyodacite, hematitic 

chert, and relatively unaltered porphyritic rhyodacite. 

The fine-grained green matrix of the mottled 

rock contains 70-80% fine-grained quartz, 5% carbonate, 5% 

hematite and 5% chlorite. The matrix also contains 5% 

angular fragments of quartz and feldspar that are 

partially silicified. 

Fragments in the mottled rock have been altered to 

assemblages that now are represented by sericite, chlorite 

and hematite while the matrix has been silicified. 

Alteration during initial rock formation, and then again 

following brecciation and re-deposition probably was 

responsible for the difference in alteration mineralogy 

between clasts and matrix in the mottled rock. 
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Figure 17. Photograph of mottled volcaniclastic 
rock from the Upper member. Sample was taken from a road cut 
along highway US89a. Black lens cap in upper right hand corner 
is approximately 2 inches in diameter. 
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Summary 

Alteration Characteristics 

The most characteristic lithologic and alteration 

features of the Upper member and Lower member are 

summarized in Figure 18. Alteration of the Lower member 

increases in intensity towards the United Verde mine. In 

facies Bl, south of Hull Fault, Mg-rich chlorite occurs in 

fragmental rocks and calcite is present along with 

sericitized albite phenocrysts. North of the Hull Fault 

feldspars and calcite are not present in the Lower member. 

In facies B2 chlorite, sericite and quartz have been added 

to the Cleopatra Formation in variable amounts. Chlorite 

veining and complete chlorite replacement of the rock 

matrix also occurs in facies B2. 

The chlorite pipe represents an area of intense 

hydrothermal alteration. Chloritic alteration grades from 

partial replacement of the rock matrix with some quartz 

veins at the base to complete replacement of the Lower 

member by chlorite immediately beneath the orebody. This 

area represents the main discharge conduit or the feeder 

zone through which the ore-forming hydrothermal fluids 

passed. Alteration facies S2 surrounds the chlorite pipe. 

In contrast, alteration minerals in the Upper 

member include hematite, quartz, relatively Fe-rich 

_._-----_. --------------------------------------
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Figure 18. Summary of lithological units and 
alteration facios in the Cleopatra Formation (cf. Figures 
7 and 9). Triangles denote medium- to coarse-grained 
volcaniclastic rocks: and dots, fine-grained 
volcaniclastic rocks and sediments. 
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chlorite and calcite. ~lightlY calcic-albite and calcite 

are present throughout the Upper member and the rock is in 

general much less altered. In thin sections, the Upper 

member may be distinguished from the Lower member by the 

lack of secondary overgrowths on quartz phenocrysts and 

the lack of polycrystalline quartz grains in the rock 

matrix. 

Environment of Deposition 

The Lower member of the Cleopatra Formation is 

massive immediately beneath the United Verde orebody and 

contains abundant coarse-grained volcaniclastic rocks 

intercalated with lava flows south of the orebody. This 

suggests that a lava dome may have existed immediately 

underneath the site of ore deposition. The change in rock 

facies to volcaniclastic rock intercalated with lava flows 

to the south may have been produced by fragments slumping 

off the dome or pyroclastics being deposited further from 

the eruptive center. 

The Upper member contains a higher proportion of 

clastic rocks than the Lower member. Coarse 

volcaniclastic rocks and some lava flows or high level 

intrusions occur at the base and intermediate levels. 

Fine- to cvarse-grained sediments and crystal tuffs are 

abundant at the stratigraphic top. Clasts in the Upper 
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member appear to have been derived from litholog~c units 

similar to the Upper member and no source area may ~~ 

implied. 

Sediments deposited at the base of the Upper 

member represent a hiatus in volcanic activity. Massive 

sulfide layers are interbedded within the sediment 

.package that outcrops to the east of the orebody. 

Sediments deposited at the base of the Upper member are 

similar to those described as capping the orebody 

underground. This suggests that the sediments at the base 

of the Upper member were deposited at about the same time 

as the orebody. Sediments deposited at the base of the 

Upper member are thickest to the east of the orebody. 

This implies that a depositional basin may have once 

existed to the east. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE UNITED VERDE OREBODY 

Three ore-types were mined from the United Verde 

deposit: massive sulfide ore, chlorite schist ore, and 

"quartz porphyry ore". The highest grade copper ore came 

from the chlorite schist and from the base of the massive 

sulfide orebody. Minor amounts of "quartz porphyry ore" 

were taken from the S2 alteration facies which surrounds 

the chlorite pipe (Figure 8). 

The Massive Sulfide Orebody 

The rod-shaped United Verde massive sulfide 

orebody plunges 65°N and is located on the axis of a fold 

limb oriented N20oW. The massive sulfide orebody 

intertongues with and abuts sediments at its hanging wall. 

Chlorite schist is the dominant rock in contact with the 

massive sulfide orebody at its base (Anderson and Creasey, 

1958) . Alternating sulfide-mineral layers and sulfide

gangue layers define banding in the massive sulfide 

orebody. This banding was reported to be cut by foliation 

(Anderson and Creasey, 1958). The massive sulfide orebody 

has copper mineralization dominating 
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at the base, and zinc mineralization at the top. Precious 

metals are enriched at the top of the orebody relative to 

deeper levels (DeWitt and Waegli, unpublished 

manuscript). 

Quartz and carbonate are found throughout the 

massive sulfide orebody. Some chlorite is present at the 

base of the massive sulfide orebody (Anderson and Creasey, 

1958). One massive sulfide sample analyzed by X-Ray 

diffrc:ction at the University of Arizona contained 

dolomite as the carbonate gangue. Anderson and Creasey 

(1958) reported both dolomite and ankerite in the massive 

sulfide orebody. 

Sulfide minerals in the massive sulfide orebody 

include pyrite, lesser amounts of chalcopyrite and 

sphalerite, minor galena, and rare arsenopyrite. Pyrite 

is subh~dral to euhedral and in some samples fractured. 

Sphalerite replaces, veins and fills fractures in pyrite. 

The sphalerite is light brown and transparent in plane-

polarized light. The sphalerite contains a mole percent 

FeS of 0.58-0.83 (Table 2). Anderson and Creasey (1958) 

described the chalcopyrite which occurs at the base of the 

orebody as filling fractures in the pyrite. Small grains 

of galena are found in the chalcopyrite and arsenopyrite 

is associated with pyrite (Anderson and Creasey, 1958). 

Pyrite was the first formed sulfide and probably was 
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Table 2. 
microprobe analyses 
mine. 

Sphalerite compositions: electron 
of samples from the United Verde 

A B C D E F 
Fe ,0,,58 0.83 0.58 4.89 5.83 5.96 ,ZD 66.59 69.03 66.44 61.08 62.19 6.54 
S 33.55 33.53 33.38 34.05 33.61 33.89 
total 100.72 103.39 100.4 100.02 101.63 46.39 

Analyses A, Band C are from the Chlorite ,schist and 
stockwork zone; D, E, and F are from the massive sulfide 
orebody. Precision is ± 0.5% for weight percents! 10% 
and + 0.05 for values < 1.0%. 
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deposited throughout mineralization. No other paragenetic 

relationships may be deduced from textures in thin 

section. 

Mineralization associated with the Chlorite Pipe 

Sulfide minerals occur in chlorite veins, in 

silicified and chloritized blocks in the stockwork zone, 

and in the chlorite schist which immediately underlies the 

massive sulfide orebody. 

Chalcopyrite, pyrite, sphalerite, galena, 

tennantite, covellite, and chalcocite are the sulfide 

minerals present. Traces of hessite and an As-bearing 

sulfosalt, probably zincian binnite, were detected using a 

scanning electron microscope with an energy dispersive 

microprobe attachment (C.J. Eastoe, 1987, personal 

communication). They both occur as small blebs in the 

chlorite matrix. Rutile, monazite and zircon are present 

in trace amounts. 

Anderson and Creasey (1958) described the sulfide 

minerals in the chlorite schist as occurring in 

intersecting veinlets composed mainly of pyrite and 

chalcopyrite. They described most veinlets as cutting 

across foliation planes, and the foliation planes as bent 

or broken adjacent to many of veinlets. 

In the veinlets subhedral pyrite cubes are 
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There are small 

islands of galena and chalcopyrite in sphalerite. Galena 

and chalcopyrite may vein sphalerite. Gal~na is not 

abundant but where present occurs with chalcopyrite. 

Covellite and chalcocite vein and pseudomorph the 

chalcopyrite. 

Sphalerite is found in veins and as angular grains 

surrounded by coarse chlorite and aligned parallel with 

the foliation. According to microprobe analyses of one 

sample of the chlorite schist the sphalerite, which is 

light brown and transparent, contains 0.01 mole percent' of 

FeS (Table '2). 

The paragenetic sequence for sulfide 

mineralization in the stockwork zone and chlorite schist 

is pyrite followed by chalcopyrite, galena and sphalerite. 

The place of tennantite in the paragenetic sequence is 

indeterminate. Blades of coarse-grained chlorite cut into 

the sulfides. It was not possible to determine whether 

the chlorite was contemporaneous with the sulfides or 

whether it replaced them. Because the chlorite projecting 

into the sulfides is coarse-grained rather than the fine

grained primary chlorite it is possible that the chlorite 

and sulfides recrystallized and became intergrown during 

metamorphism. 
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Sulfide minerals which occur in facies S2 include 

pyrite and lesser amounts of sphalerite, chalcopyrite and 

tennantite. Mineralization occurs in contorted 

ankerite-quartz veins (Figure 13) and disseminated in the 

groundmass. Sphalerite replaces the edges of some pyrite 

grains. In some samples much of the pyrite is fractured 

and enclosed in masses of parallel crenulated ribbons of 

quartz. Euhedral to subhedral pyrite is disseminated in 

the groundmass along with sphalerite and minor amounts of 

chalcopyrite. Anderson and Creasey (1958) described the 

paragenesis in facies S2 as simultaneous deposition of 

pyrite, sphalerite and chalcopyrite. However, it appears 

that at least one generation of pyrite preceded the 

deposition of ankerite and sphalerite. 

Massive sulfide layers are interbedded with 

sediments on the west side of the orebody. They contain 

pyrite, hematite and magnetite in quartz gangue. Pyrite 

and magnetite are intergrown, and replaced by hematite. 

There are two grain sizes characteristic of the pyrite in 

this rock. The coarser-grained variety (0.1 to 0.2 

millimeters) is intergrown with magnetite. A fine-grained 

variety (0.01 to 0.05 millimeters) consists of euhedral 

crystals possibly formed during metamorph~sm. Hematite and 
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magnetite are reported to occur in the lower levels of the 

united Verde mine (Lindgren, 1926). 

Comparison With Other Volcanogenic Massive Sulfides 

The zonation of base and precious metals at the 

United Verde mine is similar to that of many massive 

sulfide deposits (e.g. Franklin, Sangster and Lyndon, 

1981; Large, 1977). Sulfides associated with Kuroko-type 

stringer ore or feeder, zones and massive ores include 

chalcopyrite, sphalerite, galena, and pyrite. Archean 

Canadian shield deposits generally contain chalcopyrite, 

pyrite, pyrrhotite, and magnetite in the stringer zone and 

chalcopyrite, sphalerite, pyrite, and pyrrhotite in the 

massive sulfide orebody (Franklin et al., 1981). ,The 

Proterozoic United Verde orebody, similar to other 

Proterozoic deposits, contains minor amounts of lead in 

comparison to Kuroko-type deposits but more than Archean 

deposits. This suggests that the Proterozoic represents a 

transitional stage between lead-poor and lead-rich massive 

sulfide deposits which may reflect a stage of chemical 

evolution of the earth. The United Verde mine lacks 

pyrrhotite which is associated with some Archean deposits. 

This suggests that either temperatures were higher; 

conditions were chemically more reducing during deposition 

of Archean massive sulfide deposits; or that Archean 
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subjected to higher-grade metamorphic 

conditions. In general Kuroko-type deposits are much 

smaller than Archean and Proterozoic deposits, but larger 

than the present day analogues, the "black smokers" found 

at Mid-ocean ridge spreading centers. This suggests 

either a demise in the geological conditions necessary to 

form massive sulfide deposits or an episodic occurrence of 

the necessary conditions with geologic time. 

Pisutha-Arnond and Ohmoto (1983) have determined 

the following sequence of mineralization for Kuroko-type 

deposits using petrographic relationships and detailed 

fluid inclusion dnalyses. They found that sphalerite, 

pyrite, galena, barite and quartz were deposited during 

the intensifying stages of hydrothermal alteration. 

Chalcopyrite and quartz were then deposited during the 

thermal maximum, followed by deposition of sphalerite as 

the temperature decreased. At the United Verde mine at 

least one generation of pyrite is earlier than other 

sulfide minerals. However, paragenetic relationships 

beyond this are not apparent. The chemical zonation of a 

copper-rich base to a zinc-rich top at the United Verde 

massive sulfide deposit may reflect the change in fluid 

chemistry from chalcopyrite-depositing to sphalerite-

depositing similar to Kuroko deposits. The association of 

chalcopyrite with galena is a deviation from the mineral 
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associations found by Pisutha-Arnond and Ohmoto (1983). 

Metamorphism appears to have produced a second 

generati~n of pyrite in some samples containing sulfides 

at the United Verde mine. Anderson and Creasey (1958) 

described sulfide veinlets crosscutting the foliation 

planes in the chlorite schist and the planes as being 

broken in many places adjacent to the veins. This implies 

that some mobilization of sulfides occurred following Fl. 

On a microscopic scale some of the sulfides and the' 

chlorite appear to have recrystallized after deformation. 

-_._--_.---------------------------------------



CHAPTER 6 

WHOLE ROCK GEOCHEMISTRY 

Previous Studies 

Anderson and Creasey (1958) noted the enrichment 

of MgO and the depletion of alkalis in the Deception 

Rhyolite near Jerome. They also noted an increase in MgO 

and K20 in the "Cleopatra Quartz Porphyry~ near Jerome and 

an increase in Na20 to the south away from Jerome. 

Vance and Condie (1986, 1987) showed significant 

depletion in Na20 and CaO and large enrichments in MgO, 

Fe203 and H20 immediately beneath the United Verde 

orebody. Both Vance and Condie (1986, 1987), and Lesher, 

Lindberg, and Campbell (1986) found that rare-earth 

elements (REE) were mobilized during alteration of the 

Cleopatra Formation. The recognition in this study of 

hydrothermal monazite in the chlorite pipe and in chlorite 

veins is consistent with their conclusion. 

Lavery (1985) in a study of the distribution of 

fluorine in samples from Jerome found that fluorine 

enrichment could be recognized at least 650 meters from 

the United Verde orebody. His sampling was not systematic, 

86 
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and hi~ variation in fluorine content could be a function 

of stratigraphy. In fact, no samples from the Cleopatra 

Formation are enriched in flu9rine; only samples from the 

Deception Rhyolite have high concentrations. 

Methods and Purpose 

The Cleopatra Formation (33 samples), Deception 

Rhyolite (4), and Bullseye Rhyolite (1) were sampled for 

whole rock and trace element analyses. Whole rocks were 

analysed by X-ray fluorescence for major elements, and Cr, 

_ Rb, Sr, Zr, Y, Nb, and Ba by XRAL Laboratories in Don 

Mills, Ontario, Canada. A fused pellet was used for all 

element analyses except Y, Nb, and Zr. For the latter, 

analyses were done using a pressed pellet. The precision 

for major elements is ~ 0.01 weight percent (%), + 2 parts 

per million (ppm) for Y and Nb and + 3 ppm for Zr. 

Precision for all other trace elements are + 10 ppm. 

Sample locations are presented in Figure 19. 

Figure 20 shows sample locations on a schematic cross 

section. Analytical data are presented in Table 3 and 

petrographic descriptions of analyses samples are 

presented in Appendix B. 

In this study major element and trace element 

geochemistry is used to: l)determine original 

lithologies, 2)establish alteration indices that may be 
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Figure 19. Location of samples analyzed for major 
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of samples taken from Mescal Gulch. UV denotes the United 
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Table 3. Analyses of selected samples 
Bullseye Rhyolite, Cleopatra Formation and 
Rhyolite. Major element oxide concentrations 
percent and trace element concentrations 
million (ppm) . 
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further exploration work in the district, 

3)establish a geochemical discontinuity between the Lower 

member and Upper member, 4)quantify elemental gains and 

losses using the methods of Gresens (1967) and Grant 

(1987), 5)determine the extent of the hydrothermal system, 

and 6)help constrain the physicochemical conditions of 

hydrothermal alteration. 

Immobile Elements 

In order to evaluate alteration effects quantita-

tively and define original lithologies it must first be 

determined what elements remained immobile during 

alteration. In massive sulfide systems Ti, Al, Y/ Nb, Zr, 

and Hf have, in several cases, been found to be immobile 

in hydrothermally altered rock (e.g. Finlow-Bates and 

Stumpfl, 1981; Larsen, 1986; Costa, Barnett and Kerrich, 

1983). The consistency of element ratios may be used as a 

criterion of immobility. This may be determined 

graphically for pairs of elements using XY plots of 

concentrations. If the data form a straight line passing 

through the origin, the concentration ratio of the 

elements represented on the X and Y axes are constant and 

the elements may be considered immobile. The distribution 

of data points along the line is due to the concentration 

or dilution of both elements in equal proportions due to 

major element loss or gain. XY plots utilizing Zr, Ti02, 
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Al203, Y, and Nb are shown in Figure 21. The plots of Zr 

versus Tio2, Zr versus Al203, and Ti02 versus Al203 are 

linear. 

arrays, 

Plots utilizing Nb and Y produce roughly linear 

but data points are somewhat scattered. 

Chloritized samples deviate within error from a reasonable 

line for plots involving Nb and beyond error (up to 50 

ppm) for Y. 

The mobility of Nb and Y was also noted by Vance 

and Condie (1987) who stated that with the exception of Nb 

and Y, in chloritized rocks ratios of high field strength 

elements are relatively unchanged and provide a means of 

identifying protoliths. 

Two completely chloritized samples (483 and 14) 

do not conform with the linear arrays on any plots that 

utilize Al203 (Figure 21). A1203 appears to have been 

added to both of these samples. 

In this study, Ti02, Al203 and Zr are assumed to 

have been immobile during 

in completely chloritized 

apparently added. 

hydrothermal alteration except 

rocks to which Al203 was 

Original Lithologies 

On a Winchester-Floyd discrimination diagram 

(Winchester and Floyd, 1977) of Zr/Ti02 versus Nb/Y, all 

samples from the Cleopatra Formation are found to plot 
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e. Zr versus Nbi and f. Y versus Nb for the volcanic rocks 
of the Cleopatra Formation . 
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within the field of rhyodacite-dacite (Figure 22). This 

diagram classifies volcanic rocks on the basis of the 

ratios of immobile elements in unaltered rocks, and is 

independent of the changes in major element geochemistry 

that occur with hydrothermal alteration. Variation of 

Nb/Y ratios is a measure of alkalinity. Despite the fact 

that element ratios utilizing Nb and Y show some evidence 

of mobility in the Cleopatra Formation, less altered rocks 

(i.e. facies Bl and facies B2) and samples representative 

of relatively unaltered Cleopatra Formation along with 

those rocks that have been extensivelY altered plot within 

the same classification field. This fact along with the 

lack of any textural evidence to suggest that these rocks 

were peralkaline or alkaline indicates that classification 

as rhyodacite is appropriate. 

On Figure 22 samples from the Deception Rhyolite 

and the Bullseye Rhyolite plot below the cluster of data 

points representing the Cleopatra Formation. This 

suggests that they are slightly more dacitic than the 

Cleopatra Formation. Completely chloritized Lower member 

samples lie outside the cluster of data points 

representative of the Cleopatra Formation. Their location 

is largely a function of Nb/Y ratios. Zr/Ti02 for one 

chloritized sample is much higher than typical values for 

the Cleopatra Formation. Moderately chloritized samples 
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Figure 22. Plot of Zr/Ti02 versus Nb/Y with 
boundaries from Winchester and Floyd (1977). Analyses of 
samples from the Cleopatra Formation (0 ) I Bullseye 
Rhyolite (A) I and Deception Rhyolite (6) are shown. Closed 
squares (.) represent moderately chloritized Lower member 
and closed diamonds ( .) completely chlori tized Lower 
member. 
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plot in the center of the cluster of data points. 

Figure 23 is a Jensen cation plot (Jensen, 1976). 

The elements representing the apices were chosen because 

of their relative stability within volcanic rocks (they 

vary in inverse proportion to one another), their 

relationship to the color of the volcanic rocks, and 

because they have nearly equal percentage ranges within 

the spectrum of subalkalic volcanic rocks (Jensen, 1976). 

This scheme has been useful in classifying Archean rocks 

of Canada (Jensen, 1976), but does not work for a large 

number of samples from the Lower member. Samples from the 

Lower member form a linear trend from rhyolite in the 

calcalkaline field to the high-Mg tholeiite field. 

Samples which are completely chloritized plot in the high-

Mg tholeiite field. Samples from facies 81 and S2 ploc in 

the field of rhyolite reflecting depletion of MgO and FeO. 

All Upper member samples but one, which plots in the 

rhyolite field, are classified as dacite. 

Determination and Application of 
Alteration Indices 

Alteration indices provide a means of 

distinguishing rocks subjected to different alteration 

styles according to their major element chemistry. In 

exploration for volcanogenic massive sulfide deposits an 
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index may be used to distinguish between pre-ore and post

ore rocks or indicate the proximity of sampled rocks to an 

orebody. Useful alteration indices vary from district to 

district (e.g. Hashiguchi, Yamada and Inoue, 1983). A 

variety of indices utilizing major element weight percents 

and loss on ignition values were calculated. Those 

discussed below were found to be the most useful for 

distinguishing alteration facies, and between the Upper 

and Lower members. 

Indices that Distinguish the Upper Member from the Lower 
Member 

Several alteration indices may be used to 

distinguish the Upper member from the Lower member. These 

include the ratios of 

Na20/(Na20+K20) ratios for samples from the Lower 

member are less 'than 0.4, except for those samples which 

are extensively chloritized (Tables 3 and 4). Extensively 

chlor1tized samples have ratios that may fall within the 

range for the Upper member rocks. The higher values for 

Upper member indices of greater than 0.4 are a consequence 

of the presence of Na-plagioclase in all samples of the 

Upper member. 

All Upper member samples have values of less than 

0.6 for the index (MgO+K20)/(MgO+K20+Na20+CaO) (Table 3). 



Table 4. Characteristic alteration indicies of 
the Upper member and of alteration facies in the Lower 
member. 

NazO+CaO NazQ Fez Q3" 
Naz O+CaO+Kz 0 Naz O+Kz 0 Fez 03" +MgO 

UPPBR MBMBER 0.53-0.94 0.35-0.91 0.11-0.57 

LOWBR MEMBER 

Facies B1 0.35-0.52 0.03-0.39 0.41-0.56 

Facies B2 0.03-0.10 0.01-0.04 0.60-0.73 

Facies Sl 0.81 
Sl and S2 0.05-0.11 0.02-0.10 0.01-0.09 

Chlorite 
Pipe 0.17-0.92 0.00-0.72 0.58-0.63 
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(MgO+K20)/(MgO+K20+Na20+CaO) ratios of all 

Lower member samples are greater than 0.7. The higher 

ratios for rocks of the Lower member are a result of the 

addition of chlorite and sericite to these rocks. 

The index of (Na20+CaO)/(Na20+K20+CaO) may also be 

used to distinguish the Upper from Lower member. All 

Upper member ratios are greater than 0.53, which is the 

upper limit for ratios of the Lower member again with the 

exception of extensively chloritized samples. The higher 

index for the Upper member is attributed to presence of 

Na-plagioclase and calcite. 

Indices that Distinguish Rocks of Different Alteration 
Facies in the Lower Member 

Ratios of (Na20+CaO)/(Na20+K20+CaO) may be used to 

estimate proximity to the United Verde orebody within the 

Lower member. Ratios for facies B1 are significantly 

higher than those from outcrops north of Hull Fault (Table 

4). Ratios from Sl, S2, B2 and the chlorite pipe are 

usually less than 0.1 except for samples which contain 

carbonate veins. Ratios decrease towards the orebody 

reflecting the destruction or complete removal of feldspar 

from those alteration facies north of Hull Fault. 

total iron, does not discriminate between the Upper member 

and Lower member (Table 4). However, ratio values have 
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several significant spatial trends (Figure 24). The ratio 

increases from the base to the top of the Lower member in 

two traverses south of the Hull Fault. The ratio 

increases from south of the Hull Fault towards the orebody 

within the Lower member and decreases from facies Sl to 

S2. 

Copper and Zinc Concentrations 

Twenty-two samples were analyzed for copper and 

zinc (Table 5) 

Ontario, Canada. 

usual ranges of 

by XRF at XRAL laboratories, Don Mills, 

The detection limit was ± 0.5 ppm. The 

copper and zinc content in rhyodacitic 

20 ppm and 30-70 ppm, respectively 

Relatively unaltered Upper member 

rocks are 10 to 

(Weldepohl, 1978) . 

samples are enriched in copper and zinc relative to 

altered Upper member samples which are significantly 

depleted in Cu. 

In general copper and zinc are enriched 

immediately beneath the orebody, especially in samples 

that have been chloritically altered. Copper is slightly 

depleted in 

Hull Fault. 

two of three Lower member samples south of 

Samples from the Deception Rhyolite show no 

significant enrichments 

define no significant 

limited sampling is not 

or depletions. Cu-to-Zn ratios 

trends. It appears that this 

sufficient to define sources of 
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Figure 24. Schematic cross section of the 
Cleopatra Formation(cf. Figure 8) showing the spatial 
distribution alteration indices 100(Fe203*/Fe203*+MgO) 
(bottom) and 100 (Na20+CaO/Na20+CaO+K20) (top). Indices are 
calculated from whole rock geochemical analyses. Dark 
streaks represent chlorite veins. 
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Table 5. Cu and Zn analyses of select samples 
from the Ash Creek Group. Concentrations are in ppm. 

Sample DO. CU 1.0 Zn!CU CUI CUf-1.o 
Bul.J.seo.r'e 
Rh~lite 214 2.5 30 12.00 0.08 

Upper 275 98 160 1.63 0.38 
Kember 127 27 57 2.ll 0.32 

205 5 34 6.80 0.13 
32 2 59 29.50 0.03 
89 3 60 20.00 0.05 

lDIIer member 200 27 62 2.30 0.30 
Facies B1 157 3 29 9.67 0.09 

75 1 68 68.00 0.01 

Facies B2 42 170 190 1.12 0.47 
50 7 46 6.57 0.13 

143 160 80 0.50 0.67 
39 9 180 20.00 0.05 

Facies Sl 270 27 62 2.30 0.30 

Mescal. 173 42 57 1.36 0.42 
QUch 186 25 210 8.40 O.ll 

DeceptiCIl 69 87 50 0.57 0.64 
Rhyolite 176 15 140 9.33 0.10 

183 2.5 41 16.40 0.06 
184 62 150 2.42 0.29 
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-metals or alteration indices involving these elements. 

Evaluation of Elemental Losses and Gains Using 
Mass Balance Calculations 

Method 
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To evaluate the major element losses and gains 

accompanying hydrothermal alteration, two samples (275 and 

491) were used for comparison with all other Cleopatra 

Formation samples. These two samples are considered to be 

the least hydrothermally altered and the - most 

representative of the original composition of the 

Cleopatra Formation. Criteria used in the selection of 

these two least altered samples include: 1) distance from 

the orebody, . 2) freshness based on petrography, 3) oxygen 

isotope ratio, and 4) major element chemistry. 

The samples are located approximately 250 and 610 meters 

laterally away from the orebody within the Upper· member. 

They contain fresh feldspar phenocrysts and have whole 

rock 510 0 values (8.7 ± 0.6 per mil) within the range of 

average rhyolites and dacites (Taylor and Sheppard, 1986). 

The major element chemistry of these two rocks lies within 

the range of average rhyolites and dacites from LeMaitre 

(1976) (Table 6). 

The major element changes accompanying alteration 

were calculated using the method of Gresens (1967). 
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Table 6.' Average analyses of 544 rhyolites and 
578 dacites from LeMaitre (1977). 

SiOO AU)3 cao ~ lfd) Ka) rean reo Ifm) TiOO ProS 
~te 72.82 13.27 1.14 0.39 3.55 4.3 1.48 loU 0.06 0.28 0.07 
Dlcite 65.01 15.91 4.32 1.78 3.79 2.17 2.43 2.3 0.09 0.58 0.15 

_._. __ . __ .. _._-_._ .. _._---------_--.:....-_-----------
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(1967) method utilizes volume factors or the 

change in volume that a rock has experienced as a result 

of alteration to calculate the major element losses and 

gains that accompanied alteration. 

equation is 

The basic Gresens 

A * (fv * (gs/gu) * Ca - Cu) = x (equation 1), 

where C = amount of a component, x = loss or gain of a 

component, fv = volume factor and g = specific gravity. 

Subscripts u and a denote unaltered and altered rock, 

respectively. A is an arbitrary factor which in this 

case is set equal to 100 for convenience since whole rock 

analyses total 100 weight percent. To calculate volume 

factors for each altered rock, equation 1 was solved using 

the elements considered to be immobile, Ti02, A1203 and 

Zr. The volume factors calculated for each rock relative 

to unaltered samples 275 and 491 and their averages are 

presented in Table 7. Then major element losses and gains 

were calculated for each rock using equation 1 and the 

respective average volume factor. Appendix C contains the 

elemental losses and gains calculated for each rock using 

Gresens' (1967) method, as well as the percent loss and 

gain of components relative to an average value for that 

component in the two least altered samples. 

Grant (1986) developed a graphical means of 

portraying Gresens' (1967) method by rearranging equation 
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Table 7. Calculated volume factors for samples of 

the Cleopatra Formation. Sample numbers correspond to 
those in Table 3. 

-"110. 11- ~ Zr" 11- 'I'J02M Zr*" lYG 
157 1.07 1.06 1.as O.at 0.91 0.77 O.M 

75 1.21 1.2& 1.11 1.00 1.01 0.81 1.07 
351 0.92 0.96 1.00 0.71 0.83 0.73 0.87 

200 1.01 1.01 1.17 O.at 0.87 0.86 0.96 

50 1.15 1.12 1.11 0.95 0.97 0.86 1.ot 
a 1.28 1.19 1.33 1.06 1.03 0.97 1.1' 

47b 1.21 1.36 1.12 1.00 1.17 0.82 1.12 
49 1.56 • 1.35 1.61 1.29 1.16 1.ot 1.30 

47. 1.:7 1.78 1.47 1.as 1.51 1.07 1.36 
28S 1.62 1.6, 1.a 1.'w 1.46 1.ot 1.43 
102 1.21 . 1.16 1.22 1.00 1.01 0.89 1.08 

270 1.12 1.ot 1.01 0.93 0.9& 0.79 0.99 
471 1.12 1.U 5.79 0.93 0.95 '.2& 2.36 
~ 1.1« 1.U 7.at 0.95 0.96 5.78 2.97 

IN-21 0.92 0.88 0.92 0.76 0.71 0.11 0.82 
10 1.47 1.29 1.35 1.21 1.U 0.99 1.2& 

IN-3 1.31 1.:7 1.33 1.01 1.10 0.9. 1.18 

'" 1.U 1.06 1.11 0.92 0.92 0.86 1.01 
36 1.12 1.~ 1.19 0.93 1."" 0.87 1.06 

413 0.58 1.:7 2.00 0.48 1.10 1.47 1.15 
IN-l. 0.77 2.76 1.45 0.64 2.38 1.06 1.51 

31 2.08 2.49 3.03 1.72 2.15 2.22 2.28 

IN-17 1.92 1.70 1.78 1.59 1.47 1.30 1.63 

39 0.91 0.89 0.98 0.76 0.77 0.72 0.84 

173 1.34 1.36 1.34 1.U 1.18 0.98 1.22 

275 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.86 0.73 0.90 
491 1.21. 1.16 1.36 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.12 
2JO 1.45 1.31 1.38 1.20 1.13 1.01 1.25 
127 1.65 1.59 1.55 1.37 1.37 1.13 1.44 
205 1.34 1.29 1.:7 1.U 1.12 0.93 1.18 

32 1.05 1.02 1.12 . 0.87 0.88 0.82 0.96 
89 1.08 1.02 1.26 0.90 0.88 0.92 1.01 

* volume factor calculated relative to sample 275 
** volume factor calculated relative to sample 491 
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1 into a linear relationship between the concentrations of 

components in altered rocks and those in the original 

rock. In order for both trace element concentrations and 

major element oxide weight percentages to appear on the 

same diagram, they are multiplied by appropriate factors. 

Those elements exhibiting no loss or gain (i.e. 

immobile elements) will define a line, called an isocon, 

which intersects the origin (Grant, 1986). The slope of 

the isocon is equal to CB/CU for elements or oxides that 

plot on the isocon, which is less than one for those 

altered rocks that have undergone a volume or mass gain, 

and greater than one for those rocks that experienced 

volume loss. The following equation provides a means of 

calculating the volume factor from the slope of the 

isocon: 

l/slope * (gu/ga) = fv (equation 2). 

Elements which have been added to the altered rock plot 

above the isocon, and those depleted plot below. The 

percent loss and gain of mobile components may be 

estimated from the isocon diagrams. For example on Figure 

25 an amount of K20 equal to 35% of the original K20 has 

been added to an average least altered Lower member sample 

and an amount equal to approximately 20% of the original 

MnO has been removed. 

This graphical method of displaying Gresens' 
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Figure 25. Isocon diagram (Grant, 1986). This 
figure shows chemical differences between least altered 
Lower member versus an average analysis representative of 
relatively unaltered Cleopatra Formation. Immobile 
elements, represented by solid triangles, define an 
isocon. Elements have been multiplied by the following 
factors: SiOz= weight percent(%) x 4, CaO= % x 15, MgO= % 
x 6, NaaO= % x 10, KaO= % x 3, Fez03*= % x 4, MnO= % x 
loa ,TiOa= % x loa, Y= ppm x 10- 1 , Zr= ppm x 10- a , Nb= ppm 
x 0.4, Ba= ppm x 10- a , Sr= ppm x 10- 1 and Rb= ppm x 10- a . 
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(1967) method is convenient in that it allows a comparison 

of all elements, regardless of concentration, on a single 

figure. It also allows specific gravity to be 

disregarded. Owing to the effects of metamorphism, 

lithification and deformation, measured specific gravities 

may not be representative of the original altered rock. 

Nonetheless, volume factors calculated using Grant's 

(1986) method are similar to those obtained using Gresens' 

(1967) equations. 

Qualitative Evaluation of Results 

The results of applying Gresens' (1967) method to 

the Cleopatra Formation are presented in Figures 26a-d and 

tablulated in Appendix C. These diagrams show the percent 

loss or gain of major element oxides in altered Cleopatra 

Formation samples relative to the amount of each oxide in 

an average of the two least altered samples. 

Figure 26a shows that all altered Upper member 

samples are enriched in silica. 5i02 is slightly depleted 

in facies B1. This depletion in rocks south of the Hull 

(or approximately the feldspar absent line on Figure 26) 

Fault occurs in fragmental rocks that are slightly 

chloritized and may have been solution channelways. 

North of Hull Fault, silica is enriched in 

alteration facies surrounding the chlorite pipe. In thin 

-----_ .. _-_._-------------------------------------
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Figure 26a-d. Schematic cross sections showing 
the percent loss or gain of major element oxides from 
samples of altered Cleopatra Formation. Component losses 
and gains wer~ calculated using Gresens' (1967) method. 
Values are tabulated in Appendix 3. 
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b. Percent loss or gain of CaO(top) and NaaO(bottorn) . 
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d. Percent loss or gain of MgO(top) and Fez 03 (bottom). 
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section addition of silica in these rocks is reflected by 

secondary overgrowths on quartz grains and abundant 

polycrystalline quartz grains in the matrix. In samples 

that have been completely chloritized from the chlorite 

pipe, and facies B2 silica has been depleted except where 

abundant quartz veining is present. 

CaO and Na20 have been depleted from all rocks of 

the Lower member with the degree of depletion increasing 

towards the orebody. Both oxides are enriched in altered 

Upper member rocks relative to the Lower me~ber (Figure 

2Gb) . 

K20 is enriched in facies Bl, Sl and S2 (Figure 

2Gc). K20 is depleted in chloritized samples of the Lower 

member. Upper member samples which are altered are 

depleted to slightly enriched in K20. Those that are 

enriched have had sericite added. 

With the exception of samples in facies Sl and 82 

all Lower member samples are enriched in Fe203* (total 

iron) and MgO (Figure 2Gd). Enrichment in both of these 

oxides increases towards the orebody from the south. 

Quantitative Evaluation of Results 

Comparison of Relatively Unaltered Cleopatra 

Formation(Upper member) with Least Altered Lower Member 

from Facies B1. -Criteria used in choosing least altered 
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Lower member samples include: low MgO concentrations, 

remoteness from the orebody, relatively fresh feldspar, 

and major element compositions that correspond closely 

with those of typical rhyolites or dacites (Table 6). The 

MgO content of all Lower member samples is enriched 

relative to average rhyolites and dacites. Whole rock 

018 0 values of the two samples chosen to represent least 

altered Lower member have higher 010 0 values than 

relatively unaltered Cleopatra Formation. 

The chemical difference between 

least altered Lower member samples 

unaltered Cleopatra Formation may be 

an average of two 

and relatively 

described by the 

following mass balance equation graphically presented in 

Figure 25: 

lOOgrams (g) unaltered rock + 1.15g Fe203* + 1.64g MgO 

+ O.87K20 = 97.3g altered rock + O.78g CaO + O.89g NazO + 

4.66g Si02 (equation 3). 

A slight loss in volume accompanied alteration (fv=O.96). 

The main geochemical differences between the least altered 

Lower member and relatively unaltered Upper member is an 

enrichment in MgO and Fe20a*, slight enrichment in K20 and 

depletion in Na20 and CaO in the Lower member samples. Sr 

concentrations, corresponds with variation in CaO 

concentrations and is depleted in all Lower member rocks 

(Figures 25 and 27a-d). 
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Figure 27 a-d. Isocon diagrams (Grant, 1986). 
Figures a-d show chemical changes in rocks subjected to 
the following types of alteration: a) background 
alteration north of Hull Fault (Facies B2), b) silicic and 
sericitic alteration (Facies Sl and S2), c) moderate 
chloritization, and d) complete chloritization. Elements 
have been multiplied by the same factors as in Figure 25. 
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b. Average of three analyses from facies Sl and 
52 versus least altered Cleopatra Formation. 
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Comparison of Relatively Unaltered Cleopatra 

Formation with B2 Facies rocks. In the area of background 

alteration north of Hull Fault the stable mineral 

assemblage is quartz, chlorite and sericite. Changes in 

rock geochemistry in this alteration facies are summarized 

on Figure 27a and by the following mass balance equation: 

100g unaltered rock + 14.4g SiOz + 1.03g MgO + 1.85g 

Fez03* = 112.67g altered rock + 1.8g CaO + 2.04g NazO 

+ 0.78 KzO (equation 4). 

Relative to least altered Lower member samples these rocks 

are enriched in SiOz and much more depleted in NazO and 

CaO. These rocks have an average volume factor of 1.09 

and have experienced slight volume gain. The addition of 

Fez03* and MgO is reflected in the abundant chlorite in 

these rocks. CaO and Na20 are lost owing to the break 

down of the feldspars. The KzO content of rocks from this 

alteration facies is dependent on the amount of sericite 

present in the rock. K20 may be slightly enriched or 

depleted in samples from facies B2. Because the mass 

balance equations and isocon plots utilize averages of 

several representative samples K20 appears as immobile. 

Comparison of Unaltered Cleopatra Formation with 

Facies Sl and S2. The effects of silicification and 

sericitization are represented by the following equation 

and Figure 27b: 
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100g unaltered rock + .23g SiOa + 0.7g RaO = 117.46g 

altered rock + 1.77g CaO + 0.83g MgO + 1.99g NaaO + 1.65g 

Fea03* (equation 5). 

Volume factors for Sl and S2 are 1.17 and 1.29, respec-

tively. CaO and Fea03* may be added to this rock in 

significant amounts when mineralization in the form of 

sulfides and ankerite veins is present. In unmineralized 

rocks the dominant effects of alteration are depletion of 

all elements except silica, Rand Nb. As expected Rb 

concentration mimics R and is added slightl~ to rocks of 

this alteration facies. 

Comparison of Relatively Unaltered Cleopatra 

Formation with Lower Member Rocks that have been 

Chloritically Altered. Two equations are used to 

represent chloritic alteration. The first describes rocks 

in which chloritization is confined predominantly to the 

rock matrix, and the second describes samples which 

consist of chlorite + quartz, ankerite and/or sulfides. 

For samples in which chlorite has replaced the groundmass 

excluding quartz the following equation describes the 

chemical changes accompanying alteration: 

100g unaltered rock + 52.84g Si02 + 4.99g MgO + 

8.27g Fea03* = 161g altered rock + 1.54g CaO + 2.13g Na20 

+ 1.32g RaO (equation 6). 

The slope of the isocon in Figure 27c demonstrates that 
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significant volume gain (fv=1.6) accompanied chloritic 

alteration of the matrix . 

The mass balance equation describing the effects of 

complete chloritization of the Lower member is: 

100g unaltered rock + 14.7g A1203 + 20.Sg MgO 

+27.4g Fe203* + O.23g MnO= 131.9Sg altered rock + 2S.2g 

Si02 + 1.2g CaO + 2.18g Na20 + 2.3g K20 (equation 7) . 

The net addition of material to these rocks is reflected 

in the calculated volume factor (fv=1.33) and the slope of 

the isocon (Figure 27d~. 
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CHAPTER 7 

GEOCHEMISTRY OF ALTERATION MINERALS 

Methods 

An automated ARL electron microprobe was used in 

wavelength dispersive mode to determine the composition of 

chlorites, sericites, carbonates, feldspars and 

sphalerites. For silicates and sphalerite an accelerating 

voltage of 15kv, a sample current of 30 nanoamperes and a 

10 micron diameter beam were used. For carbonates a 20 

micron beam and 10 nanoamperes current were used. The 

count time for each component was 20 seconds. Intensity 

data were reduced to concentrations using the method of 

Bence and Albee (1969) . Data precision is + 0.5 96 for 

those oxides having a weight percent of greater than 10 %, 

± 0.2 % for those of 0 to 10 weight percent and + 0.03 % 

for those less than 1 weight percent. The microprobe 

results presented herein represent an average of up to 11 

analyses of that mineral per thin section. The number of 

analyses per thin section are included in the data tables. 

Chlorite Chemistry 

Chlorite has the general formula Xm Y4 01 0 (OH) B , 

where m is approximately equal to six (Deer, Howie and 
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Zussman, 1966) . 
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The crystal lattice consists of 

alternating talc-like 2:1 layers and brucite layers. The 

general structural formulas representing these layers are 

X(II/2)Y401o (OHb and X(m/2) (OH)s, respectively, where Y 

may contain one or more of the following A13+, Si4+, 

Fe3 +; and X may contain one or more of the following Fe2+, 

Fe3+, Mg2+, Mn2+ and Al3+ (Deer et al., 1966). Foster 

(1962) found in a study of 150 chlorites that 25 percent 

of them had more octahedral Al than tetrahedral Al. This 

is the case for all chlorites analyzed from the Jerome 

district (Table 8). 

Previous Studies 

Chlorite is ubiquitous throughout the Cleopatra 

Formation. Because of its abundance and apparent 

affiliation with the ore-forming hydrothermal system its 

chemistry has been of interest to other workers in the 

district. Optical methods were used to estimate Fe/Fe+Mg 

of chlorites in the Verde district by Anderson and Creasey 

(1958), Kothavala (1963), and Handverger (1975). 

Anderson and Creasey (1958) used birefringence 
. 

and refractive index measurements to estimate Fe/Fe+Mg 

ratios of chlorites. They determined that there were five 

varieties of chlorite in the chlorite schist according to 

the classification of Winchell (1936). Kothavala (1963) 
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FeO· and. Fe* represent total iron. 
Oct tl = the total of octahedral cations; diss = chlorite 
disseminated in the rock matrix; matrix = chlorite is the 
predominant component of the matrix; vein = chlorite occurs 
in veins; rep! matrix = replacing matrix; and clasts = 
chlorite occurs in clasts. 
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used nil refractive index 
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measurements to determine 

Fe/Fe+Mg and his results most closely parallel those 

presented in this study. Handverger (1975) used optic 

sign, sign of elongation and birefringence of chlorites 

associated with the United Verde Extension mine to 

determine Fe/Fe+Mg ratios. Nash (1973) presented 

microprobe analyses of chlorites from the district. In 

his analyses, the weight percent totals are low and the 

total iron concentrations are higher than in analyses of 

chlorites from the same areas presented here. 

Discussion of Chlorite Chemistry 

Locations of samples used for microprobe analyses 

of chlorites in this study are presented in Figure 28. 

Using the classification of Hey (1954) all chlorites 

associated with alteration beneath the United Verde 

orebody, and in fact most chlorites from the study area, 

are ripidolites (Figure 29). Several chlorites from facies 

B1 and chlorite from the Verde Central mine have higher Si 

contents than other chlorites from the Jerome area and are 

pycnochlorites. Two sediments which overlie the orebody 

contain chlorites with 

represents total iron) ratios of all chlorites analyzed 

and are clinochlores. 

In general Fe*/Fe* + Mg ratios of chlorites from 

---------_._---- -------------------------------------
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r= 100 260 
meters 

Figure 28. Locations of chlorites, sericites and 
carbonates analyzed by microprobe. 

-----_ ... _-----------------------------------
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Figure 29. Classification of chlorites according 
to the scheme of Hey (1954). 
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the Upper member are higher than those of chlorites from 

the Lower member (Figure 29). This corresponds to the 

color difference between chlorites in hand specimens from 

the Lower member, which are dark green to black, and those 

from the Upper member, which are bright green. Handverger 

(1975) found a similar relationship for chlorites 

associated with the United Verde Extension mine. He found 

that 36 of 38 Upper sequence (hanging wall to the orebody) 

chlorites were Fe-rich relative to Lower sequence 

(footwall) samples. Chlorites from the Upper member are 

also enriched in Mn relative to those from the Lower 

member (Figure 30). 

The variation of· Fe*/fe*+Mg ratios of chlorites 

surrounding the United Verde orebody is shown in Figure 

31. Fe*/Fe*+Mg ratios from facies B1 are less than those 

from all Lower member alteration facies north of the Hull 

Fault. Chlorites from B2 and deep within the main chlorite 

pipe are more iron-rich than those from the chlorite 

schist and stockwork zone. Fe*/Fe*+Mg ratios of chlorites 

decrease in the main pipe towards the sediment-water 

interface. Kothavala (1963) determined that the 

Fe*/Fe*+Mg ratio for chlorite associated with the massive 

sulfide orebody was 0.6. 

As discussed in Chapter 4 at least two generations 

of chlorite are associated with the chlorite pipe at the 
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Figure 30. Histogram showing lOO(Mn/Mn+Mg+Fe·) of 
chlorites. Fe· is total iron. 
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Figure 31. Schematic cross section of the 
Cleopatra Formation showing the distibution of 
100(Fe~/Fe·+Mg} ratios of chlorites. Dark thin streaks 
with sample dots represent chlorite veins. 
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United Verde mine and with the Verde Central chlorite 

schist. One generation has extremely low birefringence 

and is very fine-grained. This type is usually veined by 

a coarse-grained more birefringent variety. There is no 

chemical difference between the generations. Anderson and 

Creasey (1958) and Kothavala (1963) also noted that 

chlorites of different birefringence from the chlorite 

schist had the same Fe*/Fe*+Mg ratio. Handverger (1975) 

discussed two generations of chlorite in the chlorite 

schist associated with the United Verde Extension orebody. 

He concluded that an iron-rich variety veined a magnesium-

rich variety. It is likely there are no geochemical 

differences between chlorites of different birefringence 

at the United Verde Extension mine on the basis of 

observations of similar chlorites from the United Verde 

and Verde Central mines. 

When A13+ ions substitute for Si4t in the 

tetrahedral site of chlorite an equal number of trivalent 

ions must be placed in the octahedral site to maintain 

charge balance. Trivalent ions in the octahedral site in 

excess of those necessary to balance tetrahedral A13t are 

charge-balanced by the formation of one octahedral vacancy 

per two trivalent ions. The excess A13+ available to 

balance the charge is equal to octahedral Al minus 

tetrahedral Al. Any further trivalent ions required to 
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balance octahedral vacancies are assumed to be Fe3t • 

Estimates of the Fe3t in chlorite may be made 

from microprobe analyses. For a formula unit with 18 

oxygens, the following equation is used estimated Fe3+: 

(Al(ocd - Al(tet» + Fe3t = 

(6 - Octahedral total) x 2 (equation 8). 

This method was used to approximate Fe3t to ± 0.01 weight 

percent for samples that were analyzed by wet chemical 

techniques from Foster (1962). Estimates of Fe 3 t in 

Jerome chlorites are presented in Table 8. Because of the 

apparent accuracy of this method when compared with 

chemical analyses and the fact that consistent spatial 

patterns are preserved the results may be used to discuss 

variation in oxidation state of the system. 

Fe3t /Fe* ratios of chlorite vary with alteration 

facies (Figure 32). Ratios are highest in Lower member 

chlorites from facies B1 and from sediments on top of the 

orebody (Figure 32). Ratios decrease from the base of the 

chlorite pipe towards the sediment-water interface. 

Fe3t /Fe* ratios of the Upper member are similar to those 

of facies B2 and within the main pipe . 

. -- .•. - .. _ ... ----------------------------------------
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Figure 32. Schematic cross section of the 
Cleopatra Formation with the distribution of chlorite 
Fe3t /Fe· ratios. The top numbers represent ratios 
calculated from stoichiometric considerations, the bottom 
numbers represent ratios calculated using the Fe3t values 
of Walshe and Harrold (1987, personal communication). 
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Chlorite Chemistry Based on Walshe's (1986) Solid Solution 
Model 

The Model. Walshe (1986) developed a solid 

solution model for chlorites using available thermodynamic 

data and constraints imposed by compositions of chlorites 

from the Salton Sea and Broadlands geothermal systems; the 

OH vein, Creede, Colorado; the Quaama granodiorite, New 

South Wales; and a metamorphic vein, Mt. Lyell, Tasmania. 

He represented the nonstoichiometry of chlorite in terms 

of six independent thermodynamic components based on a 

unit half cell of 18 oxygens (Table 9). The activity-

composition relationships for components 1,2 and 3 were 

modeled assuming random mixing and equal interactions of 

atoms on energetically equivalent sites (Table 9). The 

activities of components 4 and 5 were assumed to equal the 

mole fraction(X) of the component and the activity of 

component 6 was expressed as a6=~6X6 where log~6= o(1-X6) 

+ (~/2) (1-X6)2 and 0 and ~ are temperature dependent terms 

(Table 9). 

Two geothermometers: 

A14Si401o (OH)o + 10/6Mg6Si401o (OH)B (equation 9) 

and 

3/7FerJ + 2 A12 Si3 01 0 (OH) B + 25/21Si02 = 
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Table 9. The six thermodynamic components used 
by Walshe (1986) to represent the nonstoichiometry of 
chlorite and the activity-composition relationships. 
Where, al = activity of the i\b thermodynamic component, 
Kl = proportionality constant, t = tetrahedral site, and 
o = octahedral site. 

C1 Mg. Si4 0,' 0 (Oa) a 
a, k1 (XH")' (Xs I ) a 

C2 HglI Ala Si3 010 (Oa) a 
aa ka ( XH" ) II XA 1 • 0 Xs 1 XA I • \ 

C3 Fell a + Ala Si3 010 (Oa)a 
83 k3 ( XF • a + )!I XA I • 0 Xs I XA 1 • t 

C4 
a4 

C5 
all 

Fell at Fea 3 + Si3 0 1 0 (oil) a 
k4 ( XF • a + ) II ( XF • 3 + • 0 ) 4 Xs 1 (XF • 3 + • t ) 

A14 Si4 0, 0 (Oa) a 
kll. (Xv II C • 0 ) a (XA 1 • 0 ) .. (Xs I ) a 

C6 Fe4 a + Fe3 + Ala Si3 011 (oah 
a. k. (XI' • a + ).. XF II 3 + • 0 XA 1 • 0 Xs I XA 1 • t 

Where k1 = 1; ka = 59.720 = k3 = k4; ka = 45.563; k. = 729 
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10/7Fe4 + 2 Fe+ 3 A12 Si3 011 (OHh + 5/6Mg6 Si4 01 0 (OH) B + 

5/21H20(1) (equation 10) 

have been calibrated by Walshe (1986). Mass action 

relationships for these two geothermometers along with the 

the Gibbs-Duhem equation may be used to calculate 

temperature of formation, Fe3+, and X6 (the mole fraction 

of the sixth component) from microprobe analyses of 

chlorite, given that the chlorite coexists with quartz and 

an aqueous phase at a known or assumed pressure (Walshe, 

1986) • 

Once the three unknowns of temperature, Fe3t and 

X6 are obtained the log a02 of the fluid in equilibrium 

with the chlorite may be calculated using the reaction: 

Fea 2t A12+ s i3010(OH)B + 1/402(g) = 

Fe4 2 t Fe3 t A12 SiJ 011 (OH) 7 + 1/2H2 O( a q) (equation 11). 

Values for other parameters including aMg2t/(aHt)2 and 

aFe2 +/a(H+)2 may be obtained once a02 is calculated. 

If the chlorite formed in equilibrium with an 

iron-bearing sulfide, quartz and an aqueous phase, the aS2 

and aB2S of the fluid associated with the chlorite may be 

estimated. These two solution parameters cannot be 

calculated for Upper member, distal Lower member and 

sediment associated chlorites owing to the absence of any 

iron sulfide. 
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Activities and mole fractions of the six chlorite 

components along with various solution parameters were 

computed from the microprobe analyses of chlorites ~rom 

Jerome by Walshe and Harrold (The Australian National 

University, Canberrrai personal communication, 1987). The 

results are presented in Table 10. The pressure for the 

calculations was assumed to be the vapor pressure of water 

on the boiling curve at the calculated temperature of 

formation for each chlorite. 

Walshe, Hedges and Harrold (1986) stated that 

temperatures calculated using the solid solution model are 

within 20 to 30°C for chlorites known to have formed 

between 25 to 300°C from independent temperature data. 

Other fluid parameters calculated at temperatures of less 

than 300°C are underestimated and the error increases with 

decreasing temperature. At 300°C estimates of logao2 and 

logas2 are within one order of magnitude' (Walshe et al. t 

1986). 

Calculated Temperatures. The calculated 

temperatures of formation of chlorites increase from south 

of the Hull Fault towards the orebody (Figure 33). The 

highest temperatures (2800 and 284°C) in the Lower member 

are recorded at the deepest level sampled in the main 

chlorite pipe and from a chlorite vein in facies B2 well 

below the ore horizon. Calculated temperatures of chlorite 

~,----------------------------------------



Table 10. Mole fractions and activities of 
chlorite components calculated from microprobe analyses. 
Mole fractions and activities were calculated by Walshe and 
Harrold (1987, personal communication) using Walshe's 
(1986) solid solution model for chlorites. 
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octahedral plus tetrahedral Fe3~; Fe3t /Fe* = 
iron; Temp °c = temperature 

Fe3~total= 

Fe3~/total 

log aFe2+ 
aMg2 ~ / a (H+ ) 2 

in degrees celsius, 
log aMg2+ = log = logaFe2+/a(H~)2; and 

..... 
~ ..... 
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Upper member, 

", f :' ::' :: ' 

.2520 

265" 

1 

Lower member 

.2 .. 80 - Deception Rhyolite 

Figure 33. Spatial distribution of calculated 
temperatures of formation of chlorites on a schematic 
cross section of the Cleopatra Formation. Temperatures 
are in degrees Celsius. Temperatures were calculated 
using microprobe analyses according to the chlorite solid 
solution model of Walshe (1976) by Walshe and Harrold 
(1987, personal communication). 
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formation decrease from within the chlorite pipe and 

surrounding rocks towards the sediment-water interface. 

Chlorite analyzed from the tongue of the Cleopatra 

Formation in Deception Rhyolite has a lower temperature, 

248°C, of formation than chlorite in the central portion 

of the pipe. This area is chloritically altered with 

abundant quartz veins, similar to the deeper levels of the 

chlorite pipe. However, the calculated temperature 

suggests this area was not part of the main pipe or was 

affected by retrograde alteration or metamorphism. 

The lowest temperatures associated with chlorites 

are from sediments overlaying the orebody (179 to 239°C). 

The average temperature of formation for Upper member 

chlorites is 230°C. 

The spatial variation in calculated formation 

temperature of chlorites and the relationship between the 

pattern of variation and alteration facies indicates that 

metamorphism did not significantly reset chlorite 

compositions at Jerome. The average temperature of 230°C 

for Up~er member chlorites is lower than would be expected 

from lower 

were reset 

temperatures 

greenschist facies 

during retrograde 

from the Lower 

metamorphism unless they 

conditions. Since the 

member are interpreted to 

represent hydrothermal conditions it is reasonable to 

assume that Upper member chlorites do so also. 



of Chlorites. Walshe 
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(personal 

communication, 1987) indicated that the amount of Fe3t 

seems to be overestimated. However, the relative amounts 

of the Fe3t /Fe. are useful for a discussion of the spatial 

variation of the oxidation state of the hydrothermal 

system. 

Fe3t /Fe* ratios calculated from Walshe's (1986) 

model have a similar spatial distribution to the Fe3t /Fe* 

ratios estimated from stoichiometric considerations 

discussed earlier (Figure 32). 

Log a02 of the Fluid in Eguilibrium with Chlorite. 

Figure 34 shows a linear relationship between log a02 and 

temperature data calculated for the chlorites at Jerome. 

The two samples which deviate from the linear trend are 

the two very Mg-rich chlorites in sediments. The slope of 

the line generally defined by the data points is the same 

as that for the reaction H2S + 202 = S04 2- + 2H+ (eqn. 12) 

at any constant log ( as 0 4 2 - / au 2 S ) and for H2 S + 202 = HS04-

+ Ht (eqn. 13) at constant log ( aD S 0 4 - / an 2 S ) . This implies 

no variation in the oxidation state of the fluid 

associated with the formation of chlorite and that the 

chlorite f02-temperature trend could have been produced by 

changing temperature alone. The lines plotted on Figure 

34 correspond to an2S = 10- 3 . 2 and a total activity of the 

oxidized sulfur species equal to 10- 10 at a pH vf 5. They 

-_._------._.-------------------------------------
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Figure 34. Diagram of log a02 of the fluid in 
equilibrium with chlo~ite versus temperature of chlorite 
formation.' Parameters were calculated from microprobe 
analyses using Walshe's (1986) solid solution model by 
Walshe and Harrold (1987, personal communication). 
Lines represent log K equations for the reactions: 
H2S + 202 = S04 2 - + 2H+ (1) and H2S + 202 = HS04- + H+ (2) 
calculated using data from Ohmoto (1983). 
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closely match the activities obtained from sulfide mineral 

stabilities (see last section, this Chapter). The linear 

trend may also be a spurious ~ffect of the c~lculations 

not taking into account the variation of the oxidation 

state of the fluid. 

Walshe et al. (1987) noted that the estimates of 

fluid parameters were most accurate at 300 o C. Therefore, 

the range of log a02 values for the chlorites that have 

the highest temperatures of formation (viz. 265-2~OOC) 

will be used to constrain the log a02 of the hydrothermal 

fluid. The calculated log a02 values for the chlorite 

pipe and veins surrounding are -33 to -38 (Figure 34). 

This range is somewhat higher than the range (-35.3 to-

41.7) indicated by the sulfide mineral stability diagram 

(see Figure 40). 

Activities of S2 and H2~ Chlorites coexisting 

with fresh pyrite are found only in the chlorite schist 

and stockwork zone. If it is assumed that the fluid 

passing through the entire chlorite pipe and surrounding 

chlorite veins was saturated with pyrite (cf. Ohmoto et 

al., 1983) chlorite analyses from these areas may also be 

used to estimate aS2 and aH2S of the fluid (e.g. samples 

39, 31, 47, and 143). The log aR2S values calculated for 

chlorites that occur with pyrite are -3.35 to -3.45 

(Figure 35). The log aU2S range calculated for all 
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iii! 

-3.0. 

Figure 35. Diagram of log aS2 versus log aU2S for 
fluids in equilibrium with chlorite in the chlorite pipe. 
Parameters were calculated using Walshe's (1986) solid 
solution model by Walshe and Harrold (1987, personal 
communication) . 
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chlorite pipe and vein chlorites is -~ to -3.6 (Figure 

35). This concurrs with the range of logau2s estimatea 

from sulfide mineral stabilities (c.f.-2.6 to -5.0). 

Log aS2 for samples associated with pyrite 1S-

11.4 to -12.1 (Figure 35). The range of logas? for all 

chlorite pipe and chlorite vein samples is -10.4 to -12.8. 

Activities of Mg2+ and Fe2+. Figure 36 shows the 

log aMg2+/a(H+)2 versus log aFe2+/a(Ht}2 for fluids in 

equilibrium with chlorite. Both ,aMg2 t /a(Ht}2 and 

aFe2+/a(Ht}2 increase towards the orebody within the 

chlorite pipe and are greatest in overlaying sediments. 

This seems more likely to be a spurious effect of the 

calculations in the solid solution model rather than a 

real trend for both should decrease owing to deposition of 

chlorite and sulfides. Average values of logal'! g 2 t and 

logaFe2t are -4 and -3.8, respectively, for a pH of 5. 

Activity of the Clinochlore Component (C2) . Figure 

37 is adapted from Clarke (1986) who calculated the 

stability boundaries 

phlogopite-clinochlore 

for sericite-~linochlore(C2) and 

at various activities of 

clinochlore using the data from Walshe (1986). The 

activity of C2 in chlorites from alteration facies 

underlaying the orebody range from 0.03-0.1. This 

increases the stability field of clinochlore and gives an 

estimate of are2+/aUt2. 
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• 

4.6 

Figure 36. Diagram of log aMg2+/a(H+)2 versus log 
aFe2+/a(H+)2 for the fluids in equilibrium with chlorite. 
Parameters were calculated using Walshe's (1986) solid 
solution model by Walshe and Harrold (1987, personal 
communication) . 
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Figure 37. Diagram of log aMg2+/a(H+)2 versus log 
aK+/aH+ adapted from Clarke (1987) with K-feldspar, 
clinochlore and muscovite relations at 260 o C. Equilibrium 
boundaries for changing activity of clinochlore calculated 
by Clarke (1987) using data from Walshe (1986). 
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Sericite Chemistry 

Sericites or fine-grained white micas have the 

genex'al formula X2 Y4 Zo 02 0 (OH) 4, where in X is K+ or Na+ i 

is one or a combination of A13+, Mg2+, Fe2+ and Mn2 +i and 

is Si4 + and/or A13+. Average microprobe analyses of 

sericites from the Jerome area are presented Table 11 and 

shown in Figure 28. 

Discussion of Sericite Chemistry 

All sericites from the Jerome area with the 

exception of three are phengitic (Table 11). One sericite 

was paragonite (sample 458). The high Mg content in 

samples 240, 458, 50 and 354 is probably due to the 

presence of chlorite or montmorillonite interlayers in the 

sericite. In the latter two samples sericite is replacing 

chlorite. 

The most significant compositional variation in 

sericite chemistry is the Fe*/Fe*+Mg ratio (Figure 38). 

As in the case of chlorite chemistry, the Fe*/Fe*+Mg 

ratios of sericites from the Upper member are higher than 

those of sericites from the Lower member. The lowest 

Fe*/Fe*+Mg ratios in sericites as with chlorites occurs in 

the hematitic tuff which overlies the orebody. 

Nash (1973) presented four sericite analyses, two 

from the Upper member and two from the Lower member. 
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Table 11. Composition of sericites: microprobe 
analyses and structural formulas calculated on the basis 
of 22 oxygens. Each composition is an average of the 
number analyses listed beneath each sample number. All 
analyses are of sericite disseminated in the rock matrix 
with the exception of analyses 32 and UVS which are of 
sericite in veinlets. 
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Tet = cations occupy the tetrahedral site; oct = cations 
occupy the octahedral site. 
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Figure 38. Fe*/Fe*+Mg ratios versus Si of 
sericites from the Jerome area. Fe* represents total iron. 
Data were obtained from microprobe analyses. 
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Those from the Upper member have higher Fe*/Fe*+Mg ratios 

(0.62-0.64) than those of the Lower member (0.13-0.32). 

Comparison of Sericite and Chlorite Fe*/Fe*+Mg Ratios 

Fe*/Fe*+Mg ratios of coexisting chlorites and 

sericites are plotted in Figure 39. If the sericites and 

chlorites formed in equilibrium with the same hydrothermal 

fluid, a linear relationship would be expected between 

their Fe*/Fe*+Mg ratios. A linear regression of all data 

points yields an equation(14) of y = 0.31 x + 0.33 with a 

correlation coefficient of 0.52. If only samples from the 

Lower member are used for the linear regression analyses 

the equation(15) becomes y = 0.57 x + 0.17 with a 

This correlation implies 

the same fluid for the 

correlation coefficient of 0.87. 

equilibrium with relatively 

phyllosilicates in the Lower member. No compositional 

relationship between Upper and Lower member sericites and 

chlorites suggests either deposition of the Upper member 

phyllosilicates from a chemically different hydrothermal 

fluid or disequilibrium during deposition of Upper member 

chlorites. 

Discussion of Carbonate Chemistry 

Microprobe analyses of carbonates are presented in 

Table 12. Sample locations are given in Figure 28. 

Carbonate minerals are present in the Upper member and all 
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Figure 39. Fe*/Fe*+Mg ratios of sericites versus 
Fe*/Fe*+Mg ratios of chlorites. Line plotted is the best 
fit line for sericites and chlorites of the Lower member. 
Squares denote Lower member samples, and triangles denote 
Upper member samples. 
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Electron microprobe' ana~yses of 
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facies of the Lower member with the exception of B2. 

Handverger (1975) described a similar distribution of 

carbonate minerals at the united Verde Extension mine, 

where carbonate is present 

above the orebody but is 

in the "upper sequence" rocks 

not present in the "lower 

sequence" rocks beneath the orebody. 

Figure 40 is a triangular 'plot representing 

carbonate chemistry in terms of MgO, CaO and FeO~+MnO, 

where FeO· represents total iron. There are three fields 

of data. The field near the CaO apex, representing 

calcite, contains carbonates from the Upper member and 

from facies Bl. A second field, representing ankerite, 

contains carbonates from veins in alteration zones beneath 

the orebody and from sediments or exhalites containing 

hematite. The third field represents dolomite, which 

occurs in sediments that are above the orebody, and in 

alteration facies Sl north of Hull Fault. 

In general ~arbonate chemistry reflects the 

immediate environment. Ankerite is associated with iron

bearing rocks and dolomite with rocks that lack iron

bearing minerals . 

....•.. -. --------------------------------
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Figure 40. Chemistry of carbonate minerals in the 
Jerome area shown on a triangular diagram with with apices 
FeO·+MnO, CaO and MgO. 
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In Figure 41 the stability' relationships for Fe

and Cu-bearing minerals deposited in the United Verde 

chlorite schist, stockwork zone and massive sulfide 

orebody are projected on the log a02 versus log aU2S 

plane. On this figure mineral-mineral equilibria do not 

depend on pH. For calculations involving aUt (e. g. the 

contours of mEso4, mEzD and aMg 2t in solution) a pH of 5 

was used. This is a lower limit allowing for the 

stability of dolomite given a fluid with aCa2t less than 

0.05, aMgH less than 0.01 and aC02 (gas) less than one. 

A temperature of 250°C was chosen because this is the 

temperature of formation calculated by Walshe (personal 

communication, 1978) for the chlorites in the chlorite 

pipe immediately beneath the orebody. A salinity of O.5m 

NaCl was assumed. The temperature and salinity used are 

within the ranges obtained by fluid inclusion analyses of 

Kuroko stockwork ore zones (Pisutha-Arnond and Ohmoto, 

1983). The ore-forming fluids are assumed to have been 

saturated with pyrite. Ohmoto et al. (1983) justify this 

assumption based on the presence of pyrite throughout the 

hydrothermal system. 

Thermodynamic data were taken from Barner and 

Scheuerman (1978) except for the d~ta on aqueous Zn 

complexes (Ohmoto et al., 1983), for NaS04- (Ohmoto, 1972) 
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and for plotting the aTe contours (Ahmad, Solomon and 

Walshe, 1987). 

Standard states used were: pure crystalline 
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substances at the pressure and temperature of interest 

for minerals; a hypothetical ideal 1m solution at the 

pressure and temperature of interest for dissolved 

species, including H2S; and a hypothetical ideal gas at 1 

bar and the temperature of interest for gases. A partial 

pressure of water vapor at a pressure of 50b (Ha~s, 1976) 

was chosen; this is sufficient to keep the O.Sm NaCl 

solution from boiling at 2S0oC. 

Activity coefficients were calculated with the 

modified Debye-Huckel equation of Helgeson (1969) and 

assuming NaCl is 90% disassociated at 2S0oC. Values of A 

were estimated from Garrels and Christ (1965, p. 62). 

The stability field for the ore forming fluid lies 

within the chalcopyrite field (Figure 41). It may be 

further constrained by superimposing contours of the mEZn 

in the fluid and contours of XFes in sphalerite. The mEZn 

contours were plotted by calculating the molality of zinc 

as the sum of zinc chloride complex~s. Calculations by 

Helgeson (1969) indicated that the chloride complexes of 

Cu, Zn, Pb and Fe are far more soluble than bisulfide 

complexes in typical 

hydrothermal solutions. 

saline 

Ohmoto 

weakly 

et al. 

acid ore forming 

(1983) predicted 
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that the mtZn in solution was 10- 4 m throughout the history 

of Kuroko-type mineralization. Assuming 10- o m of tZD is 

necessary to precipitate a significant amount of 

sphalerite from a hydrothermal fluid (Anderson, 1977), the 

log aU2S is constrained to lie within -2.6 > logau2s > 

-5.0. 

The XFeS contours were calculated using an 

activity coefficient of 2.4 for FeS in sphalerite (Barton 

and Toulmin, 1966). The mole fraction of FeS in 

sphalerite from mineralized chlorite schist is 0.01 and 

from the massive sulfide orebody 0.1 (Table 2). These 

contours constrain the log a02 of the hydrothermal fluid 

to lie within a range of -41.7 to -35.5. 

Comparing the stability of anhydrite, calcite, and 

dolomite, dolomite is stable if aMg2t is less than 10- 2 

assuming that the aC02 was equal to 10- 1 • The mES04 2 - in 

equilibrium with the ore-forming hydrothermal fluid was 

between 10-8 to 10- 12 (Figure 41). At the assumed 

temperature and pH, H2S is the predominant sulfide complex 

in hydrothermal solutions (Barnes, 1979). Therefore the 

mES in the hydrothermal fluid is effectively equal to the 

mH2S which was within the range 10- 2. 6 to 10- 4 • 6 • 

Hessite in the chlorite schist indicates the 

presence of some component of Te in the hY,drothermal 

fluid. Data from Ahmad et al., (1987) were used to 
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construct aTe contours for the reaction: 

Te(c) + Ag2S +H20 = H2S + 1/202 + Ag2Te (equation 16). 

Hessite will preclude argentite/acanthite provided that 

the activity of Te(c) is between 10- 6 and 10- 7 (Figure 

40) • 

The mole fraction of FeS in sphalerite is a 

function of temperature. and the activity of S2 when the 

sphalerite is in equilibrium with pyrite (Ohmoto et al., 

1983). If ore fluids retain their aS2 a decrease in the 

temperature will cause a decrease in the mole fraction of 

FeS in sphalerite (Figure 6, Ohmoto et al., 1983). 

Therefore the XFes in sphalerite from the chlorite pipe is 

expected to be higher in the massive sulfide orebody if 

cooling was the only relevant effect of emergence of the 

fluid onto the seafloor. This is the case with 

sphalerites from Kuroko deposits, which were considered to 

represent deposition from a fluid which did not mix with 

seawater (Ohmoto et al., 1983). 

Sphalerite from one sample of chlorite schist has a 

XFeS of 0.01 and that from one sample of the massive 

sulfide an average XFes of 0.1 (Table 2). This variation 

in sphalerite chemistry may be explained by varying 

S(oxidized)/S(reduced) ratios for the fluids in 

equilibrium with sphalerite. Variation may be explained 

by deposition of the sphalerite from two temporally and 
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chemically different fluids or by mixing of emergent fluid 

with more reduced seawater. The latter is consistent with 

mixing of the hydrothermal fluid with seawater from a 

reduced basin (discussed in Chapter 8). 

Magnetite occurs with pyrite at the edge of the 

massive sulfide orebody. This suggests a lower log aU2S 

in the hydrothermal fluid at the periphery of the massive 

sulfide orebody than at its center. Hematite occurs in 

cherts and sediments overlaying the orebody. This 

suggests a decrease in logau2s of the hydrothermal fluid 

following deposition of massive sulfide orebody. This may 

reflect the waning post-ore stages of the hydrothermal 

circulation cell. 

. I 
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CHAPTER 8 

ISOTOPE GEOCHEMISTRY 

Sulfur 

sulfur isotope analyses were sampled 

exposures in the open pit at the 

from drill core of the Haynes orebody 

and Copper Chief area, from Verde mining company's 

collection of United Verde Extension ores, and from dump 

samples of other orebodies and prospects. Drill core and 

mine maps were provided by Phelps Dodge Corporation. 

Pyrite associated with carbonate and chert exhalative 

units was sampled from outcrop. No sulfides were found 

disseminated in outcrops of the Cleopatra Formation. The 

only analyzed sample of disseminated pyrite is from the 

Shea Basalt. 

Sphalerite was separated from chalcopyrite and 

pyrite by placing a crushed sulfide sample in boiling O.Sm 

HC1. The H2S gas produced upon digesting the sphalerite 

was then introduced to a lead nitrate solution and the 

sulfide was precipitated as PbS .. Pyrite and chalcopyrite 
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separates were sorted by hand. Sulfur was extracted as 

S02 from sulfides by reaction with CU20 at 950°C using 

the method of Robinson and Kusakabe (1975). S02 gas was 

purified, and then analyzed on a modified micromass VG 

602C double collector mass spectrometer at the University 

of Arizona. 

Calibrations were made by mutual comparison of 

standards NBS-123 (+17.2 per mil) and five laboratory 

standards from the University of Arizona and the 

University of Tasmania. The standards span a range of 

~34S values of -8 to +18 per mil. Standards used in the 

Tasmania laboratory had been tested against standards at 

the DSIR (New Zealand), BMR (Canberra) and the Ontario 

Geological Survey. 

Data and descriptions of samples are presented in 

Table 13. Sample locations are shown on Figure 42. 

Values are reported as ~34S, parts per mil, where 

~34S(sample) = [(34S/32S)sample - 1] x 1000 (eqn. 17) 
( 34 S/3 2 S) ref ere Dee 

The reference substance is troilite from the Canyon Diablo 

meteorite (ratio = 0.0450045). Analytical precision is 0 

+ 0.12 per mil (for repeat analyses on a single sample) 

+ 0.06 per mil (for mass spectrometer determinations). The 

combined 0= ± 0.13 per mil, 20= 0.26 per mil. 
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Table 13. Sulfur isotope data. 

HIllE Level SIIIIPIE No. sutnDE b34S '\'DIP. °c II:SCRIPI'ICJf 

500 UV-2l PYRl'I'E -2.4· 
lfassive sulfide layer interbedded with sediments 

UV-2OB PYRl'I'E -1.0 lfassive sulfide layer interbedded with sediments 

IIflTD) UV5 PYRl'I'E -0.6 Silicic: and serlcitic:ally altered roc:k 

muz UV6 PYRl'I'E -0.9 Silicic: and serici tic:a1ly al tned roc:k 

UV7 PYRl'I'E -0.6 Silicic: and sericitically altered roc:k 

UV9 PYRl'I'E -0.3 Chlorite schist 

VCBS PYRl'I'E -0.6 24 Chlorite schist 

SPIIAlDITE -2.8 
UVl9 PYRl'I'E 0.2 Chloritized and silicified qtr 

16K,2 PYRl'I'E -1.1 Hassive sulfide layers 

1950 8-lrl PYRl'I'E -1.1 
Hassi ve sulfide layers 

2400 9-Q-6 F'iRl'I!: -0.4 
lfassi ve sulfide layers 

3150 14VC-1 PYRl'I'E -1.1 Massive sulfide layers 

3750 9-2£ PYRl'I'E -0.6 114 Hasaive sulfide laYl=r~ 

SPIlALflU1'E -2.1 Massive sulfide layers 

4050 9-25 SI'IIAlDI'\'E -1.1 Hassi ve sulfide layers 

4500 12G11 PYRl'I'E -0.5 
lfassi ve sulfide layers 

SPIIl\LDU'I'E -2.4 15 Massive sulfide layers 

PYRl'I'E -0.8 Chlorite schist 

CC-9 

COPPm CC-7 PYRl'I'E -0.7 481 Massive sulfide layers 

CHm' CC-10 SPIIl\LDU'I'E -1.4 
~ CC-20 PYRl'I'E -1.3 Brecciated massive sulfide 

AOIE PYRIn: -1.0 Vein in silicified Qtr 

PYRITE -0.8 Ddlalite 

VC-BS PYRl'I'E -1.3 Ddlalite 

VC-l 
VERDE CHALCOPYRI -0.2 Chlorite schist 

cmmAL PYRl'I'E -0.2 Ddlalite 

IIflTD) VERDE PYRl'I'E 0.0 Massive sulfide layers 

oomsICJf 
IIAYNCi PYR:m: -2.1 lfassive sulfide layers 

l'ROSPft'l'S PYRl'I'E -1.2 
IN m:EPl'ICJf PYRl'I'E -1.6 
RHYIlJ'I'E PYR:m: -1.7 

SHEA BASALT PYRl'I'E -1.3 Disseminated in the roc:k matrix 

·Qfr = porphyritic quartz feldspar rhyodacite. 
Chal = chalcopyrite 
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Figure 42. Location of samples analyzed for 03~S. 
Sample locations are denoted by triangles( • ). 
Abreviations indicate the following: UVX-United Verde 
Extension mine: UV-united Verde mine: VC-Verde Central 
mine; and CC-Copper Chief mine. 
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034S Values of Sulfide Minerals 

All values of 034S of pyrite from the Verde Mining 

district are shown in Figure 43. 034S values of pyrites 

from hematitic cherts, carbonate exhalative units, and 

mineralized areas along stratigraphic contacts range from 

-1.7 to -0.2 per mil. The 034S values of pyrites from the 

United Verde massi'\7esulfide orebody range from -1.1 to 

-0.4 per mil. Pyrites from alteration facies immediately 

beneath the orebody have 034S values between -0.9 and +0.2 

per mil. Pyrite 

layers interbedded 

034 S 

with 

values from two massive sulfide 

sediments at the edge of the 

orebody are -2.4 and -1.0 per mil. 

034S values of pyrites from other massive sulfide 

occurrences in the Verde mining district range between-

2.1 and 0.0 per mil. Sphalerite 034S values are from -2.8 

to -1.1 per mil. 

The 034S sulfide values for the United Verde mine 

and the Verde Mining district lie within the range of -2.8 

to 0.2 per mil. The mean of the 33 sulfides analyzed is 

-1.1 and 10 = 0.8 per mil. 

Geothermometry 

Textural relationships observed in thin section 

(Ch~pter 5) suggest that sphalerite and pyrite were not 

deposited in equilibrium. Disequilibrium is also implied 
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Figure 43. Histogram showing the range of 534 S 
values of pyrites from the Verde mining district. 
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for pyrite-

sphalerite pairs(Table 13)'. The following equation was 

used to estimate temperature: 

T (degrees, Kelvin) = ((0.55 ± 0.04) x 103)/ 1/2 

(Ohmoto and Rye, 1979) (equation 18). 

Calculated temperatures are 24°C for the United Verde 

stockwork, 114° and 15°C for the United Verde massive 

sulfide orebody, and 481°C for an exhalitive unit on the 

Copper Chief horizon. These temperatures are outside the 

range of 200 to 300°C predicted for mineral deposition in 

the United Verde chlorite pipe and massive sulfide 

orebody. 

Interpretation of Sulfur Isotope Data 

The possible sources of sulfur for the sulfide 

minerals in the Verde mining district include seawater 

sulfate, volcanic rock sulfur, and biogenic sulfur. 

Seawater sulfate in the early Proterozoic had a 034S value 

in the range of +12 to +17 per mil (Cameron, 1983; 

Rickard, Zweifel and ~onnelly, 1979); and +10.49 ± 0.78 

per mil in the late Proterozoic (Veizer, Holser and 

Wilguns, 1982). Until recently, igneous rocks were 

believed to have 034S values within the range 0 ± 5 per 

mil (Ohmoto and Rye, 1979). New data from intrusive rocks 

(e.g. Kubilius, 1983: Ishihara et ale 1981) demonstrate 
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that 034 5 values outside this range are quite common and 

that regional variations exist (Ohmoto, 1986). 034 5 

values for mantle-derived or juvenile sulfur are within 0 

+ 3 per mil (Ohmoto, 1986). 

In a fluid in which reduced sulfur species are 

dominant and temperatures are greater than or equal to 

250 o C, the 034 5 values of the deposited sulfides will 

reflect the 034 5ES of the hydrothermal fluid (Ohmoto, 

1972). Figure 41 shows that the ratio of at504 2-/aH2S was 

very low in the hydrothermal fluid associated with 

deposition of the United Verde orebody. Therefore, the 

034SES of the fluid responsible for deposition of sulfides 

in the United Verde Mine is equal to the m~an 034 5 value 

of pyrite corrected for pyrite-H25 fractionation (Ohmoto 

and Rye, 1927) at 250°C or -2.1 ± 1.0 per mil. 

Seawater sulfate may be converted to reduced sulfur 

species by reaction with mineral species bearing Fe2 + or 

reduced C in volcanic rocks (Ohmoto, 1986). The 034S 

values of sulfides from massive sulfide deposits are 

typically 17.5 per mil less than the 034S ratio of 

seawater sulfate that is the same geologic age as the 

deposit (Sangster, 1968). If seawater sulfate had been 

the source for the S deposited in the United Verde mine, 

034 5 of 50. 2- in seawat~r would have been 14.7 to 17.1 per 

mil, which is within the estimated range for Proterozoic 
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seawater (Cameron, 1983; Veizer et a1., 1982; Rickard et 

al.,1979). Only a constant degree of reduction of 

seawater sulfate would produce the limited range of 534 5 

values for sulfides in the Verde mining district. The 

Yavapai 5eries, of which the Ash Creek Group is a part, 

has a very limited range of 534 5 of sulfides (-2 to +3.2 

for 126 analyses (Eastoe et al.,1987; Mauger, 1973». To 

have the same degree of reduction occur throughout the 

deposition of the stratigraphic section at Jerome and the 

entire Yavapai series seems highly unlikely. 

The sulfur may have been leached from the host 

volcanic rocks. Andrews (1979) demonstrated that during 

low temperature interaction of seawater and basalts on the 

ocean floor as much as 50 to 60 percent of the rock sulfur 

is removed. A felsic rock vol~me of 3.6 km3 would be 

necessary to deposit an estimated 75 million metric tons 

of pyrite or 3.9 x 1013 grams of sulfur that made up the 

United Verde orebody (assuming that felsic igneous rocks 

contain 305 ppm sulfur (Schneider, 1978». A cross 

section of this volume is equal to the entire surface area 

of exposed Cleopatra Formation and some of the Deception 

Rhyolite (Figure 3). To produce the restricted range of 

534 5 values sulfur derived from the volcanic rocks would 

have to overwhelmed any 504 2 - component in seawater or a 

broader range of 5345 values similar to Phanerozoic 
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deposits would be expected. 

The sulfur may have been leached from the rocks by 

seawater which contained little or no S04 2 -. This would 

have been possible if the recharge area was an isolated 

reduced basin or a stratified basin with a reduced basal 

layer. Keith (1982) has proposed that the whole 

Cretaceous ocean was such a stratified basin and that the 

Cretaceous stratification may have been caused by a period 

of intense volcanic activity. Volcanic emanations may. 

have provided the sulfur to the recharge area at Jerome. 

Geologic evidence for a stratified basin might include 

black shales and pyritic layers representing the deep

water reducing environment; and cherty iron formations and 

sulfate-bearing red beds representing the shallow-water 

oxidizing environment. 

Eastoe et ale (1987) have ~learly demonstrated a 

limited range of 034S values for proximal and distal 

massive sulfide mineralization and stringer ore 

mineralization for the whole Yavapai Serie~. This limited 

034S range and the abundant outcrops of hematitic cherts 

in the Yavapai Series rocks lend support to the reduced 

basin model. However, black pyritic shales are rare and 

extensive pyritic units have not been found. 

Deposition of hematitic cherts over the orebody 

and the pervasive hematitic alteration of the Upper member 
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could have occurred only at or above the level ~f 

stagnation of a stratified basin. The massive sulfide may 

have been deposited above or below the level of oxic-

anoxic transition, the pycnocline. Xres of sphalerite 

suggests that the sulfides were deposited in contact with 

reduced water. The recharge area for the hydrothermal 

fluids may have been an anoxic portion of a basin while 

the discharge area may have more oxidized or very close to 

the pycnocline. 

The slightly more negative 534 S values of pyrite 

from some sediment and exhalite layers may have been 

caused by a small input of biogenic sulfur or by change in 

the 534 SEs value of the fluid with time. Mixing with 

seawater sulfate, if the basin contained S04 2 -, would not 

shift the 534 S of pyrite because at temperatures of less 

than or equal to 250 0 C it would take a geologically 

unreasonable length of time (>4.4 years) for the sulfur 

species to equilibrate (Ohmoto and Lasaga, 1982). 

Biogenic reduction of S04 2 - usually produces a range in 

534 S of pyrite owing to the kinetics of the process. 

Biogenic reduction of sulfate occurred as early as 2.75 GA 

(Goodwin, Monster and Thode, 1976). If biogenic 

fractionation caused the variation in 534 S of pyrites 

associated with cherts and exhalites, then some S02 4 - must 

have existed in the basin. 
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Thus, volcanic sulfur from the rocks or sulfur 

derived from emanations are the most reasonable sulfur 

sources given the limited range of 534 S of sulfides in the 

Verde mining district. 

Carbon 

Methods 

C02 was extracted 

containing carbonates by 

phosphoric acid at 25°C. 

24-48 hours depending on 

from crushed rock samples 

reaction with 100 percent 

The reaction time varied from 

the type of carbonate mineral. 

The C02 gas was then processed in a high vacuum extraction 

line to remove contaminants. C02 gas was analyzed for 

both 01B O and 513 C on the VG 602C double collector mass 

spectrometer at 

used was NBS-20. 

1.0 per mil) for 

the University of Arizona. The standard 

Data precision is + 0.5 per mil {20 = ± 

both Ol3C and 01B O of carbonates. 013C 

values are reported relative to the standard PDB and 01B O 

values relative to Standard Mean Ocean Water (SMOW). 

Ol3C of Carbonate Minerals 

Data are presented in Table 14 and sample 

locations are shown on Figure 44. Figure 45 is a 

histogram showing the range of 013C values for carbonate 

minerals from different stratigraphic units and alteration 



Table 14. Carbon isotope data. 

b IlC of CO2 in the fluid 
Sample no. ~ llC KDm!AL 1SOC 200C 2JOC 250C 300: lJPI'fl! Silicified qfr 2JO -2.1 calcite -3.6 -1.9 IIDI!O! Mf 292 -1.9 calcite -1.4 -1.7 Crystal tuff 163 -2.4 calcite -3.9 -2.2 Ofr 275 -2.0 calcite -3.5 -1.8 !btUed rock 114 -2.2 calcite -J.7 -2.0 HotUed rock J2 -2.8 calcite -4.3 -2.6 

SfDntmrs Vinnowe:I tuff 357 -2.8 calcite -4.3 -4.1 Tep of llematitic tuff 458 -3.1 ankerite -6.0 -3.1 lDIfl! Hematitic chert 4500 -2.8 calcite -4.3 -4.1 IIDI!O! -2.3 ankerite -1.8 -3.3 
Dol-chl rock 1400 0.1 dolanite -2.5 -0.4 lDIfl! 

IIDI!O! Orelxxly 500 -2.4 dolClllite ~3.0 -1.-

OJlorite 482 -1.7 ankerite -1.2 -0.4 tee:ler 14 -1.7 ankerite -1.2 -0.4 

Silicic ani lIY5 0.2 ankerite 0.6 1.5 sericitically 1N6 0.3 ankerite 0.7 1.5 altered 
57 -1.9 dolanite -4.9 -2.7 

Ofr frca 372 -1.8 calcite -J.J -1.6 South 200 -1.6 calcite -1.2 -1.4 of the I/ull 79 -1.8 calcite -J.3 -1.6 Fault 157 - J.6 calCite -5.1 -3.5 

<XI'm! ann- mIALITE 0:-20 -3.2 siderite -5.9 -4.0 ViJUE cmJ1!AL mIALITE VI: - J.l calcite -4.6 -4.0 GAllES Emalite CAR8EX -4.8 calcite -6.3 -6.1 BASALT Vesicle ~cr. -2.6 calcite -4.1 -3.9 

IIf:I'A/DU'HIC YEIII \NIl -4.J dolClllite 

Qfr = porphyritic quartz feldspar 
= dolomite-chlorite sediment. 
Temperatures at which ~13C of C02 
are in degrees celsius. 

Occurrence 
~ epidote. cU.sse.inated in the Etrix. veins 
lrreqular granular af}!Ir€9"tes disseminated in a tuffaceous Etrix 
Replacing phenocrysts. cU.sse.inated. OCCI!l'S in chlerite ani carbooa:" vein 
Replacinq feldspar. fractures in quartz. in .atm with coarse quartz 
ReplacinrJ phenocrysts. oc<:UIS with chlocite ani 0JIiIIIUe5. disseainated 
ReplacinrJ feldspars. fractures in quartz phenocrysts 

Associated with chlorite 
Disseminated in the matrix in elcn;at., peds 
RIDIixiledrms of ferrean ankerite intergrOllll with recrystallized quartz 
In veins crosscuttinrJ hematitic chert layerinrJ 
Clwr; granular masses 

Gangue to massive sulfide ere 

Replacinq quartz in cmtert!d broken veins in chlorite Etm 
Replacing quartz in cmtorted In>ken veins in chlerite matrix 

In a:ntorted veins associated with sulfides aIIl sericite 
In a:ntorted veins associated with sulfides ani sericite 

In veins that cut foliation. in peds. in fractures in quartz 
FillinrJ fractures in quartz aIIl associated with quartz aM carbooate 
ReplacinrJ quartz phemcrysts • associated with sericite 
PredcainanUy replacinrJ feldspar. SOlI! suIiledral rbaobs in the mtrix 

Carbooate exhalite with quartz. sulfide. carbooate aIIllIiJxr twmaline 
RbaoIxiJedrals in quartz Etrix with SCIII! pyrite 
~ carbooate eJbalite within the GadcIes basalt 
Vesicles in Gaddes basalt 

TIIo inch thick carbooate-quartz vein 1Ibicb cuts foliation 

rhyodacite; dol-chI rock 

in fluid were calculated ...... 
....... 
....... 

... ~ 
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Figure 45. Histogram showing the range of 013C 
values of carbonates from the Cleopatra Formation. 
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facies of the Lower member. 

613 C values of carbotiates ~rom cherts, exhalites 

and sediments range from -2.3 to -4.8 per mil (mean = -3.2 

± 0.8 per mil), with the exception of 140b (+0.1 per mil), 

which is the dolomite-chlorite sediment that crops out 

adjacent to the orebody. 

The 013C of dolomite in the orebody is -2.4 per 

mil. Anderson and Creasey (1958) identified both ankerite 

and dolomite in the massive sulfide ore. XRD analyses 

verified that this sample contained only dolomite. 

Ankerites in veins in facies S2 have the highest 

o13C values (0.2 and 0.3 per mil). Ankerites in veins in 

the chlorite pipe have a much lower value (-1.7 per mil). 

Metamorphic dolomite from a 5-centimeter thick 

dolomite-calcite-quartz vein that crosscuts schistosity in 

the pit has a 013C value of -4.3 per mil. Calcite 

veinlets crosscutting schistosity have 013C values of-

3.6, -1.8 and -2.1 per mil. 

o13CEco2 of the Hydrothermal Fluid 

013CEC02 of the fluid associated with formation of 

carbonate minerals may be estimated by using the equation: 

o13CEco2=o13Cmin - 6min-H2C03 (Ohmoto, 1986) 

(equation 19), where 

6 CaMg(C03)2-C02 = (-8.914/T3) * 108 + (8.7373/T2) * 



106 + (-18.11/T) * 103 + 8.44 and 

6 CaC03-C02 = (-8.914/T3) * 100 + (8.557/T2) * 106 + 

(-lS.ll/T) * 103 + 8.27 (T is in Kelvins) 

(Ohmoto and Rye, 1979) (equations 20a and 20b). 
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This equation is valid for temperatures between 150 0 and 

350°C. Within this range the concentration of HCOa- is 

negligible relative to H2C03 in hydrothermal fluids 

(Ohmoto, 1986). 

The temperatures used for calculations are: 150 

to 200°C for sediments overlaying the orebody, 200°C for 

the orebody, 250°C for the chlorite pipe underlying the 

orebody, and 230°C for Upper member and distal Lower 

member samples. These temperatures are constrained by 

oxygen i~otope data and chlorite chemistry. 

Calculated fluid 013CEC02 values at the 

temperatures specified above are presented in Table 14. 

The distribution of S13Ctco2 values for the fluids are 

shown in Figure 46. In general 013CEC02 increases from 

Lower member samples south of the Hull Fault to facies 52 

and the chlorite pipe. Values decrease from the chlorite 

pipe immediately underlying the ore body to the massive 

sulfide orebody to cherts and sediments. The mean fluid 

013CEC02 ca~culated for cherts and sediments is -4.6 ± 1.1 

per mil. Fluid 513 CEC02 values of -1.7 to -3.4 per mil 

are calculated for Upper member and Lower member calcites. 
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Figure 46. Schematic cross section of the 
Cleopatra Formation showing the distribution of 534 S of 
pyrite(in parentheses) and 5l3 C of C02 calculated for 
the fluid in equilibrium with carbonate minerals. Values 
are in per mil. 
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Interpretation of Carbon Isotope Data 

The range of al3 C values of carbonate minerals 

in metamorphic veins and 

the analyzed carbonates. 

veinlets spans th~t of most of 

This observation together with 

the preservation of different values of al3 C for different 

alteration facies, suggests that al3 e values did not 

homogenize during the greenschist facies metamorphic 

event. Therefore, the range and distribution of 513 C 

values of carbonates are interpreted to reflect conditions 

of initial deposition. 

The potential sources for carbon include seawater 

(0 ± 3 per mil), volcanic rocks (+2 to -10 per mil) 

(Ohmoto and Rye, 1979), mantle derived C (+5 to -35 per 

mil (Deines, 1980), and limestones, exhalites and 

sedimentary rocks (+5 to -30 per mil). Because there are 

no extensive areas of outcrop of limestones, carbonate

bearing exhalites and/or carbonate-bearing sediments 

exposed in the Ash Creek Group these are ruled out as 

possible C sources. The a13 C for carbonate in seawater of 

the basin in which the Ash Creek Group was deposited is 

interpreted to have been -4.6 ± 1.1 per mil assuming that 

seawater was the fluid in equilibrium with the carbonate 

minerals in cherts and sediments. This is more negative 

than the 0 + 1 per mil value given by Veizer and Hoefs 

(1976) for 1.8 GA marinQ C and the average of 0.4 + 2.7 
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for the Precambrian from Schidlowski, Eichman and Junge 

(1975). 

The variation of calculated 513 CEC02 of the fluid 

associated with carbonates within and surrounding the 

United Verde orebody may be explained by circulation of an 

initial -4.5 per mil seawater through the volcanic pile. 

The 513CEco2 of the fluid may evolve to higher values by 

incorporation of heavier C from another source and/or by 

interaction of C02 with CH4. 

Heavie~ carbon may have been derived from 

relatively enriched carbonates in rocks underlying the 

orebody. CH4 may have been uerived from the volcanic rocks 

or it may have already existed in the seawater. CH4 

preferentially incorporates 12 C rather than 13 C. 

Therefore, if CH4 equilibrates with C02 it may enrich the 

o13CEco2 of the fluid. If the seawater contained CH4 in a 

reduced bottom layer, it is possible that at low 

temperatures the C02 and CH4 had not equilibrated. 

Experimental work has shown that at temperatures of less 

than 250 0 C C02 and CH4 act as independent species but at 

temperatures of greater than 300-350 o C they will 

equilibrate (Ohmoto, 1986). If they coexisted yet had not 

equilibrated in low temperature basinal waters, upon 

heating to 300 to 350°C they may have isotopically 

exchanged causing the C02 to become enriched in l3C. 
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Estimated 013CEC02 values are higher in facies 52 

than in the chlorite pipe immediately beneath the orebody. 

The lower values in the chlorite pipe may be due to 

temporal variations in the 013CEco2 of the fluid or mixing 

with seawater. Rocks from the chlorite pipe immediately 

beneath the orebody are brecciated implying that this area 

was highly permeable. In contrast, those rocks from S2 

are not brecciated and are slightly removed from the main 

discharge area. Thus, it is likely that mixing with 

seawater produced the less enriched 013CEco2 signature of 

the fluids in chlorite pipe. 

Oxygen 

Green et ale (1983), in a study of the Japanese 

Kuroko-type massive sulfide deposits, found that whole 

rock anomalies were more extensive and more 

consistent than other geochemical anomalies. They 

predicted that in metamorphosed and deformed terranes 

whole rock 018 0 analyses would be a useful tool for 

delineating the extent of alteration. In this study 019 0 

analyses of whole rocks and mineral separates are used to 

determine the extent of the hydrothermal system within the 

Cleopatra Formation, 

hydrothermal fluid 

hydrothermal system. 

and 

constrain the source of the 

estimate temperatures within the 
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Methods 

The extraction of oxygen from silicates was 

performed by Dr. P. B. Larson at Washington State 

University. Dr. Larson used the ClF3 method (Borthwick 

and Harmon, 1982) and the extraction apparatus described 

by Taylor and Epstein (1962). To extract the oxygen, 

oxygen-bearing minerals are reacted with .with a halogen 

fluoride at 500-550 0 C for 14-16 hours. Oxygen is 

liberated as 02, which is converted to C02 by reaction 

with a red-hot graphite rod. In the case of carbonates, 

C02 was liberated from the samples at the University of 

Arizona by reaction with 100% phosphoric acid 25°C for 

24-48 hours, depending on the carbonate type. Carbonate 

~180 data were corrected for fractionation due to 

incomplete extraction of oxygen (only 2/3rds of carbonate 

oxygen is reacted to C02; Sharma and Clayton, 1965). All 

C02 gas was analyzed using the modified micromass VG602C 

spectrometer at the University of Arizona. 

Results are reported in parts per mil, where 

~18 Os B m pie = (1801 16 Os amp I e -1) * 1000 (eqn. 21). 
1 8 01 1 6 Os t B n dar d 

Data are reported relative to SMOW <standard mean ocean 

water). The standard used was NBS-20. Data precision is 

± 0.5 per mil for carbonates and + 0.7 per mil for 

silicates. Analyses are presented in Table 15 and located 

--_._-----.-.. _--------------------------------------
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Oxygen isotope data. 01B O fluid 
using fractionation equations in Table 
equation was used for ankerite . 

.111. IMaM ~'CI 
ISO' Cl IJI' 11" .. 1JI1' 

cll.2 '1.2 1.1 1.1 
c t.1 '20' 0.1 1.' 

• t.' 
·J.1 0.1 1.1 

c 10.' ·J.O 0.' J.I 

.10.1 -0.' I.S 1.0 

• a.l 

110.0 ".0 ".1 '1.1 
IlLO ·MII.,. '.IIf1." 
4lLO ·J.WL~ • • ..,L1lI 
• t.1 O.U 0.1 

411.1 1.SIIIl." 1.z./t.lI 

4J 
l1toS .. 3 '.2 
IlL. L. ... 

0.2 1.1 
I U.' 0.1111.4111.211 l.tcI"2II1.211 

I •• ..2 
1.Mll2.14 1.""'.211 

LS I.S 

I.S '.1 

a , •• '1.2 -0.' 1.' 
o a.a '1.2 1.' J.' 
01.2 .... 'J.' -O.t 
o UJ.. 1.1 1.1 

o 1.2 ... 1 

I UJ.O ·U -0.5 

o I.' ... 2 '1.1 
010.3 .... '1.' 
all.' 

A = ankerite, c = calcite, d = dolomite, ch = chlorite,Q 
= quartz, Se = sericite, CA = carbonate mineral, and q = 
quartz. WR = whole rock, and * denotes whole rock values 
calculated using mineral separate 01B O data. 
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on Figure 44. 

Mineral separates of chlorite, quartz, and 

muscovite were hand picked with the exception of quartz 

from sample 4500. Carbonate associated with quartz in 

sample 4500 was separated by digestion of the carbonate in 

boiling 0.5 molal HCl and hematite was separated from the 

quartz using heavy liquids. All mineral separates were at 

least 95 percent pure. 

Whole Rock 518 0 

Figure 47 shows the spatial distribution of whole 

rock 518 0 values. The two relatively unaltered samples of 

flows or shallow level intrusions from the Upper member, 

chosen to represent least altered Cleopatra Formation for 

mass balance calculations, have whole rock 518 0 values of 

8.1 and 9.3 per mil. These values lie within the 618 0 

range of normal rhyolites and dacites (Taylor and 

Sheppard, 1986). The highest whole rock 518 0 values are 

from facies B1, S2 and hematitized Upper member samples, 

and range between 10.5 to 15.0 per mil (Figure 47). 

In general, whole rock 51B O values in the Lower 

member decrease towards 

Increasing 

addition of 

temperatures of 

chlorite cause 

the orebody (Figure 47). 

hydrothermal 

whole rock 

alteration and 

51B O values to 

decrease. As chlorite content increases whole rock 51B O 
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decreases owing to the affinity of chlorite for 16 0. 

Samples 50, 47B and 47A (Figure 47) represent progressive 

chloritization of the Lower member with 47A representing 

essentially complete 

The whole rock values 

chloritization of the Lower member. 

of these samples are 8.6, 6.2 and 

4.5 per mil, respectively. 

01B O of Mineral Separates 

Chlorite. The lowest chlorite 01B O values are 

from the United Verde and Verde Central chlorite schists 

(1.2 and 0.7 per mil, respectively) (Table 15 and Figure 

48) . The highest values are from sediments overlying the 

orebody (5.3 per mil) (Figure 49). The 01B O values ot 

chlorites from veins in the stockwork zone and facies B~ 

are higher than those values from chlorites within the 

main pipe (Figure 49). The 010 0 values of chlorites withln 

the chlorite pipe decrease towards the orebody. 

The range of chlorite 01B O values for the chlorite 

pipe (1.2 to 3.0 per mil) of the United Verde mine is 

similar to that of chlorites associated with other massive 

sulfide ore deposits. Larson (1984) plotted the weigbt 

percent chlorite versus 01B O values of whole rocks at the 

Bruce Mine and obtained a 01B O value of 2.1 per mil for a 

hypothetical rock of 100 percent chlorite. The Bruce m~ne 

is a 1.7 billion year old massive sulfide deposit located 

--..... -_ .. __ ._-------------------------------------
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Figure 48. Bar graphs showing the variation of 
~lao values of mineral separates. 
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Figure 49. Schematic cross section of the 
Cleopatra Formation showing the spatial distribution of 
010 0 values of mineral separates. C denotes carbonate; ch 
denotes chlorite; and q denotes quartz. 
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in Yavapai Series rocks in Arizona northwest of the Verde 

mining district. The 018 0 value of chiorite'obtained from 

the Archean Amulet mine, Canada, was 1.6 per mil (Beaty 

and Taylor, 1982) and chlorite 018 0 values for the 

Devonian West Shasta District, California, ranged from 1.5 

to 2.0 per mil (Casey and Taylor, 1982). 

Quartz. The range in 018 0 values of quartz is 

shown in Figure 48. Phenocryst quartz was taken from one 

Upper member and three Lower member samples. In all 

samples 018 0 values are within the range of normal igneous 

quartz values, namely 8 to 9.5 per mil (Taylor, 1968). 

018 0 values of quartz from hydrothermal veins, the 

massive su~fi~e orebody, and associated hematitic chert 

are higher than those of igneous quartz, and range from 

10.6 to 15.4 per mil. As in the case of chlorite, OlUO 

values of quartz decrease towards the orebody within the 

chlorite pipe (Figure 49). The highest quartz 018 0 values 

are in quartz from the orebody and the overlying hematitic 

chert (Figure 49). 

Carbonate. The range of carbonate 018 0 values is 

shown in Figure 48. with the exception of one sample, 

018 0 values of Fe- and Mg-bearing carbonates from rocks 

immediately above or beneath the orebody (12 to 18 per 

mil) are higher than values for calcites from the Upper 

member and the Lower member south of Hull Fault (7.2 to 

__ _ ___ ----------------------------------------0-----------------------------------
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11.2 per mil). 

Dolomite from a metamorphic vein has a 018 0 value 

of 7.2 per mil. 018 0 values of calcite in veinlets wh1ch 

crosscut foliation are 7.2, 10.7 and 11.1 per mil. 

Sericite. Sericite from one sample of facies S2 

was analyzed and had a 018 0 value of 9.5 per mil. 

Geothermometry 

Temperatures were calculated for the chlorite pipe 

using the chlorite-quartz fractionation equation of Wenner 

and Taylor (1971) (Table 16). Because coexisting quartz

ankerite and ankerite-chlorite pairs yielded geologically 

unreasonable temperatures it cannot be demonstrated by 

concordance that the chlorite-quartz temperatures 

represent equilibrium. Calculated temperatures are 267 DC 

(± 50°C for 1 a ) for sample 482 and 285°C for sample 31, 

which was taken from deeper in the chlorite pipe than 482. 

These temperatures agree well with those calculated using 

Walshe's (1986) solid solution model (i.e., 242°C for 

sample 482 and 280°C for sample 31). 

Estimation of 018 0 of the Hydrothermal Fluid 

Mineral phases are assumed to have been in 

isotopic equilibrium with the hydrothermal fluid. Cole 

(1980) suggested that most fine-grained seconQary 

carbonate and silicate alteration products found in 
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relatively permeable units are in isotopic equilibrium at 

temperatures as low as 100 to 150°C. Consistent spatial 

variation in calculated ~100 fluid values, as well as the 

variation of ~100 values of metamorphic veins, indicates 

that the greenschist facies metamorphic event did not 

homogenize O-isotopes. 

~100 values for water in the hydrothermal system 

were calculated using the mineral-water fractionation 

equations listed in Table 16, and ~ssuming temperatures of 

250 to 300°C for the chlorite pipe, approximately 250°C 

for facies S2, 175° to 200°C for the orebody, 175°C for 

sediments overlying the orebody, 200°C for facies B1, and 

230°C for the Upper me~ber (Table 15). Uncertainties in 

the estimates are ± 1 per mil at 400°C, and ± 3 per mil 

at 100°C (Ohmoto, 1986). Thus, the uncertainty in the 

calculated 51 °0 values for the temperature range of 

interest is approximately ± 1.5 per mil. The distribution 

of calculated ~100 water values is schematically shown in 

Figure 50. 

Calculated ~100 values of water for facies S2, B2 

and the chlorite pipe vary from 0.2 to 6.2 per mil. Water 

values calculated from minerals taken from the chlorite 

pipe closest to the ore~ody are 0.2, 1.2 and 3.4 per mil. 

Higher values, are c~lculated from 518 0 data of minerals 

in alteration zones surrounding the chlorite pipe and from 
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Table 16. Mineral-water and mineral-mineral 
fractionation equations used in this study. 

Hineral-~ater fractionation equations 

A Chlori te-H20=1. 56 (1 ()6 1fI. ) -4. 7 
t::::.Huscovi te-H20=2. J8 (1()6 1fI.) -J. 89 
L::::.Calci te-H20=2. 78 (1Cf> 1fI. ) -2.89 
t::::.Quartz-H20=J. 38 (1()& 1fI.) -2.90 
t::::.Dololllite-H20=3.2 (1()6 1fI.) -1:5 
L::::.Albi te-H20=2. 68 (1 ()6 1fI. ) -3. 53 

lIenlJer and Taylor(1971) 
O'Neil and Taylor(1969) 
O'Neil et ale (1969) 
Clayton et ale (1972) *1 
Northrop and Clayton (1966)* 2 
O'Neil and Taylor(1967) 

Hineral-lIIineral fractionation equations 

L::.Quartz-Chlorite=2.01(1Cf>1fI.)+1.99 lIenner and Taylor(1971) 
~Quartz-Huscovi te=2. 2 (1f7> 1fI.) -0. 6 Bottinga and Javoy(1973) 
~Quartz-Dololllite=0.18(1()61']2)-1.90 * Calculated frolll 1 and 2 
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Figure 50. Schematic cross section of the 
Cleopatra Formation showing the spatial variation in 01B O 
water values calculated from mineral-water fractionation 
equations. 
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within the chlorite pipe well below the sediment-water 

interface (2.0 to 6.2 per mil, mean = 3.8). Water 518 0 

values calculated from quartz and dolomite in the orebody 

are 1.5 and 3.8 per mil, respectively, for a temperature 

of 175°C. Water in equilibrium with sediments deposited 

above and distant from the orebody have a mean 518 0 value 

of -1.3 per mil with a standard deviation of 2.5 per mil. 

These differences in 518 0 values for various parts of the 

system are greater than the error inherent in· the 

calculations. Therefore, the calculated values are 

interpreted to represent true differences. 

Calculated fluid 518 0 values. are for pure water. 

The ore-forming hydrothermal system probably consisted of 

brine rather than pure water. Truesdell (1974) showed 

that owing to salinity the isotope activity ratio of a 

fluid may differ from the concentration ratio. For 

example, the 518 0 value of a 1 molal NaCl solution (which 

is a reasonable estimate for massive sulfide ore-forming 

solutions) would be 1.5 per mil less than the calculated 

518 0 value of pure water at 150°C and 0.7 per mil greater 

at 250°C. Thus, the actual 518 0 value of the hydrothermal 

fluid may be from 0 to 1 per mil higher than the 

calculated water 518 0 value for a temperature range of 200 

to 300°C (Truesdell, 1974). 

Experimental methods of obtaining fractionation 
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equations typically involve use of salt solutions. The 

resulting equations must be adju~ted for salinity affects. 

Uor the calcite-water equation of O'Neil et al. (1969), 

the quartz-water equation of ' Clayton et al. (1972) and the 

chlorite-water equation of Wenner and Taylor (1971) (Table 

16) calculated water values may be too low by 0.3 to 1 per 

mil (Truesdell, 1974). Taking into account both the error 

due to the likely salinity of the ore fluid itself and 

that due to experimental calibration procedures the 

calculated ~180 values may be 0.3 to 2 per mil too low. ' 

Interpretation of Oxygen Isotope Data 

~180 value of Seawater and the Hydrothermal Fluid. 

The hydrothermal fluid associated with the formation ot 

volcanogenic massive sulfides is thought to originate 

predominantly as seawater (e.g. Large, 1977; Beaty and 

Taylor, 1982; Pisutha-Arnond and Ohmoto, 1983). One ot 

the major pieces of field evidence in support of seawater 

as the initial fluid is the apparent lack of obvious 

magmatic source rocks (Solomon, Walshe and Eastoe, 198~J. 

The seawater is circulated through the rocks underlying 

the site of ore deposition in a convection cell. In 

general the geometry of the cell consists of a broad zone 

of recharge and a narrow zone of emergence (e.g. 

Parmentier and Spooner, 1978; Solomon et al., 1987). 

The ~180 value of seawater has probably remained 
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within the range of -5 to +5 per mil within the past 3 

billion years (Ohmoto, 1986). This is interpreted to be a 

exchange of seawater with basalts 

alteration at mid-ocean ridges 

Gregory and Taylor;1981) . Low 

result of buffering by 

during hydrothermal 

(Muelenbachs, 1986; 

temperature alteration enriches the oceanic crust in 1BO 

and high temperature alteration depletes the crust. The 

transfer of oxygen isotopes in these 

the net 1BO flux (Muelenbachs, 

two regimes balances 

1986) . A relatively 

constant 010 0 value of seawater throughout geologic time 

is suggested by the consistency of 01B O signatures of 

massive sulfide systems, altered ophiolites and 

greenstones (e.g. Beaty and Taylor, 1982; Urabe, Scott and 

Hattori,1983; Muelenbachs, 1986; The seawater 01B O value 

of -1.3 ± 2.4 per mil at Jerome is estimated from the 01B O 

values of minerals in sediments and exhalites, for th~y 

most likely equilibrated with seawater. 

01B O values for the fluid deep within the chlorite 

pipe and in facies S2 are 2.0 to 6.2 per mil. These 

fluids are significantly enriched -relative to the 

calculated 01B O value of seawater and would be even more 

enriched if the salinity correction were applied. 

Emergent fluids enriched in 1°0 have been reported for 

other massive sulfides systems(e.g. 1.2 to 2.2 per mil at 

the Bruce Mine (Larson, 1984): 6 per mil at the Kidd Creek 
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Mine (Beaty and Taylor, 1982); up to 4 per mil for Kuroko-

type deposits" (Pisutha-Arnond and Ohmoto, 1983). Enriched 

emergent hydrothermal fluids may have been produced by: 

1) mixing of seawater and magmatic waters; 2) isotopic 

exchange of seawater Hith underlying rocks at high 

temperatures (>400° C) and low water:rock ratios (Hoffman, 

Wilson and Stakes,1986; Munha, Barriga and Kerrich, 1986); 

or 3) exchange of seawater with rocks previously altered 

by low temperature hydrothermal fluids and enriched in 

18 0. 

High whole rock ~180 values may be caused by low 

temperature hydrothermal alteration of volcanic rocks by 

seawater. Low temperature reactions between water and 

which preferentially incorporate 10 0. Increase of whole 

rock ~100 values in the recharge area for massive sulfide 

systems is discussed by Pisutha-Arnond and Ohmoto (1983) 

and Mizukami and Ohmoto (1983) for Kuroko type deposits, 

by Muehlenbachs and Clayton (1972) for submarine basalts, 

and by Gregory and Taylor (1981) for Cretaceous oceanic 

crust. L~w temperature alteration is a viable explanation 

for the greater than 10 per mil values of samples from 

facies Bl. Sample 143 from facies S2 (Figure 44) is 

enriched in 18 0 relative to other similarly altered rocks. 

It is iikely that this rock was enriched during the 

initial low temperature stages of hydrothermal alteration 
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and subsequently did not completely re-equilibrated with 

later high temperature fluids that affected other rocks in 

the area. 

At Jerome it is possible that seawater became 

enriched as it circulated through the rocks and increased 

in temperature through exchange with rocks that had been 

previously enriched by low temperature seawater:rock 

reactions. The enriched rocks may have included the 

Deception Rhyolite and the Shea Basalt. Chlorite from the 

Verde Central mine has a 018 0 value of 0.7 per mil. This 

low value may have been produced by high temperature 

alteration by an enriched fluid (e.g. 1.4 per mil at 

350 0 C) or low temperature alteration by a fluid with 010 0 

value approaching seawater (e.g. -0.4 per mil at 250 0 C). 

The presence of the Verde Central deposit, and the fact 

that the Deception-Cleopatra contact was once a site of 

exhalative mineralization implies that a hydrothermal 

convection cell existed within the Deception Rhyolite 

prior to deposition of the Cleopatra Formation. Rocks 

surrounding the feeder zone of this convection cell may 

have been enriched in 018 0. These enriched rocks could 

have contributed to enrichment of the later hydrothermal 

fluid that formed the United Verde orebody. 

Evidence for mixing. The 018 0 values of quartz, 

chlorite and calculated fluid 0180 values decrease from 
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within the chlorite pipe towards the orebody and between 

the chlorite pipe and the orebody. A simple explanation 

for this variation is mixing of an approximately 4 per mil 

evolved hydrothermal fluid with -1.3 per mil seawater as 

the seawater-rock interface is approached. To estimate 

the proportion of seawater that may have mixed with the 

hydrothermal fluid the following equation was used: 

Xsw(Tmlx - Tsw} = Xf(Tf - Tml"} (equation 22), 

where T = Temperature in degrees C, X = mole fraction,' and 

subscripts sw, f and mix represent seawater, the 

hydrothermal fluid and seawater-hydrothermal fluid 

mixture, respectively. It is assumed that the heat 

capacities of the two fluids are similar. Temperatures 

are assumed to be 

pipe immediately 

Tf=300 0 C, 

beneath 

orebody, and Tsw=OOC. 

Tml,,=240 0 C for the chlorite 

the orebody and 175°C for the 

On the basis of the above 

temperatures the proportion of seawater that interacted 

with the hydrothermal fluid is 0.2 for the chlorite pipe 

immediately beneath the orebody and 0.4 for the orebody 

itself. 

These calculated proportions of seawater may be 

substituted into a simple mixing equation: 

Xsw018 0sw + Xf018 0f = (XSII + Xf )018 0ml " (equation 23), 

where Xsw T Xf =1, to obtain the 018 0 of the fluid 
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mixtures. Initial seawater is assumed to have a 018 0 

signature of -1.3 per mil and the hydrothermal fluid 4 per 

mil. The 019 0 value calculated for fluid mixture in the 

chlorite pipe is 3 per mil which is similar to the value 

obtained from ankerite but higher than that obtained from 

quartz and chlorite. However, if the salinity correction 

is applied the 018 0 value of water calculated from quartz 

and chlorite may approach 3 per mil. The alBa value 

calculated from the mixing equation for the orebody is 1.8 

per mil. This is essentially the same as the water value 

calculated from quartz but less than the values calculated 

from dolomite at 175°C. 

Using this mixing equation to explain the 

variation in 013C values associated with the chlorite pipe 

and the orebody (using -4 per mil for 013C of seawater and 

1 per mil for the hydrothermal fluid) results in a value 

of 0.3 for the proportion of seawater in the fluid that 

interacted with the chlorite _ pipe and a value of 0.8 for 

the fluid that deposited the orebody. Both of these mole 

fractions are higher than those predicted using the 

temperature mixing equation. These calculations are not 

rigorous. Nonetheless, the 018 0 data, the 013C data, and 

the temperature data, are consistent with mixing between 

the hydrothermal fluid and seawater immediately beneath 

the orebody and in the orebody. 

_._-_.-- .-.. -------------------------------------
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Temperature of deposition of the massive sulfide 

orebodv. Calculated fluid 018 0 values may be used to 

constrain the tempera,ture of deposition of the massive 

sulfide orebody. At 200°C the calculated 01B O value of 

water in equilibrium with quartz and dolomite in the 

orebody (3.2 and 6.3, respectively) is within the range of 

values calculated from minerals in alteration zones 

beneath the orebody (Figure 51). This places an upper 

limit of 200°C on the temperature of deposition of ore 

minerals. It is unlikely that the fluids associated with 

ore deposition would be more enriched than underlying 

alteration facies. 

Consideration of water:rock ratios 

The change in 01B O value of a rock 

associated with hydrothermal alteration may be represented 

by the following equation: 

W1 01B Olw + R1 01B Olr = Wf 01B Ofw + Rf 01B Ofr (equation 

24) • 

Superscripts i and f denote the initial and final states 

of alteration and the subscripts wand r, water and rock 

respectivel~'. Wand R represent the atomic proportion of 

oxygen in water and rock, respectively. 

Equation 24 may be rewritten as follows: 

W/R= 01B Ofr 01B Olr (equation 25). 
01 8 0 1 w - ( 01 B Of r - 6 ) 
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Figure 51. Calculated 018 0 values of water versus 
temperature. Area A contains water 018 0 values calculated 
from minerals taken from deep within the feeder and 
alteration facies surrounding the feeder; and area B 
contains ~180 values calculated for water from minerals in 
alteration facies immediately beneath the ~rebody. The 
two dashed lines show the variation of the calculated 018 0 
value of water with temperature. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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where t:::. is the isotope fractionation factor, in units of 

per mil between rock and water. This equation represents 

Taylor's (1979) closed system and is used to estimate the 

total mass of water that reacted with the rock over the 

life time of the system. W/R is the water:rock ratio and 

is approximately twice the water/rock 'mass ratio for most 

systems (Ohmoto and Rye, 1974). The water:rock ratios 

calculated using equation 2 are minimum values because not 

all water passing through a rock interacts with it. 

Taylor's (1979) open system equation: 

W/R = In( 180iw + 
180iw - ( 

180ir) (equation 26) 
180fr - t:::. ) 

is based on the assumption that the fluid makes only one 

pass through the system. Both equations may not be 

applicable for natural systems because of the assumption 

that water and rock exchange at only the temperature fixed 

by experiment (Ohmoto, 1986) and do not take into account 

lower temperature reactions and alteration affects the 

rock most likely endured prior to high temperature 

alteration. 

The t:::. value most commonly used for felsic rocks is 

the plagioclase An(30)- H20 geothermometer (Taylor, 1979) 

(Table 16). . Green et al. (1983) , who studied the 

rhyodacitic rocks that host Kuroko deposits used tae 

An(30)-H20 fractionation equation. Cole (1980) found that 
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the A granite- NaCl solution for temperatures between 

200 to 300°C were similar to ~ plagioclase-water. 

Therefore, A An(30)-H20 was used in this study. 

Results. Figure 52 shows the variation of final 

whole rock ~100 values and water:rock ratios as a 

function of temperature. This figure was constructed 

using Taylor's (1979) closed system equation (equation 

25), and assuming an initial whole rock 510 0 value of 8.7 

per mil and initial ~100 values for the fluid of -2, 0 and 

2 per mil. The results are compared with observed whole 

rock ~100 ranges in the Lower member. Rocks of facies B1, 

B2, 51 and 52 in general have ~lBO whole rock values of 7 

to 10.5 per mil and have been subjected to temperatures of 

200-250 oC. Those that have been extensively chloritized 

from facies B2 have whole rock 51B O values between 4.5 to 

7.6 per mil and have been subjected to temperatures of at 

least 250°C. Completely chloritized rocks have 518 0 

values of less than or equal to 4.5 per mil and were 

subjected to temperatures of 250-350 oC. Figure 52 shows 

that for an assumed initial fluid of -1 to -2 per mil the 

~100 values of altered rocks overlap their predicted 

temperature range. For both the 0 and 2 per mil fluids the 

te~peratures associated with the range for 

chloritized rocks are higher than those predicted from 

oxygen isotopes and chlorite chemistry. 
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Figure 52. 01 °0 whole rock values versus 
water:rock ratio as a function of temperature (degrees 
celsius) and initial fluid 010 0 value(top left hand 
corner) .The temperature contours were calculated using the 
closed system equation of Taylor (1979). 

-_._-_ ...•. __ .. -.. _-----------------------------------
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Figure 53 shows the variation of water:rock ratios 

and whole rock ~180 values with respect to different 

initial fluid ~180 values at 250 and 300 0 C. This diagram 

was constructed using Taylor's (1979) open system~

equation(equation 26). This figure implies that in order 

for the completely chloritized rocks to have formed the 

initial fluid ~180 value would have to have been less' than 

-1 per mil. 

Because the rocks of 

completely metasomatized it 

the chlorite pipe have been 

is strongly suggested that 

large amounts of water interacted with the rocks of this 

alteration facies. The water:rock ratios computed using 

both the open and closed system models indicate 

qualitatively an increase in the water:rock ratios from 

facies B1, B2, Sl and S2, to areas of pervasive 

chloritization and into the chlorite pipe. 

In natural systems the fluid which reacts with a 

rock may have previously exchanged with another rock. 

This is the most reasonable explanation for the increase 

in ~180 values of the fluid associated with formation of 

the United Verde orebody. In order to evaluate the 

water:rock ratios accurately, the changing ~180 values of 

the fluid and rocks, the kinetics of rock-water isotopic 

exchange reactions, and the chemical effects of alteration 

must be integrated into a dynamic model of the system. 

------------ --------- -------------------------------
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rock 

Water. rock ratio 

Figure 53. Whole rock 519 0 versus water:rock 
ratio at initial H20 ~190 values of 1, 0, -1, and -2 at 
250 and 300 0 C. Curves were calculated using the open 
system equation of Taylor (1979) . Shaded area denotes final 
519 0 whole rock values for samples from the chlorite pipe. 

------_._--_._--------------------------------
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Therefore, the simple equations of Taylor's serve only to 

qualitatively make estimates of the p,ararneters pf the 

system. 

These water:rock ratios represent lower limits on 

the total flux of the water through the rock. A rough 

minimum estimate of the amount of fluids discharged 

through the chlorite pipe may be made by considering the 

amount of iron deposited in the massive sulfide. The log 

aFe2 + of the fluid associated with the chlorite pipe was-

3.8. Assuming that FeCl- was the dominant iron complex in 

the hydrothermal fluid (cf. Barnes, 1979) an estimated 

1.35 X 101s kilograms of fluid would have discharged 

through the pipe to deposit the massive sulfide on the 

seafloor. This represents only a minimum and is greater 

than the estimated discharge of 1011 kilograms of ore-

forming fluids predicted by Ohmoto et al. (1983) for the 

smaller Kuroko-type deposits. Ohmoto et al. (1983) 

calculated fluid mass based on the amount of Zn associated 

with Kuroko-type orebodies. Solomon et al. (1987) 

estimated a flux of 4 x 1013 kg of fluid responsible for 

depositing the copper in the Kidd Creek deposit. Both of 

these estimates represent minimums because Zn and Cu, 

respectively, were not deposited continuously throughout 

the lifetime of the system nor was all Zn and Cu in 

solution deposited. The latter is also true for Fe. 
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However, it is reasonable to assume that iron was 

deposited throughout the lifetime of the ore-forming system. 
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CHAPTER 9 

DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

It has been demonstrated by mineral chemistry, 

whole rock geochemistry, and isotopic data that the 

greenschist facies metamorphic event did not homogenize 

the effects of the United Verde ore-forming hydrothermal 

system although the mineralogy of alteration assemblages 

was almost certainly modified. Therefore, major element 

losses and gains, mineral chemistry and associated fluid 

parameters, and isotopic relationships may be used to 

constrain the physicochemical conditions associated with 

hydrothermal alteration. 

Implications of Different Alteration Assemblages in 
the Upper and Lower Members 

The Cleopatra Formation is a distinct and 

internally mappable lithologic unit which hosts the United 

Verde volcanogenic massive sulfide deposit. Ie consists 

of two members, whose contact is the United Verde ore 

horizon. The Upper member is distinguished from the Lower 

member primarily o'n the basis of alteration mineralogy. 

-- -------------------------------------------
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Alteration mineralogy, and mineral and whole rock 

geochemistry suggest that the Upper member was subjected 

to a silica-saturated iron-enriched fluid of alkaline or 

neutral pH. In contrast, the Luwer member appears to have 

been subjected to an acidic Mg-enriched fluid. 

The abundant hematite in the Upper member implies 

that if the orebody was deposited in a stratified basin, 
, 

as suggested by sulfur isotope data, alteration of the 

Upper member must have occurred through interaction with 

water derived from or above the pycnocline, or from fluids 

associated with the waning stage of the hydrothermal 

system. Fluids more oxidized than those involved in the 

formation of the United Verde orebody circulated through 

the Upper member. There is no evidence for interaction of 

similar fluids with the Lower member. 

Relationship of Footwall Alteration Facies to 
Original Hydrothermal Cell 

Geochemical data provide a framework for 

discussion of the conditions of hydrothermal alteration 

associated with the major alteration facies summarized on 

Figure 54 and presented below. Geochemical data suggest 

that the Lower member south of Hull Fault was part of a 
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Figure 54. Diagram summarizing the geochemical 
changes in the Lower member. 

_ .. _ ..... _-----------------------------------
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recharge zone for the hydrothermal fluids. The intensity 

of alteration effects increases progressively from Hull 

Canyon towards the United Verde orebody within the Lower 

member. Alteration effects cUlminate in the chlorite 

pipe, which was the major discharge area. Variation of 

both whole rock and mineral chemistry and 518 0 data for 

whole rocks serve to document the progressive increase in 

alteration intensity. Although the metamorphic overprint 

has changed mineral assemblages, the general geochemical 

trends associated with 

preserved. 

the ore-forming system are 

In experimental systems, during the initial stages 

of seawater-rock reaction, rocks become enriched and 

fluids depleted in Mg (Dickson,1977i Mottl and Holland, 

1978; Mizukawa and Ohmoto,1983). Loss of OH- ions from 

seawater occurs concurrently with the depletion of Mg as a 

result of the formation of clays, micas and/or brucite 

(Mottl and Holland, 1978; Dickson, 1977). This chemical 

exchange between water and rock increases the acidity of 

the seawater. This slightly acidic fluid would be capable 

of breaking down feldspars and volcanic glass, and of 

removing Ca and Na from the rocks. Rocks may attain 

higher 518 0 values as they alter to clays. 

In facies B1, part of the recharge area the low 

Fe*/Fe*+Mg ratios of both chlorites and whole rocks, the 
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depletion of CaO and Na20, and the high whole rock 019 0 

values are characteristics expected of a rock that has 

been subjected to low temperature alteration by seawater. 

The high Fe3 +/Fe* ratios of chlorites from this alteration 

facies may be a result of a slightly more oxidized fluid 

interacting with rocks in this facies compared to the more 

evolved fluids that would have interacted with facies B2. 

Facies B2 represents an area of both recharge 

and discharge. The elemental gains and losses of facies 

B2 are very similar to those of the montmorillonite 

alteration zone of Kuroko-type deposits (Figure 55) 

(Pisutha-Arnond and Ohmoto, 1983). The montmorillonite 

zone is also the alteration facies intermediate between 

the recharge and discharge areas. Pisutha-Arnond and 

Ohmoto (1983) stated that the montmorillonite zone was 

subjected to temperatures of 200 to 250°C. They noted 

significant depletion of from rocks of the 

montmorillonite zone. 

019 0 values for rocks from facies B2 are between 

4.5 and 10.1 per mil. The 019 0 whole rock values depend 

on the amount of chlorite present in the rock and the 

extent of water:rock reaction. A mildly chloritized 

sample (#75) has a very low whole rock 01B O value, 4.8 per 

mil. This value may represent almost complete 

equilibration of this rock with the hydrothermal fluid. 
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Figure 55. Diagram summarizing the facies of 
alteratjon associated with Kuroko-type deposits from 
Pisutha-Arnond and Ohmoto (1983). Dotted lines are 
isotherms with an uncertainty of SooC. Arrows indicate 
flow directions for pore fluids. 
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This sample has a value much lower than the average 11.1 ± 

2.5 per mil associated with the montmorillonite zone of 

Kuroko deposits (Green et al., 1983) and most other whole 

rock ~180 values from facies B2. 

The chlorite pipe was the main discharge conduit 

for the hydrothermal fluid. Going up within the pipe 

towards the sediment-water interface the rocks become 

progressively more chloritized and at the top of the main 

pipe the rocks are brecciated. This volume of rock is 

interpreted to have been highly permeable. 

The presence of facies S2 surrounding the chlorite 

pipe may be explained using Figure 37. The hydrothermal 

fluid which passed through the chlorite pipe was obviously 

in equilibrium with chlorite. The log activity of 

clinochlore in the chlorite pipe was approximately -1.3. 

The value of log aMg2+/(aH+)2 would decrease in a fluid 

moving outward from the pipe owing to the deposition of 

chlorite. The resulting fluid would move into the 

stability field of sericite with the result that sericite 

would eventually become stable in an alteration zone 

surrounding·the one containing chlorite. 

Facies Sl is interpreted to represent discharge 

areas for slightly acidic evolved seawater that had lost 

-_._------------------------------------------------------------------------------



its Mg to rocks below. 
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Silica deposition may have 

occurred as silica saturated fluids cooled upon approach 

of the seawater-rock interface. It is possible that this 

alteration facies is relict from early stages of 

development of the hydrothermal system. 

Size of the United Verde Circulation Cell 

The Lower member of the Cleopatra Formation 

exhibits the integrated effects of a long lived 

hydrothermal system. Thus, the alteration characteristics 

and geochemical signatures of some outcrops may represent 

the superimposed temporal effects of a changing 

hydrothermal fluid. For example areas of facies Sl that 

occur south of Hull Fault may be a result of earlier small 

circulation cells within the Lower member that existed 

prior to the development of a larger cell. Small cells 

are described by Solomon et al. (1987) as occurring in the 

initial stages of development of a convection system in a 

permeable medium. High 018 0 whole rock values (greater 

than 10 per mil) of some samples from alteration facies 

with generally lower values (e.g. sample 143) may record 

initial low temperature conditions ass0ciated with smaller 

cells. 

The United Verde Extension orebody, which has 

hanging wall and footwall attributes similar to those of 
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the United Verde mine, may have formed from a small 

circulation cell that eventually coalesced with the United 

Verde cell. The United Verde Extension orebody is 

slightly less than one kilometer from the united Verde 

orebody (Lindberg, 1986). Its total tonnage was 

approximately 4 million metric tons. Solomon et a1. 

(1987) noted that very large deposits (30 to 250 million 

tonnes) in the Iberian Pyrite province are spaced at 

intervals of no less than 10km. They also noted that in 

the Mount Read Volcanic province in Tasmania that small 

deposits (less than 1 million metric tons) are commonly 1-

2 kilometers apart. On the basis of the size of the 

United Verde orebody and the interpretation that both 

deposits were formed at the same stratigraphic horizon 

(Lindberg, 1987), the United Verde Extension orebody may 

have been the product of a small metastable cell that 

eventually coalesced with a neighboring cell to form the 

large cell necessary for the formation of the United Verde 

orebody (e.g., Figure 56). 

Evidence that suggests that the hydrothermal 

fluid circulated below the Cleopatra Formation includes: 

increased 018 0 value of the hydrothermal fluid (discussed 

in the next section); no indication of significant 

depletion of metals in the Cleopatra Formation or in a few 

samples of the Deception Rhyolite (Chapter 6); and the 
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presence of hydrothermal alteration deeper in the 

stratigraphic section (Chapter 3). 

'Thus, the study area represents only a small 

portion of the hydrothermal circulation cell responsible 

for the formation of the United Verde orebody. The extent 

of the cell has been obscured mineralogically by the 

greenschist facies metamorphic event. Whole rock 01B O 

values may define the outer extent of the system where 

values may have increased as a result of low temperature 

hydrothermal (diagenetic) reactions (Green et a1., 1983; 

Pisutha-Arnond and Ohmoto, 1983). 

Geochemistry of Contemporaneous Seawater 

Convection of a fluid that was initially seawater 

is generally accepted as a fundamental process in the 

formation of volcanic-hosted massive sulfide deposits 

(e.g. Pisutha-Arnond and Ohmoto, 1983; Ohmoto et al., 

1983; Solomon et al., 1987). The isotopic and chemical 

characteristics of seawater at the time of massive sulfide 

deposition may be estimated using mineral and isotope 

geochemistry given that the rocks have not been altered by 

later events. The estimated 013CC02 and 01B O values of 

seawater at the time of formation of the United Verde 

orebody are -3.2 + 0.8 and -1.3 + 2.4 per mil, 

respectively. Thes~ numbers are based on the isotopic 
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signatures of sediments and exhalites from the Verde 

mining district. Through' water-rock interactions the 

fluid 513 CEC02 and 518 0 values evolved to +.5 ± 1.5 per 

mil and 3.8 ± 1.3 per mil, respectively. The increased 

518 0 of the hydrothermal fluid suggests that either the 

hydrothermal fluid interacted with rocks at high 

temperatures (>400 0 C) or that the fluids interacted with 

previously enriched rocks. In order to accomplish 

enrichment by either of these means the ore-forming fluids 

would have to interact with rocks underlying the Cleopatra 

Formation. The increase in 513 CEC02 of the hydrothermal 

fluid may have occurred through interaction of the fluid 

with the ho~t rocks or by equilibration of the C02 in the 

fluid with CH4 at high temperatures. 

In contrast, the 034S value of the fluid differed 

little from the source which was either the host volcanic 

rocks or volcanic emanations. The limited range of 034S 

values of sulfides in the Verde mining district and in 

Yavapai Series rocks is best explained by the stratified 

basin model. In this model the basin which is the fluid 

source has a reduced basal layer. other evidence which 

supports this model include: lower XFeS of sphalerite 

from one sample of the chlorite schist than in one sample 

from the massive sulfide orebody, and decreasing Fe3 +/Fe* 

ratios of chlorites from deep within the chlorite pipe 



Sources of Components Deposited in the 
Chlorite Pipe and OrebodY 

On the basis of metal solubilities 
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in ore 

solutions associated with massive sulfide systems Solomon 

et ale (1987) have estimated that catchment areas of 

100km2 are theoretically required for large massive 

sulfide deposits similar to the United Verde deposit. 

They suggested that this figure could be reduced with an 

alternative source of metal other than the country rock 

such as a magmatic component. Their areal estimate even 

if reduced by half implies that the exposed area of the 

Lower member studied represents only a small portion of 

the massive sulfide system (Figure 56). 

On the basis of arguments outline by Solomon et 

ale (1987) it is reasonable to suggest that the cell was 

large enough to interact with the Shea Basalt. Other data 

also suggest this including the addition of FeO and MgO, 

instead of removal, as chlorite to the Deception Rhyolite 

and Lower member. 

If one assumes that the fluid (or seawater) lost 

MgO during initial water-rock interaction an explanation 

for the large addition of MgO to the chlorite pipe and 

facies B2 is necessary. Possible explanations include: 

1) initial enrichment of Lower member rocks during low 

temperature hydrothermal alteration with continued 
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Figure 56. Diagram illustrating the development 
of the United Verde hydrothermal cell and the location of 
the study area with respect to the cell. Cell A 
represents initial small cells that may have been 
responsible for the silicic and sericitic alteration at 
the top of the Lower member. Cell B represent developing 
larger cells which may have been responsible for the 
formation of the United Verde Extension orebody. Cell B 
may have coalesed into the large cell C interpreted to 
have been responsible for the United Verde orebody. 
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enrichment as the hydrothermal system intensified and drew 

more seawater through the rocks; or 2) 

interaction of the hydrothermal fluid with a Mg-rich rock 

at depth, for example the Shea basalt. Enrichment in MgO 

and FeO* is transitional towards the main zone of upward 

flow and therefore, probably reflects upward flow of a Mg-

and Fe- enriched fluid superimposed on earlier low 

temperature alteration. It is possible that the 

underlying Shea Basalt, which is hydrothermally altered, 

was an additional source for Mg. 

Using an average Fe* content of rhyodacites of 

27000ppm (calculated from Table 5) a volume of 0.8 km3 of 

rhyodacite would be required to produce 75 million metric 

tons of pyrite, a rough estimate of the amount of iron in 

the United Verde massive sulfide orebody. This volume is 

represented by the Deception Rhyolite and Cleopatra 

Formation. This calculation assumes that Fe was 

efficiently removed from the rhyodacite. Mass balance 

calculations in Chapter 6 show that rocks from facies 81 

are enriched in FeO and MgO by more than 35% relative to 

least altered Cleopatra Formation and in facies 82 by 

greater than 100%. Chlorite has been added to the 

Deception Rhyolite, implying that Fe was not efficiently 

removed from this unit either during alteration. Mottl et 

al. (1979) showed that in order for a hydrothermal fluid 
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to derive significant amounts of Fe from a rock the 

temperature would have to exceed 300°C. It is unlikely 

that much of the Cleopat~a Formation was subjected to 

these temperatures. This suggests that if the volcanic 

rocks were the primary source of Fe, the hydrothermal 

fluid must have interacted with rocks below the Cleopatra 

Formation, most likely with the Shea Basalt. 

There is also no evidence of significant removal 

of Cu and Zn from the Cleopatra Formation or several 

samples from the Deception Rhyolite suggesting that the 

Lower member was not the source of metals for the United 

Verde orebody. Enrichment of 18 0 of the hydrothermal 

fluid and the low whole rock 019 0 value of sample 75 also 

imply interaction of the fluid with rocks underlying the 

Cleopatra Formation. 

Deposition of monazite in the chlorite pipe and 

in chlorite veins surrounding the pipe implies 

mobilization of LREE from the surrounding rocks. Lesher 

et ale (1986) reported mobility of rare earth elements 

(REE) in the Cleopatra Formation. Vance and Condie (1986) 

recorded increas~ in total REE in rocks that were 

chloritized and a decrease in rocks that were silicified 

from the Cleopatra Formation. Experimental work (e.g. 

Bilal and Becker, 1979; Flynn and Burnham,1977; Kosterin, 

1959) and studies of ore deposits {Higgins, 1985; Graf, 
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1977; Kerrich and Fryer, 1979; Campbell et al., 1984) 

suggest that LREE are mobilized (leached and deposited) in 

Cl- bearing solutions. 

Potential Heat Source 

The Shea Basalt, which is described as being 

altered in its northern area of exposure, .may have been 

the heat source for the hydrothermal circulation cell. 

An intrusive origin is suggested for parts of the 

formation by Anderson (1987). Kothavala (1963) described 

diabasic textures in the Shea Basalt. Anderson (1987) 

named the northern area of outcrop the Delmonte Formation 

and described the unit as containing a diabasic intrusive 

complex which crosscuts flows. This area is now 

approximately 2.5 km beneath the orebody. Because the 

basalt is described as being altered in its upper levels 

near the contact with the Deception Rhyolite the 

circulation cell may have extended into the intrusive 

complex. Polya et ale (1986) identified a sill-like heat 

source 2 km below the host horizon in a Cambrian 

hydrothermal system in the Mount Read volcanic province, 

Tasmania and sills have been identified in Canada (cf. 

Campbell et al., 1981). 

Thermal modeling (e.g. Cathes, 1978; Urabe and 

Sato, 1978) indicates that rhyolite domes associated with 

-_.-_.---- -------------------------------------
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Kuroko deposits can only produce a small amount of the 

heat necessary to' drive the hydrothermal system. 

Therefore, even if the massive Lower member beneath the 

orebody does represent a lava dome it is unlikely that it 

was the heat source responsible for driving the 

hydrothermal system. Campbell et al. (1981) compared the 

trace element geochemistry of sills underlying Archean 

massive sulfides with those volcanic rocks underlying the 

orebody. They found that the volcanic rocks and sills 

were genetically related and that the sills were the most 

reasonable heat source for the convection cell. Thus, the 

Shea Basalt may have contained a subvolcanic sill that was 

the heat source responsible for driving the hydrothermal 

system. 

Comparison with Other Massive Sulfide Deposits 

The United Verde orebody represents a typical 

copper-zinc massive sulfide deposit (Franklin et al., 

1981) with copper mineralization occurring at the base and 

zinc mineralization occurring at the top. A zone of 

sulfide veins and disseminated sulfides, called the 

stringer, stockwork or feeder zone, usually occurs in the 

most hydrothermally altered footwall rocks. At the United 

Verde mine the stringer zone is represented by the most 

hydrothermally altered samples of the Cleopatra Formation, 
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~ chlorite schist. 
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Alteration at the United Verde mine, 

similar to most other massive sulfide deposits decreases 

away from the orebody within the footwall rocks. 

Some estimated parameters of the hydrothermal 

fluid responsible for alteration in the chlorite pipe, and 

for sulfide deposition in the chlorite pipe and massive 

sulfide orebody are presented in Table 17. The parameters 

are similar in range to estimates made from study of 

undeformed and unmetamorphosed Kuroko deposits (e.g. 

Ohmoto et al., 1983; Pisutha-Arnond and Ohmoto, 1983). 

The general trends of major element losses and 

gains calpulated for the Cleopatra Formation are similar 

to those associated with most massive sulfide deposits (e. 

g. Riverin and Hodgson, 1980; Roberts and Reardon, 1978; 

and Shirozo, 1974). Addition of silica and iron to the 

hanging wall of massive sulfide deposits similar to that 

found in the Upper member has been documented for a few 

Kuroko type deposits (Kalogeropoulos and Scott, 1983) and 

for the Cretaceous Madenkoy massive sulfide, Turkey 

(Cagatay and Boyle, 1980). Hanging wall alteration is not 

usually discernible in Archean deposits owing to 

subsequent metamorphism and intrusion. 

Variation in chlorite chemistry has been 

documented for other massive sulfide deposits (e.g., Urabe 

et ale 1983, Roberts and Reardon, 1978; Hendry, 1981). 
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Table 17. Fluid parameters. Values are compared 
with those estimated by Ohmoto et al(1983) for Kuroko type 
massive sulfide deposits. 

UDi ted Verde JlilJe /Curoko Dflpo.it. 
Chlori te Jlodel Sultide ~t.bility 

lo,.a -JJ to -J8 -JS.S to -42.1 

lo,.a -1.0 to -1.J . -1.1..4 -1.0 to -1.J 

lo,a .. -J.1. to-J.4 
.. 

-J.6 to -S.O -J.J :!:. 0.1 

10,Ere -J.8 to-4.S -4.5 

10,EII, -J.46 to-J.J5 -4.0 -2.0 
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Most studies document only chlorite chemistry in rocks 

immediately surrounding and from within the chlorite pipe 

or feeder. Decrease, increase, and little change in 

Fe*/Fe*+Mg ratios are found to occur (e.g., Larson, 1984; 

Costa, Barnett, and Kerrich, 1983; Roberts and Reardon, 

1978, respectively). In this study the ratio was found to 

increase towards the orebody from B1 and to decrease 

towards the sediment-w~ter interface within the chlor.ite 

pipe. This variation in the distribution of chlorite 

chemistry 

different 

possibly a 

for different 

conditions of 

product of 

deposits may be a result of 

the hydrothermal system or 

later metamorphic conditions 

superimposed upon the preexisting alteration facies. 

Roberts and Reardon (1978) predicted that with 

progressive seawater-rock interaction, addition of Mg to 

the rocks should occur in areas removed from the main 

pipe. They suggested that the increase in the acidity of 

the fluid that would occur with Mg loss would enhance the 

Fe carrying capacity of the fluids, causing the iron 

content of chlorite to increase laterally towards the 

orebody. They also suggested that the Fe3 +/Fe* ratios of 

the more distal chlorites should be the highest because 

they were produced by more oxidized fluids. Both of these 

trends in chlorite chemistry are present in the Lower 

member. 
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~100 values of whole rocks and mineral separates 

not associated with the alteration facies immediately 

underlying the orebody have only been evaluated in a few 

studies (e.g., Green et al., 1983; Gregory and Taylor, 

1981; Beaty and Taylor, 1982). The general results 

indicate that ~100 values for whole rocks from shallow 

levels of the recharge area should have higher whole rock 

~lBO values than samples closer to the orebody. The 

variation in ~100 values of whole rocks obtained in this 

study suggests, as also found by Green et ale (1983), that 

whole rock values may be used to infer the extent of the 

hydrothermal system in metamorphosed and deformed 

terrains. Enrichment of seawater in 10 0 as it became an 

ore-forming hydrothermal fluid is indicated by calculated 

values of 01 °0 values for the ore-forming fluid. This has 

also been found for other massive sulfide deposits 

(Pisutha-Arnond and Ohmoto, 1983; Munha et al., 1986). 

The limited range of ~34S of sulfides in the Verde 

mining district is not typical of most Upper Proterozoic 

and younger massive sulfide deposits. However, Archean 

deposits generally have sulfide 034S values averaging 0 

per mil attributed to lack of biogenic tractionation and a 

volcanogenic or igneous source for the sulfur (Franklin et 

al., 1981). A wide range of 034S values has been 

documented for the 1.8 b.y. old Asen pyrite-barite 
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deposit, Sweden (Rickard et al., 1978). The 034S data and 

the presence of barite at Asen imply the presence of 

sulfate in at least some seawater of Lower Precambrian 

age. Therefore, it is suggested that the Yavapai series 

rocks may have, been deposited in either an isolated basin 

or an ocean that was stratified either broadly or locally 

with respect to oxidation state. 

The United Verde massive sulfide deposit and the 

alteration signature of its associated hydrothermal system 

are similar in many respects to other massive sulfide 

deposits. This is because these deposits are products of 

similar tectonic and physicochemical processes that have 

been operating throughout geologic time. The differences 

are due to the variation in the general tectonic setting 

(e.g. host rocks, basin geologic setting); to the size of 

the heat source and the overall intensity of the 

hydrothermal system; and to 

massive sulfide deposit in 

evolution of the earth. 

unique for they are part of 

documenting the development 

geologic time. 

the time of formation of the 

relation to the chemical 

Massive sulfide deposits are 

a continuum that aids in 

of the earth throughout 
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CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The Cleopatra Formation is distinct and mappable, and 

therefore, is distinguished from the Deception 

Rhyolite as a separate formation. 

2. The Cleopatra Formation is subdivided into two members 

primarily on the basis of alteration mineralogy, 

although lithologic and textural differences are also 

present. The two members may also be distinguished 

on the basis of whole rock and mineral chemistry. 

3. The contact between the two members of the Cleopatra 

Formation is the United Verde ore horizon. The Lower 

member was altered by the ore-forming fluids and the 

Upper member by fluids that post-dated era 

deposition. 

4. Alteration facies have been delineated within the 

Lower member. These represent areas of recharge and 

discharge for the hydrothermal fluid. Facies B1, 

which represents an area of fluid recharge, is 

characterized by the assemblage quartz + albite ± 

chlorite ± sericite + calcite. The prese~ce of 

calcite and albite serve to distinguish Bl from B2. 

Temperatures of alteration in facies Bl ranged from 

--_ .. -._ .... _---------------------------------------
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200 to 250°C. Major element changes associated with 

rocks of B1 include addition of MgO and K20, and 

slight depletion of CaO and Na20. Chlorites of this 

alteration facies have higher Fe3 +/Fe* ratios and 

lower Fe*/Fe*+Mg ratios than chlorites from facies 

B2. Whole rock ~100 values for samples from facies 

B1 are high relative to least altered Cleopatra 

Formation. 

The mineral assemblage that is characteristic of 

facies B2 is quartz + chlorite + sericite. Feldspars 

and carbonate minerals are not present. Temperatures 

predicted for facies B2 are 200° to 280°C. MgO and 

FeO* have been added in large amounts to rocks of B2, 

Si02 has been added in lesser amounts, and CaO and 

NazO have been almost completely removed. 

been removed from rocks that are pervasively 

chloritized and has been added to rocks that are 

sericitized and chloritized. 

The mineral assemblage of facies S2 includes 

quartz + sericite ± chlorite ± sulfide ± ankerite, 

and for Sl the characteristic assemblage is quartz + 

sericite ± chlorite ± dolomite ± calcite ± albite. 

Temperatures associated with S2 were approximately 

250°C, as constrained by oxygen isotopes (Figure 51). 

Losses and gains associated with both facies Sl and 
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S2 include depletion of all major elements except for 

Si02, K20 and CaO. CaO is added to some rocks' owing' 

to the presence of ankerite veins. 

The chlorite pipe or main discharge area consist 
.' 

of three distinct zones: the chlorite schist that 

immediately underlies the orebody, the main pipe and 

the stockwork zone. All three have the same 

characteristic mineral assemblage of chlorite + 

quartz + sulfides + ankerite ± monazite ± rutile. 

Rocks within the main pipe immediately beneath the 

orebody to intermediate depths have been brecciated. 

Calculated temperatures of formation of chlorite 

and temperatures calculated from oxygen isotope data 

indicate that temperatures decreased from 280°C at 

deep levels in the chlorite pipe to 240°C beneath the 

massive sulfide orebody. 

Large amounts of MgO and FeO* have been added to 

rocks of the chlorite pipe and all other major 

element oxides, with the exception of Si02 and CaO, 

where ankerite and quartz veins are present, have 

been removed. Evaluation of ratios of immobile 

elements indicates that alumina was added to rocks 

that were completely replaced by chlorite. Light 

rare earth elements (LREE) were deposited in this 

alteration zone and in chlorite veins surrounding the 
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chlorite pipe. 

5. Hematite, abundant calcite, and iron-rich chlorite, as 

well as relatively unaltered rocks characterize the 

Upper membel·. 

6. Mixing of the hydrothermal fluid in the upper levels 

of the chlorite pipe and the massive sulfide orebody 

is implied by: decreasing temperatures of formation 

of chlorite within the pipe towards the sediment

water interface; decreasing calculated 013CC02 and 

018 0 values of the fluids interacting with alteration 

facies beneath the orebody, increasing 018 0 values of 

mineral separates, and changes in fluid chemistry 

implied by the chemistry of chlorites and 

sphalerites. 

7. Facies B1 of the Lower member represents an area of 

recharge for the hydrothermal fluid which is assumed 

to have been predominantly Proterozoic seawater. The 

034 5, 013C and 018 0 values of seawater were 0.0 ± 

1.0, -3.2 + 0.8 and -1.3 ± 2.4 per mil, respectively. 

The 034 5 value of the fluid did not change with the 

evolution of seawater into a hydrothermal fluid. 

The carbon and oxygen isotopic values changed with 

the evolution of the hydrothermal fluid to +0.5 ± 1.5 

and 3.8 ± 1.3 per mil, respectively. These changes 

occurred with increased water-rock interaction and 

--- _ .. -.. - ..... -------------------.....:..-------------------
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increasing temperatures of hydrothermal alteration. 

8. The lack of variation in ~34S values of pyrites from 

the Yavapai Series and the chemistry of sphalerites 

associated with the United Verde orebody suggest that 

seawater may have been derived from a reduced layer 

of a stratified basin or ocean. 

9. Despite a metamorphic overprint and deformation in the 

study area, the nature of the hydrothermal cell 

beneath the United Verde deposit and the presence of 

hanging wal;L alteration is recorded by the 

geochemical variation of whole rocks and minerals, 

and isotope data. 

10. The study area represents only a small portion of the 

large hydrothermal cell that produced the United 

Verde orebody. Increased ~100 values of the 

hydrothermal fluid and calculations to predict the 

source of metals imply that the fluids circulated 

into the Deception Rhyolite and possibly into the 

upper stratigraphic levels of the Shea Basalt. The 

Shea Basalt may have contained the heat source which 

drove the ore-forming hydrothermal circulation cell. 

- .....• -- .. ----. --_._---------------------------
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APPENDIX A 

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF SEDIMENTS AT THE BASE OF THE 
UPPER MEMBER AND DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTACT 

IN A FEW WELL EXPOSED AREAS 

(Descriptions are 'given from south to north) 

LOCATION 

SOON 5050S 

760W 4650S 

700W 4580S 

650W 4420S 

700W 4360S 

650W 4250S 

730W 4075S 

530W 3850S 

DESCRIPTION 

Small outcrop of fine-grained bedded sediment 
in area of limited outcrop and surrounded by 
porphyritic quartz feldspar rhyodacite. 

Hematite veins surround white silicic quartz 
feldspar porphyry. Immediately above the 
hematite veins in the drainage are 0.1 to 0.6 
meter blocks of fine-grained bedded sediments, 
chert blocks and rounded porphyritic quartz 
feldspar rhyodacite fragments in porphyritic 
quartz feldspar rhyodacite matrix. The blocks 
are interpreted to have been formed during 
folding. 

Chert, fine-grained sediment layers and 
volcaniclastic rocks with clasts up to 0.3 
meters. 

Thin chert layers in quartz feldspar tuff. 

Fine-grained tuff layer. 

Thin chert layer interbedded with fine-grained 
sediments. 

Small chert layer with fine grained sediments 

Fine-grained sediment and chert layers 



450W 3540S 

360W 1250S 

380W 3250S 

300W 3250S 

o 2850S 

400E 2850S 

700E 2430S 

400E 2255S 

500E 2150S 

170E 1920S 
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Rounded siliceous porphyritic quartz feldspar 
rhyodacite clasts in a similar matrix. Pebbles 
are well rounded. 

schistose quartz feldspar tuff with fine
grained sediment interlayers. 

Fine-grained carbonate-, chlorite-, sericite-, 
and quartz-bearing tuff (winnowed tuff). 

Winnowed tuff with some hematite. 

Float of winnowed tuff. 

Tuffs and sediment layers with rounded clasts 

Rounded porphyritic quartz feldspar rhyodacite 
clasts, including one that resembles aplite, in 
a fine-grained grey matrix along with an 
outcrop of winnowed tuff. 

Winnowed tuff. 

Subrounded fragments up to 0.3 meter in a 
porphyritic quartz feldspar rhyodacite matrix 
fragments consist of hematite veined, 
silicified and fresh porphyritic quartz 
feldspar rhyodacite. 

Small outcrop of winnowed tuff. 



APPENDIX B 

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTIONS OF ROCKS ANALYZED FOR 
MAJOR AND TRACE ELEMENT ANALYSES 

RELATIVELY UNALTERED LOWER MEMBER 
157-Medium grey porphyritic rhyodacite 

5% quartz and feldspar phenocrysts, matrix: 55% 
sericite, 30% subrotinded polycrystalline quartz 
grains, 5% chlorite, and 5% carbonate. 
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75-Light grey porphyritic rhyodacite and a few irregular 
black streaks 
5% quartz and feldspar phenocrysts, 35% subrounded 
pollycrystalline quartz grains, 22% sericite, 22% 
chlorite, 16% fine-grained quartz, and trace
carbonate. 

FACIES B2 
MODERATELY ALTERED LM SURROUNDING THE FEEDER 

50-Mottled grey porphyritic rhyodacite 
15% quartz phenocrysts and coarse aggregates of 
quartz, 25% angular quartz grains, 10% chlorite, 50% 
sericite, and trace-rutile and Fe-oxide. 

42-Very fine-grained light grey porphyritic rhyodacite 
with 2~3mm quartz phenocyrysts and few irregular 
black streaks 
1% quartz phenocrysts, matrix: 29% subrounded to 
subangular quartz some with secondary overgrowths, 
30% fine-grained quartz intermixed with 20% sericite 
and 20% chlorite, and trace-rutile and zircon. 

47B-Sericitized-silicified and very mildly chloritized 
porphyritic rhyodacite 
10% quartz phenocrysts, matrix-40% sericite, 10% 
chlorite, 40% quartz, and trace-zircon and Fe-oxide. 

MATRIX PARTIALLY CHLORITIZED 
286-Dark green porphyritic rhyodacite 

5% quartz and aggregates of coarse recrystallized 
quartz matrix: 52% quartz, 33% chlorite, 10% 
sericite, and trace- zircon. 

102-Dark grey to black porphyritic rhyodacite with 
chlorite streaks 
5% quartz phenocrysts,5-10% angular patches of 
chlorite, 30% subrounded quartz grains, 55-60% 
chlorite, and trace-zircon,' hematite, rutile, and 
sericite. 
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FACIES B1 - SOUTH OF THE HULL FAULT 
354-Patchy chloritic alteration of a porphyritic 

rbyodacite with light grey irregular shaped areas 
surrounded by dark more chloritic areas 
5% quartz and extremely sericitized feldspar 
phenocrysts, 5% angular quartz grains, 
matrix: 15% quartz, 15% chlorite, 60% sericite, and 
trace-rutile and zircon. 

200-Fragmental porphyritic rhyodacite 
10% quartz and 5% feldspar phenocrysts and angular 
grains, matrix: 65% quartz, 10% chlorite, 10% 
sericite, and trace-opaques, rutile and carbonate. 
Matrix of fragments: 70-85% sericite, 10% chlorite, 
5-20% sericite. 

MESCAL GULCH 
173-Mottled light green to 

rhyodacite 
5% quartz phenocrysts, 
chlorite, 90% matrix: 
chlorite, 35-65% quartz, 
opaques. . 

black altered porphyritic 

5% angular patches of 
5-30% sericite, 25-30% 
and trace-zircon and 

186-"Quartz porphyry dike"-Dark grey rock with 2-3mm 
quartz phenocrysts 
10% quartz phenocrysts, 10% angular patches of 
sericite and 5% chlorite which occurs as veins, 
45% subrounded 0.5- O.lmm quartz grains, 10% 
sericite, 10% chlorite, and trace-rutile. 

FACIES 51 
490-Light green to white altered porphyritic rhyodacite 

5% quartz phenocrysts, 10% angular patches of wispy 
sericite, very fine-grained matrix: 55% quartz, 30% 
sericite, and trace-hematite and chlorite. 

476-Light green-grey altered porphyritic rhyodacite 
2% quartz phenocrysts, matrix: 35% quartz, 53% 
sericite, 5% carbonate and 5% chlorite as pods and 
veining, and trace-zircon and rutile. 

270-Sericitized-silicified porphyritic rhyodacite 
5% quartz phenocrysts, matrix: 60% quartz, 35% 
sericite, and trace-opaques and chlorite. 

FACIES S2 
21-Sericitized-silicified porphyritic rhyodacite with 

minor pyrite and sphalerite veining 
5% quartz phenocrysts, matrix: 40% quartz, 53% 
sericite, 2% chlorite, and trace-hematite, sulfide, 
zircon and rutile. 
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143-Sericitized-silicified porphyritic rhyodacite 

10% quartz phenocrysts and coarse aggregates of 
recrystallized quartz, matrix: 35% quartz, 50% 
sericite some as wispy patches, 5% chlorite, 
trace-opaques. 

Uv3-Sericitized-silicified po~phyritic 
< 1% quartz phenocrysts, matrix: 
quartz, 30% sericite some as 
trace-pyrite and sphalerite. 

rhyodacite 
69% fine-grained 

wipsy patches, and 

484-Medium grey sericitized silicified porphyritic 
rhyodacite with some pyrite and minor chlorite 
streaks 
5% quartz phenocrysts, matrix: 30% sericite, 15-20% 
chlorite as quartz chlorite clasts and veining, 50% 
quartz, and trace-pyrite with hematite replacing. 

36-Silicifed-sericitized rock 
5% quartz phenocrysts, 5% angular patches of sericite 
matrix: 45% sericite, 45%' quartz, and trace
rutile, hematite and zircon. 

CHLORITE PIPE 
COMPLETELY CHLORITIZED 
483-Chlorite schist 

Chlorite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, and pyrite. 
14-Contorted quartz-carbonate veins in chlorite breccia 

85% chlorite, 13% quartz and carbonate, and 
trace-sericite and monazite. 

31-Contorted quartz veins in chlorite breccia 
30-40% quartz, 60-70% chlorite, and trace rutile, and 
monazite. 

MATRIX CHLORITIZED 
49-Chloritic quartz crystal tuff 

5% quartz phenocrysts, 30% irregular quartz grains 
matrix: 65% chlorite, and trace-zircon, rutile. 

17-Chloritized quartz porphyry from blocks within the 
stockwork 
10% quartz phenocrysts, matrix: 45% quartz, 40% 
chlorite, and trace-opaques (chalcopyrite, hematite, 
rutile, pyrite) zircon and monazite. 

CHLORITE VEINS SURROUNDING THE CHLORITE PIPE 
39-Chlorite schist-black rock with milky quartz 

95% chlorite, and trace-quartz and monazite. 
47A-Chlorite veining in facies B2 

5% quartz phenocrysts, matrix: 60% coarse quartz 
35% chlorite, and trace-hematite, monazite. 
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275-Light grey relatively unaltered porphyritic quartz 
feldspar rhyodacite 
10% quartz and feldspar phenocrysts, matrix: 25% 
sericite, 10% chlorite, 5% carbonate and 60% quartz 
with trace-epidote and rutile. 

491-Pink feldspar and grey quartz eyes in a light pale 
green flow trace of hematite veining replacing 
matrix: 13% phenocrysts, matrix: 40% quartz, 30% 
sericite, 2% carbonate, and 5% hematite. 

SILICIFIED 
230-Pink porphyritic rhyodacite with shows of green 

chlorite and epidote. 
10% quartz and feldspar phenocrysts, matrix: 75% 
equigranular mass of predominantly quartz with some 
feldspar, 5% chlorite, 6% sericite, and 4% pods of 
epidote and carbonate . 

PERVASIVELY HEMATITIZED 
127-Pervasively hematitized porphyritic rhyodacite 

10% quartz and feldpsar phenocrysts, matrix: 15% 
sericite, 55% quartz, 10% hematite, and 10% 
carbonate. 

205-Pervasively hematitized porphyritic rhyodacite 
15% quartz and plagioclase phenocrysts, matrix: 
60% quartz, 10% hematite, 15% sericite, and trace
carbonate and epidote. 

MOTTLED ROCK 
32-Mottled ro.ck-irregular pink areas in a greenish matrix 

Pink area: 60% quartz, 25% sericite, 5% hematite, 5% 
epidote, 5% carbonate, and 5% albite, and 1% quartz 
and feldspar phenocrysts. 
Green: 83% fine grained quartz, 5% carbonate, 5% 
chlorite, 5% sericite, 2% epidote, and 1% angular 
pieces of quartz. 

89-Mottled rock-irregular pink areas in a greenish matrix 
Pink area: 60% sericite, 15% carbonate, 5% epidote, 
19% quartz, and 1% quartz and feldspar phenocrysts. 
Green area: 89% quartz, 10% fine chlorite, 10% 
carbonate, and 1% angular pieces of quartz and very 
sericitized feldspar. 
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BULLSEYE RHYOLITE 
214-Dense purple fine grained rock with few 1mm feldspar 

laths 
5% plagioclase phenocrysts and glomerophyric 
aggregates, 95% matrix: 20% feldspar, 70% 
fine-grained quartz, 5-10% hematite, and 
trace-chlorite, carbonate and epidote. 

DECEPTION RHYOLITE 
69-Fine grained dark grsen flow(?) 

<1% 1mm quartz phenocrysts, 50% quartz, 30% sericite, 
and 30% chlorite. 

183-Medium grey fine-grained rock 
Homogeneous groundmass of 50% quartz, 30% sericite, 
and 20% chlorite with some sericite veining the 
matrix by pervasive replacement. 

184- Dark green fine 'andesite" 
30-40% fine grained quartz, 70-60% chlorite with 
minor sericite, and trace rutile. 

176-Fine grained flow(?) . 
2% O.S-lmm quartz phenocrysts, 60% subrounded quartz, 
and 40% sericite-chlorite mix. 
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APPENDIX C 

Absolute" and relative** losses and gains of major elements 
calculated using Gresen's(1967) method. Sample numbers 
correspond with those in Table 3. 
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